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A BSTR A CT 
D is t r ib u te d  S ta b il iz in g  D a ta  S t ru c tu re s
by
D oina Bein
Dr. Ajoy K um ar D atta , E xam ination Com m ittee Chair 
Professor of C om puter Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
D istributed algorithm s aim to achieve b e tte r  perform ance than  sequential algorithm s 
in term s of tim e complexity (or asym ptotic tim e complexity) while keeping or lowering the 
memory requirem ent (space complexity) in a node. (In sequential algorithms, the  memory 
requirement is the memory requirem ent of the algorithm  itself.)
Self-stabilizing d istribu ted  algorithm s aim  to achieve a com parable perform ance to  non­
stabilizing d istribu ted  algorithm s when transien t faults or arb itrary  initialization cause the 
system to enter a sta te  where a non-stabilizing algorithm  cannot continue to properly 
perform  its task.
Transient faults can affect an existing d a ta  struc tu re  and alter its da ta  content. As 
a  result, the d a ta  s tructu re  may lose its properties, and the  operations defined over the 
da ta  structure will have unpredictable and undesirable results, m aking the d a ta  structure  
unusable.
We present several self or snap-stabilizing algorithm s for particu lar d a ta  structures.
We propose an optim al self-stabilizing d istribu ted  algorithm  for sim ultaneously acti­
vating non-adjacent processes on an oriented chain (Algorithm  S S V S ) .  We use Algorithm  
S S V S  to accomplish two tasks: local m utual exclusion and line sorting. We propose two 
uniform, self-stabilizing, determ inistic protocols on oriented chains: a tim e and  space op­
tim al solution to  the local m utual exclusion problem  (Algorithm CM£C)^  and a  space 
and (asymptotic) tim e optim al solution to  the d istribu ted  sorting problem (Algorithm
iii
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We extend Algorithm  S S V S  to  an asynchronous oriented ring w ith a distinguished 
node w ith some m inor modifications, and we obtain  general self-stabilization for simulta­
neously activated non-adjacent processes in an oriented ring w ith a distinguished process 
(Algorithm SSVSTZ). We use A lgorithm  SSVSTZ to  accom plish two tasks: local resource 
allocation and ring sorting. We propose two uniform , self-stabilizing, deterministic proto­
cols on oriented rings: a tim e and space optim al solution to  the local resource allocation 
problem  (Algorithm  CTZATZ), and a space and (asym ptotic) tim e optim al solution to the 
d istributed sorting problem  (Algorithm  SOTZTr)-
We extend Algorithm  S S V S  to  an  asynchronous rooted tree, and we obtain general 
self-stabilization for simultaneously activated non-adjacent processes in a rooted tree (Al­
gorithm  S S V S T ).  We then  give two applications of A lgorithm  S SV ST :  a tim e and space 
optim al solution to  the local m utual exclusion problem  (Algorithm  CM.ST) and a space 
and (asym ptotically) tim e optim al solution to  the m in heap problem  (Algorithm K£AV).
In  proving the  tim e complexity of sorting, we introduce the  notion of pseudo-time, 
sim ilar to  logical time  introduced by Lam port.
We present the first snap-stabilizing d istribu ted  binary search tree (BST) algorithm. 
The proposed algorithm  uses a heap algorithm  (Algorithm  Heap)  as a  preprocessing step. 
This is also the  first snap-stabilizing d istribu ted  solution to  the heap problem.
IV
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C H A PT E R  1
INTRO D U CTIO N
In this chapter we present some notions related  to d istribu ted  systems (Section 1.1), topol­
ogy and com m unication models (Section 1.2.1), d istribu ted  protocols and types of daemons 
(Section 1.3), self and snap-stabilization as particu lar cases of fault-tolerance (Section 1.4). 
We continue then  w ith  existent work in the litera tu re  (Section 1.5), our contributions (Sec­
tion 1.6), and the  organization of the d issertation (Section 1.7).
1.1 D istributed Systems 
A recent orientation in com puter systems research is to consider d istributing com putation 
among several processors [multiprocessor systems.) If the processors share the com puter 
bus, the clock, and sometimes memory and peripheral devices, the systems are called tightly 
coupled. If the processors do not share memory or clock, and instead have their own memory, 
they are called distributed systems. The processors communicate with each other either by 
using messages (message-passing comm unication model) or by using a common memory 
partitioned among processes such th a t each process has complete access over some portion, 
and limited access over the memory portions of o ther processes (shared-memory model). The 
two comm unication models are equivalent: A protocol w ritten using one model can be re­
w ritten using the o ther model. We have w ritten  our protocols mainly in the shared-memory 
model of communication.
There are various reasons for building a d istribu ted  algorithm  using distribu ted  systems: 
com putation speed-up, reliability, communication. If a particular com putation can be par­
titioned into a num ber of subcom putations th a t can run concurrently, then a  d istributed 
system may allow us to d istribute the com putation among the various sites - to run tha t
1
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com putation concurrently. If one node fails in a d istribu ted  system, the rem aining ones can 
potentially continue operating.
Regarding the tim ing of events (receiving/delivering a  message, com puting local infor­
m ation), we have several models of d istribu ted  systems.
• The synchronous model is the  sim plest m odel to  describe and to program . We assume 
th a t all processors take steps in their executions simultaneously, and the transm ission time 
of each message is bounded. B ut this is very difficult to im plem ent, and because of this, 
most d istributed system s are not synchronous.
• The asynchronous model is the o ther extrem e, where processors can take steps at 
a rb itrary  speeds and in arb itrary  orders. I t  is the  hardest to program , because of the uncer­
tainty in the order of events. Since the asynchronous model has no assum ption about time, 
algorithm s designed for the asynchronous m odel are general and portable: they are guaran­
teed to run correctly in networks w ith a rb itra ry  tim ing guarantees. On the other hand, the 
asynchronous model does not provide sufficient conditions to  solve problem s efficiently, or 
even to  solve them  at all.
• The partially synchronous model is in between, with a wide range of possible as­
sum ptions th a t can be made. A very common assum ption is to  bound the interval of time 
for transm itting  a message, called timeout, after which the message is considered lost.
In our protocols we consider asynchronous system s, since they are the hardest to  design for.
1.2 Topology and Com m unication Models 
In th is section we present some topology and communications models used by our algo­
rithm s.
1.2.1 Topology Models 
Regarding the topological struc tu re  of a distributed system, let G =  [V ,E)  be the 
underlying graph (directed or undirected). Let E[v)  denote the set of edged incident to 
node w G R. Given G and a set of labels E, a local orientation of u 6 R is any injective 
function Xy : E{v)  -4- E which associates a distinct label to each edge. The set of all the 
local orientations of the nodes in the graph, A =  {A  ̂ : f  G R}, is called a local orientation
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
labeling or simply labeling.
If any node v can know from its local label w hat is the label a t the  other end of each of 
its incident edges, or formally, if there exists a bijection : S  ^  E such th a t for each edge 
e = <  u ,v  >G E , Xv{< v ,u  >) =  'F(Au(< u ,v  > ), then  the graph has edge-symmetry and ’k 
is called the edge-symmetry function  [FKK’*'04],
If the sym m etric function T' is the identity function (for each edge, the labels a t the two 
ends are the same) then  the labeling function is called coloring. A particu lar case of coloring 
is the  dimensional labeling in hypercubes.
By abuse of notation, a graph th a t has local labeling and edge sym m etry is called an 
oriented graph. A network with local labeling bu t no edge sym m etry is called unoriented 
[FKK+04]. Exam ples of oriented graphs are: “left-right” labeling for chains and rings, 
“north-south / east-w est” labeling for meshes and tori, “parent-child” labeling for trees.
We consider three topologies: an asynchronous chain of n  nodes, an asynchronous ring 
network of n  nodes w ith one distinguished node, which we call the leader, and an asyn­
chronous rooted tree of n  nodes and height h, w ith one distinguished node called the root. 
Chains, rings and trees are assumed to  be bidirectional and oriented.
In an unoriented chain or ring, a node may have either one or two neighbors, called first 
(f) and second (s) neighbor, stored as constants. In an oriented tree, a node may have a non­
empty set of neighbors, called ui  (the first neighbor), ri2 (the second neighbor) etc., stored 
as constants. We call them  constants since none of the proposed algorithm s modify them 
(so call static  storage), bu t they are not constants for the system, since transient failures 
can modify them . If some neighbor is missing (for extrem ity nodes), then  it is stored as _L.
For an oriented chain and ring, every node v can distinguish between its left neighbor 
[ly) and right neighbor (r„), and this left-right orientation must be consistent among all the 
nodes in the network. If node v does not have one of the two neighbors, the corresponding 
value is represented as J_. For the chain, the leftmost node is denoted by L, the rightmost 
node by R; for the ring, the ring leader is denoted by L. We assume that an underlying 
self-stabilizing local m aintenance protocol m aintains the left neighbor pointer R  and the 
right neighbor pointer r^ of a node v.
For a tree, every node v can distinguish between its parent (p„) and its children (set D y ) .
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The roo t node is denoted by R. We assum e th a t  an underlying self-stabilizing spanning tree 
construction protocol m aintains the  parent po in ter py and set of neighbors Ny of a  node v. 
All neighbors of v except its parent py are considered to be its children, denoted as the set 
D y .  N ote that D y  is not m aintained by any protocol as it can be locally computed from  N y  
and Py. Thus, every node v effectively m aintains degy pointers, where degy is the degree of 
node V.  For the root node R, p R  = JL. For a leaf node v, Dy — T .
1.2.2 Com m unication Models
Among the several models for interprocess comm unication, two communication models 
are used by our algorithms. In the  state-reading model [Dij74], also called shared-memory 
model, processors communicate by reading the neighbors’ state. In the link-register model 
[DIM93], a process uses separate shared-registers to  communicate w ith its neighbors.
In  the  shared-memory model, a process can read and write its own memory, b u t can 
only read the memory of its neighbors.
In the link-register model, processes u and v communicate using two separate registers: 
Suv and Syy. Process u  writes in and reads from Syy, whereas process v writes in Syy 
and reads from Syy. In the shared-m em ory model, process u writes in register readable 
by b o th  u  and v.
We use mainly shared-memory model, since it is harder to  design an algorithm  in the 
shared-memory model than  in the link-register model.
1.3 D istributed Protocols and Types of Daemons 
A distributed program  (protocol) is executed by individual processes. We use the term  
process and node interchangeably. Each process holds a num ber of variables (and sometimes, 
constants). The variables in the shared-m em ory model can be of two types: private or local 
variables, that are visible only by the process, and shared or global variables, th a t can be 
visible by other processes in the system.
T he local state is the set of values for the process’ variables. The global staie {configu­
ration) of a system is the union of the local sta te  of its components.
T he distribnted program  in every node consists of a finite set of guarded actions of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
form:
< label > ::<  guard  > —)■< action >
The guard of an action is a Boolean expression involving the global variables an d /o r 
local variables. The action can be executed only if its guard evaluates to  true. A node with 
at least one enabled guard is called enabled. A daemon will select non-determ inistically a 
non-empty subset of enabled nodes to  execute one of the enabled actions.
We assume th a t the actions are atomically executed: the  evaluation of a guard and the 
execution of the corresponding action, if it is selected for execution, are done in one atomic 
step.
[DIM93] distinguishes between composite and read/write atom icity protocols. The guards 
of a read /w rite  atom icity protocol are only of two types:
(1) either the guard is defined only over local variables, and the action involves global 
and /o r local variables,
(2) or the guard is defined over local and /o r global variables, and the action involves 
only local variables.
The guards of a composite atom icity  protocol can also include a th ird  type:
(3) the guard is defined over local an d /o r global variables, while the action can involve 
both  local and global variables.
In the system, one or more processors execute an action and a processor may take at 
most one action. This execution m odel is known as a daemon.
• The central daemon selects only one enabled process for execution.
• The distributed daemon selects a non-empty set of enabled processes for execution. 
There are several types of d istribu ted  daemons. The m ost common are:
• The weakly fair daemon is a d istributed daemon th a t assumes fairness: a continuously 
enabled process will be eventually selected for execution.
• The unfair daemon is a d istribu ted  daemon w ithout the fairness mechanism: even a 
continuously enabled process may not be selected for execution unless it is the only enabled 
process.
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In order to com pute the tim e complexity for an algorithm  rnnning on an asynchronous 
system, we use the definition of a round [DIM97]. A round is a minimal sequence of com pu­
tation steps during which each processor th a t was enabled in the first configuration of the 
sequence executes a t least once during th is sequence.
1.4 Self-Stabilization and Snap-Stabilization 
Fault-tolerance is the  ability of a system  to w ithstand transient faults. A fault-tolerant 
system is guaranteed to  still perform  its function when a num ber of transient errors has 
occurred. A k fault-tolerant system can to lerate up to k faults, provided tha t the function 
the system has to perform  is independent on the num ber of processes not corrupted in the 
system. It may or may not tolerate more th an  k  faults, bu t the guarantee is only for at 
most k faults.
In 1973, D ijkstra introduced the notion of self-stabilization in the context of d istributed 
systems [Dij74]. He defined a system  as self-stabilizing when, “regardless of its initial state, 
it is guaranteed to arrive a t a legitim ate sta te  in a finite num ber of steps” . A system which 
is not self-stabilizing m ay stay in a illegitim ate sta te  forever.
Given C, the set of all possible states, and a predicate P  over C, we denote hy C-p Ç C 
the set of all legitimate states with respect to V ,  or simply the set of all legitimate states.
D e fin itio n  1.4.1 (C lo se d  A t t r a c to r )  Let C\ and be subsets of C. Cg is a closed 
attrac to r for C\ i f  the following conditions are true:
(i) for  any initial state ci in C\, for  any execution e in (e = cj,C2 , ■. .J, there exists 
i > 1 such that, for any j  > i, Cj G Cg; and
(a) any execution starting from a configuration in C2 reaches a configuration in Cg.
D e fin itio n  1.4.2 (S e lf -S ta b iliz a tio n )  A system S  is called self-stabilizing i f  and there 
exists a predicate V  such that Cp is a closed attractor for C .
A snap-stabilizing algorithm  [BDPV99, CDPV03] guarantees th a t the system always 
behaves according to its specification provided some processor in itiated the protocol. In 
other words, a snap-stabilizing algorithm  is also a self-stabilizing algorithm  which stabilizes
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in 0 steps. It should be noted th a t a self-stabilizing algorithm  is guaranteed to satisfy the 
desired specification only in a finite time.
We assume th a t in a norm al execution, a t least one processor (called the  initiator) 
initiates the protocol upon an external (w ith respect to  the protocol) request by executing 
a special type of action, called an initialization action.
D e fin itio n  1 .4 .3  (S n a p -S ta b il iz a t io n )  Let P  be a protocol designed to solve a ta sk T .  P  
is called snap-stabilizing i f  and only if, starting from any configuration, any execution E  of  
P  always satisfies the specification of T .
1.5 Related Work
D istributed algorithm s aim to achieve b e tte r perform ance than  sequential algorithm s in 
term s of tim e complexity (or asym ptotic tim e complexity) while keeping or lowering the 
memory requirem ent (space complexity) in a node. (In sequential algorithm s, the memory 
requirem ent is the memory requirem ent of the algorithm  itself.)
Self-stabilizing d istribu ted  algorithm s aim  to  achieve comparable performance to  non­
stabilizing d istribu ted  algorithm s when transient faults or arb itrary  initialization cause the 
system to enter a sta te  where a non-stabilizing algorithm  cannot continue to  properly per­
form its task.
Transient faults can affect an existing d a ta  struc tu re  and alter its d a ta  content. As 
a result, the da ta  structu re  may lose its properties, and the operations defined over the 
data  structure will have unpredictable and undesirable results, making the da ta  structu re  
unusable.
1.5.1 Self-Stabilizing D istributed Sorting
There are various types of the sorting problem  for d istributed systems.
One sorting problem  in a general (unreliable) network where nodes have distinct IDs can 
be formulated as follows: Given a set of n  values and n nodes, distribute the values among 
the nodes in the increasing order of the node ID. We call this type of sorting as type UI 
(unreliable network, unique IDs).
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Another type of sorting problem  in a general reliable network where distinct IDs for 
the nodes are not considered can be form ulated as follows: Given n values and n  nodes 
arranged as an ordered type of (di)graph (we mean a line, a ring w ith a distinguish node, or 
a  tree ), d istribute the values among the nodes in the increasing order of the node topological 
position. For example, in a line network, the  order is from left to  right, or from right to  left. 
For a ring network, the  order is from the distinguish node to the right, or to the left. For a 
tree network, the order will be from the root to the leaves, or from the leaves to  the root.
We call th is type of sorting as type R A  (reliable network, anonymous nodes).
Type UI has been studied in [ABCD96, ABC+98, BDT98, GZ97].
In [ABCD96], a global self-stabilizing d istribu ted  algorithm  for the sorting problem  in 
a tree network where nodes have distinct IDs is proposed. Since the protocol m aintains in 
every node a consistent view of the system state, it has few drawbacks. The num ber of nodes 
n needs to be known by every node. The stabilization tim e is 0[d),  where d is the network 
diam eter, instead of 0 {h ) ,  where h is the height of the tree. The memory requirem ent in 
every node is of 0 (n ) , which makes a to ta l of O(n^)  for the whole network.
The memory requirem ent per node of the solution from [ABCD96] is decreased to 
0{log{n)deg) in [ABC+98], where deg is the degree of the tree, bu t w ith a cost of a much 
higher tim e complexity 0[n h ) .
In [BDT98], two solutions based on message passing are given for the sorting problem  
in a unidirectional ring (one uses the store-and-forward routing, the other uses cut-through 
routing). The size of a message is 0 (n lo g n ) . The memory requirem ent of a node is ei­
ther O {n \ogn )  or O (logn) (depending on the routing scheme). The stabilization tim e is 
0 (n^  log n), respectively 0 (n ^  log n).
In [GZ97], the upper and lower bounds on the m axim al num ber of bits sent during the 
execution of an algorithm  in an asynchronous network with n  nodes are studied. For a tree 
network, the lower bound on the num ber of bits is 0 ( A 't  log L /n ) , where A f  is the sum  of 
the distances from all the vertices to the median of the tree, and { 1 ,2 , . . . , ! /}  is the set of 
initial values. An algorithm  th a t sends a t most 0 ( A r  log L n/A _T ) bits is presented (upper 
bound). The upper and the lower bounds are tight if either L  =  D(u^+'^) or A ^ =  D(n^). 
Some results regarding average distribution are also presented, and these results suggest
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th a t sorting is an inherently non-distributive problem.
Type RA has been studied in [Sas02, Sas04, FKK+04]. For a non fault-tolerant per­
spective, the m ain concern is to reduce the  am ount of com m unication in a  message-passing 
model, or the am ount of memory accesses (comparisons) for a shared-m em ory model, while 
keeping a relative low memory requirem ent per node, and a low tim e complexity.
We consider the type RA of the  sorting problem, in a asynchronous line network. Given 
n  values and n  nodes arranged as a line, d istribu te  the values among the nodes in the 
increasing order of the node position from  left to  right. For non-descending order, distribute 
the values in non-descending order from  left to  right (similarly for non-ascending order). 
The values are not necessarily d istinct, and they are drawn from an arb itrary  set of values.
The type RA sorting problem becomes a heap problem  when the  network is a rooted 
tree (either min heap or max heap). Given n  values and n  nodes arranged as a rooted tree, 
d istribu te  the values among the nodes in the increasing order of their depths.
A tim e optim al solution to the  type RA sorting problem in a synchronous line network 
is given in [Sas02]. The strict lower bound of n  — 1 rounds is achieved by creating copies of 
the elements in each node. The space complexity in every node is 0{L ) .
A  tim e and communication optim al solution to the classical sorting problem in an asyn­
chronous line network is given in [Sas04]. The tim e complexity is n  — 1, thus optimal, and the 
comm unication complexity is n^/2 . T he algorithm  uses three states and 0{L )  space com­
plexity per node. Even if the algorithm  works for asynchronous system s, it is completely 
non-fault tolerant. It assumes a correct initialization, and if a fault occurs, it runs forever.
An interesting analysis of the relationship between sorting and election in an anonymous 
asynchronous ring is done in [FKK+04]. For the case when the input values are drawn from 
the set {0,1} and the size n  of the ring is prime, a lower bound on the message complexity 
for bo th  oriented and unoriented rings is given, together with a relatively tight upper bound 
achieved by the given algorithms. For oriented rings, the num ber of states is 11. The space 
complexity for both  oriented and unoriented ring algorithm s is O (logn), as every node 
m aintains a counter tha t takes values in the set 1 . . .  n.
Our sorting algorithm s for bo th  the line and the tree networks use a so-called local 
resource allocation (LRA)  protocol [CDP03] to deal with the exchange of two values among
9
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neighboring nodes. LRA allows neighboring processes to access resources (i.e. their values 
to be sorted) concurrently, provided they are not conflicting w ith each other. LRA protocol 
becomes, for a line network, a local m utual exclusion protocol, where when a node is enabled, 
its direct neighbors are disabled. LRA protocol is not a m utual exclusion protocol in a  ring 
network, provided th a t if two neighboring nodes u  and v are enabled at the same tim e, the 
execution of node u  and node v involves disjoint (non-conflicting) resources.
1.5.2 Self-Stabilizing Heap and Binary-Search-Tree
The self-stabilizing heap problem  has been studied in [BD95, Ali99, HMOla, HMOlb, 
UHK+03].
In [Ali99], the self-stabilizing algorithm  for a m ax-heap construction improves the version 
of [BD95] in three aspects. The algorithm  uses the  shared-memory model of communication. 
F irst, no global reset is required compared w ith [BD95]. Second, the tim e complexity is 
reduced from 0 {nh )  to  0 (h ) , where h is the height of the tree and n  is the num ber of nodes 
in the tree. Finally, the space complexity per node is reduced from 0{degL)  to 0{deg  -f L) 
(where deg is the degree of the process and L is the maximum size of the initial values in 
the tree ). Since the memory requirem ent in a node is independent of the num ber of nodes, 
it is assumed to be 0 (1 ). The synchronization among the nodes is achieved by using the 
global rooted synchronizer presented in [ABDT98] and two additional bits.
In [UHK+03], the self-stabilizing max-heap protocol reduces the memory requirem ent 
further to  0 {L ) ,  by keeping the same order for the time complexity {0(h)) .  It uses a 
neighborhood synchronizer protocol [JADT99]. Besides the two variables of 0 {L )  used for 
tem porarily storing the values to  be exchanged between the node and its child, three more 
bits are used per node as follows: one bit for synchronization, one b it for marking changes,
and one bit for resetting the heap construction in the subtree rooted at the node.
A heap construction th a t supports insert and delete operations in a rb itrary  states over 
a variant of the standard  binary heap [CLR92] w ith the maximum capacity of K  items is 
proposed in [HMOla]. It takes 0 (m lo g K )  heap operations to stabilize {m is the initial 
num ber of items in the heap). The space complexity per node i is 0{h i)  where R  is the
height of the subtree Tj in the b inary  heap rooted at node i.
10
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Stabilizing search 2-3 trees are investigated in [HMOlb]. The stabilization tim e is 
0 ( n  log n) rounds where n  is the num ber of nodes in the in itial state and the space com­
plexity per node i is 0{di)  where d, is the distance from the  root to node i.
1.5.3 Self-Stabilizing Local M utual Exclusion
Local m utual exclusion (LME) is the extension of the dining philosophers problem  [Dij71] 
to  a general network. It weakens the m utual exclusion by requiring at most one privileged 
node per neighborhood, bu t at least one privileged node in the network.
Awerbuch et. al. [AS90] proposed a polynom ial response time solution to  the dining 
philosopher problem. Chandy et. al. [CM84] proposed a solution to an alternative local 
m utual exclusion problem  called drinking philosopher problem. Unfortunately their solutions 
does not handle transient faults (are not self-stabilizing, ju s t distributed).
Hoover and Poole [HP89] and Gouda [Gou87] proposed self-stabilizing solutions to  the 
dining philosophers problem  th a t use a central daem on and a  distinguish process to imple­
ment the token circulation.
Antonoiu et. al [AS98, AS99] proposed two self-stabilizing LME algorithms. The proto­
col of [AS98] works on oriented trees (each node knows its parent and its set of children), 
w ith 4 states per process. The protocol of [AS99] works on general networks where the IDs 
of the nodes are locally unique, w ith 0 [ M )  states per process, where M  is an integer much 
larger than  n  (M  > >  n).
Gouda and Haddix [GH99] solution to the LME problem  used variables bounded by 2d 
where d is the length of the longest simple cycle in the network. Nesterenko and Arora [AN02] 
solution to the dining philosopher problem  (LME on a ring) uses read/w rite  atom icity and 
variables bounded by 4.
The closest to our work is the algorithm  of [HuaOO]. Huang [HuaOO] proposed two 
algorithms for synchronous systems. One algorithm  uses only two states per process, bu t 
assumes no transient faults. The second protocol handles transient faults bu t more states 
are added (the network is initially colored such th a t no two adjacent links use the same 
color). At the same time, the delay between two consecutive executions of the same process 
is at most n  and never is reduced.
11
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1.5.4 O rientation of a Ring
Up to our knowledge, there is no work on orienting a chain. For ring orientation, ex­
tensive work has been done in [ASW88, SP87, BP89, ILS95, IJ93, TH95] A ttiya et. al. 
[ASW88] focused on uniform, anonymous, asynchronous rings, and showed th a t there is no 
determ inistic protocol to  orient even-length anonymous rings, and there is no protocol to 
orient arb itrary  length rings th a t term inates [SP87]. Syrotiuk and Pachl [SP87] presented 
a simple asynchronous protocol to orient odd and bounded rings, using message-passing 
model. The protocol is not fault-tolerant. Burns and Pachl [BP89] showed th a t determ in­
istic self-stabilizing protocols can break sym m etry on oriented rings of prime size, and Itkis 
et. al. [ILS95] presented a constant space solution to  this case.
Some non-existence results have been given by Israeli and Jalfon [IJ93]. Also, in [IJ93], 
a random ized self-stabilizing ring orientation protocol for arb itrary  rings and a uniform 
determ inistic self-stabilizing odd-length-ring orientation protocol in the link-register model 
[DIM93] are also given. Tsai and Huang [TH95] present a determ inistic protocol for arb itrary  
rings, under the central daemon, when the  neighbor of a node has more knowledge regarding 
the edge orientation. Finally, Hoepman [Hoe98] presents two uniform determ inistic self- 
stabilizing ring-orientation protocols for odd-length rings, using constant space, one using 
the link-register model, the other using the  state-reading model.
1.6 Contributions
Our contribution is diverse.
To orient an unoriented chain, we propose two uniform algorithm s. Algorithm S £ J \ f , 
implemented in link-register model, requires th a t the extrem ity nodes have distinct IDs. 
The space complexity in a node is independent of n, and the stabilization tim e is a t most 
n  rounds. Algorithm  , implemented in the shared-memory model, requires th a t
the nodes’ IDs are a t least chromatic [KY02] (no two processes neighboring to each other 
have the same identifiers). It uses O (logn) bits per node and stabilizes in at most n  rounds.
We propose a space and tim e optim al self-stabilizing d istribu ted  algorithm  for sim ulta­
neously activating non-adjacent processes on an oriented chain (Algorithm S S V S ) .
12
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We use A lgorithm  SSVS,  to  accomplish two tasks; local m utual exclusion and line 
sorting. We propose two uniform, self-stabilizing, determ inistic protocols on oriented chains: 
a tim e and space optim al solution to  the  local m utual exclusion problem  (Algorithm CMSC), 
and a space and (asym ptotic) tim e optim al solution to  the distributed sorting problem  
(Algorithm SOTZTc)-
Algorithm  CMSC  uses only two sta tes and stabilizes in 0 rounds (it is snop-stabilizing). 
The space requirem ent per node is three bits. T hus by combining algorithms CMSC  and 
either S S J s f or S S J s f , we obtain  a solution to the local m ntual exclusion on an 
unoriented chain, w ith  0 (1 ) bits (respectively O (logn) bits) memory size and n  rounds as 
upper bound on the stabilization time.
Algorithm  SOTZTc sorts n values, not necessarily distinct, in non-decreasing order from 
left to  right. Each process holds only one value, a t any moment. It uses a to ta l of three bits 
per node, thus an improvement over [Sas02, Sas04j: except the value to be sorted, only three 
bits of memory are used in each node. It stabilizes in a t most 8n -  8 rounds, comparing with 
n -  1 rounds achieved by non-stabilizing algorithm s in [Sas02, Sas04]. Thus by combining 
algorithms SOTZTc and either SSAfSf °̂' '̂  ̂or SSMS'ff°''^ ,̂ we obtain a solution to  the sorting 
problem  on an unoriented chain, w ith 0 (1 )  bits (respectively O (logn) bits) memory size and 
and 9n — 8 rounds as upper bound on the  stabilization time.
We then give two solutions to the ring orientation. Algorithm  S S M S ff^ ^  is implem ented 
in link-register model, uses 0 (1 ) bits per node, and stabilizes in a t most n rounds. Algo­
rithm  S S M S lf^^  is implemented in shared-m em ory model, uses O (logn) bits per node, and 
stabilizes in a t most n  rounds.
We extend Algorithm  SSV S  to an asynchronous oriented ring w ith a distinguished node 
with some m inor modifications, and we obtain  general self-stabilization for sim ultaneously 
activated non-adjacent processes in an oriented ring w ith a distinguished process (Algorithm
Algorithm SSVSTZ is determ inistic, and (asym ptotically) optim al in tim e and space. It 
is semi-uniform and works under the weakly fair daemon but not under the unfair d istributed 
daemon. It uses at m ost two bits per node (n — 2 nodes use one bit each and the other two 
nodes use two bits each, where n  is the num ber of nodes in the network). It is asym ptotically
13
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optim al in the tim e complexity — for any t  > 0, every node is enabled a t least t  tim es w ithin 
the first 3n /2  — 2 + 3t rounds, i.e., on the average, once every three rounds.
We use A lgorithm  S S V S T Z ,  to accomplish two tasks: local resource allocation and ring 
sorting. We propose two uniform, self-stabilizing, determ inistic protocols on oriented rings: a 
tim e and space optim al solution to  the local resource allocation problem  (Algorithm  CTZATZ), 
and a space and (asym ptotic) tim e optim al solution to the d istribu ted  sorting problem 
(Algorithm  SOTZTr)-
Algorithm  CTZATZ uses a t most four states (n — 2 nodes use two states each and the other 
two nodes use four states each), and stabilizes in 0 rounds (it is snap-stabilizing). The space 
requirem ent per node is bits. Thus by combining algorithm s CTZATZ and either SSJ\fS™ ^  
or S £ J \fS ™ ^ , we obtain  a solution to  the local resource allocation on an unoriented ring, 
w ith 0 (1 ) b its  (respectively O (logn) bits) memory size and n  rounds as upper bound on 
the stabilization time.
Algorithm  SO TZTr  sorts n  values on a ring in non-decreasing order from left to  right 
starting  from the distinguished node in a t m ost 4(5n -  6) rounds. It uses a t m ost four bits 
per node. (Two distinguished nodes use four bits each, while the o ther nodes use three 
bits each.) Thus by combining algorithm s SO TZTc  and either SSMSf''^^  or S£J\fS^f^^, we 
obtain a solution to the sorting problem  on an unoriented ring, w ith 0 (1 )  b its (respectively 
O(Iogn) bits) memory size and and n -f4 (5 n  —6) rounds as upper bound on the stabilization 
time.
We extend Algorithm  S S V S  to  an asynchronous rooted tree, and we obtain  general self­
stabilization for simultaneously activated non-adjacent processes in a rooted tree (Algorithm 
gJD.ST).
Algorithm  S S V S T  is determ inistic, space and (asymptotically) tim e optim al. It is 
uniform and works under any unfair d istribu ted  daemon. It uses \log{deg)) b its per node 
(where deg is degree of the node), and stabilizes in a t most 2h + 2t ~  I rounds (where h is 
the height of the tree) to  the global predicate: every node has executed its application at 
least t times, t > 0.
We then  give two applications of A lgorithm  S S V S T :  a tim e and space optim al solution 
to  the local m utual exclusion problem (Algorithm C M T T )  and a space and (asym ptotically)
14
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tim e optim al solution to  the min heap problem  (Algorithm  TLSAV).
Algorithm  C M S T  uses only one b it per node and stabilizes in 0 rounds (it is snap- 
stabilizing). I t  is 1-fair and during the first 2h + 2t — l  rounds, a node enters its CS at least 
t  times, i.e., on the average, once every two rounds.
Algorithm T iS A V  arranges n values not necessarily d istinct, in non-decreasing order 
from top to bo ttom  (min heap), in a t m ost 4(7/i/2 — 4) rounds. Each process holds only one 
value at any moment. It uses a to ta l of \log{degy\ bits {deg is the node degree) which is 
optimal, thus an  improvement over [UHK+03, BDVQ5]: except the value to be sorted, only 
2 + \log{deg)) b its of memory are used in each node. The tim e complexity is 4(7/i/2 — 4) 
rounds, which is asym ptotically optim al.
We expect th a t A lgorithm  S S V S T  can be used to obtain  optim al space solutions for 
other problems in a rooted tree. For example, for broadcasting m  messages, a solution based 
on Algorithm S S V S T  stabilizes in at m ost 2h -f 2m  — 5 rounds (the root node executes m 
times).
In proving the tim e complexity of sorting, we introduce the notion of pseudo-time, similar 
to logical time introduced by Lam port [Lam78]. Each node in the network has a “local clock” 
which has the property th a t when a certain  comparison m ust be executed between the node 
and its right neighbor, bo th  nodes have the  same value of the local clock.
We present the first snap-stabilizing d istribu ted  binary search tree (BST) algorithm. The 
maximum num ber of items th a t can be stored at any tim e at any node is independent of 
the size n  of the network. Under this space constraint, we show a lower bound of Sl{n) on 
the tim e complexity for the BST problem . We then  prove th a t starting  from an arbitrary  
configuration where the nodes have d istinct internal values drawn from an arb itrary  set, 
our algorithm  arranges them  in a BST order in 0 {n )  rounds. Therefore, our solution is 
asym ptotically optim al in tim e and takes 0{n )  rounds. A processor i requires 0(log  s,) bits 
of space where g, is the size of the subtree rooted at i. So, the root uses O (logn) bits. 
The proposed algorithm  uses a heap algorithm  (Algorithm  Heap) as a preprocessing step. 
This is also the first snap-stabilizing d istribu ted  solution to the heap problem. The heap 
construction spends 0{h )  (where h is the height of the tree) rounds. Its  space requirement 
is constant (independent of n). We then exploit the heap in the next phase of the protocol.
15
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The root collects values in decreasing order and delivers them  to  each node in the tree in 
0 (n )  rounds following a  pipelined delivery order of sorted values in decreasing order.
1.7 Organization of D issertation
C hapter 2 contains the  com m unication and topology models used in our algorithms, and 
some proposed algorithm s for orienting a chain and a ring.
C hapter 3 contains A lgorithm s S S V S  and CM.EC th a t are self-stabilizing algorithm s on 
a chain network.
Chapter 4 contains A lgorithm  ASOTZTc and SOTZTc th a t are self-stabilizing sorting 
algorithm  on an oriented chain network.
C hapter 5 contains A lgorithm s SSV ST Z  and CTZATZ th a t are self-stabilizing algorithms 
on a ring network.
C hapter 6 contains A lgorithm  ASOTZTr and SOTZTr th a t are self-stabilizing sorting 
algorithm  on an oriented ring network.
Chapter 7 contains A lgorithms S S V S T  and C M E T  th a t are self-stabilizing algorithms 
on a tree network.
Chapter 8 contains A lgorithm  A J H E A V  and H E A V  th a t are self-stabilizing min-heap 
algorithm s, and Algorithm  H eap  th a t is a snap-stabilizing m ax-heap algorithm.
C hapter 9 contains A lgorithm  B S T  th a t is a snap-stabilizing algorithm  for constructing 
a binary-search-tree on a  tree network.
We finish w ith concluding rem arks and future work on C hapter 10.
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C H A PTER  2
PRELIM INARIES
In this chapter we present another particu lar type of shared-m em ory model, a so-called 
abstract model (Section 2.1). We then  define what means to  reduce an algorithm  in some 
model to another algorithm  in another model, both  algorithm s solving the same problem.
Since our algorithm s work on oriented topologies (oriented chains, oriented rings, rooted 
and oriented trees), we then  present in Section 2.2 two algorithm s for orienting a chain 
network and in Section 2.3 two algorithm s for orienting a ring network (their proof of 
correctness is also included).
2.1 Reducing an A lgorithm  in A bstract Model to an A lgorithm  in Shared-M emory Model 
In this section we define w hat the abstract model of com m unication is and what means 
th a t two algorithms solving the  same problem  can be reduced one to another: an algorithm  
w ritten in some model can be reduced to  another algorithm  w ritten  in another model, 
specifically from the abstract model to  the shared-memory model.
In the abstract model of com m unication, different from the shared-memory model, in 
which an enabled node v can modify a single variable of some neighbor w, if the local m utual 
exclusion is satisfied locally. Specifically, we allow a node to change the variable I V  of some 
neighboring node w in order to perform  the swapping of the two values (a node can then 
synchronize the swap of values w ith some node lu). We then  assume th a t the swap is done 
in one atomic step, and we show later how this is done in the shared-memory model.
D e fin itio n  2 .1 .1  (R e d u c tio n )  Given two different models of communication M.\ and M 2 , 
an algorithm A \  in the model M \  can be reduced to another algorithm A 2 in the model M 2 i f
17
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there exists a one-to-many relation TZ from the set of system configurations in the model 
to the set of the system configurations in the model M 2 such that the following conditions 
are true:
i) For each configuration of Algorithm A \  in the model M \  there exists at least one 
configuration of Algorithm A 2 in the model M 2 -
ii) (L ifting p ro p erty ) Given Ci and C2 two configurations of Algorithm A\ in the model 
M l  such that C\  — > Cg is an execution step of Algorithm Ai,  for any configuration 
C\ G 'R.{C\), i f  Algorithm A 2 in the model M 2 starts in C[ there exists at least one 
execution path that starts in C[ and ends in some configuration Cg G ^ (C g).
If A 2 accomplishes a  task in the model M i  and A i  reduces to  A 2 , then by Definition 
2 .1 .1 , Ai  accomplishes the same task in the model M 2 -
2.2 Algorithms for Orienting an Unoriented Chain 
In this section we propose two algorithm s for orienting an unoriented chain w ith at least 
two nodes (n >  2), followed by their proof of correctness in Section 2.2.1.
Algorithm  S S A f , implemented in the link-register model, requires th a t the IDs of 
the extrem ity nodes to be distinct. A lgorithm  S 8 J \ f , im plem ented in shared-memory 
model, requires th a t the nodes ’IDs are a t least chrom atic [KY02]: The process identifiers are 
said to be chromatic if no two processes neighboring to  each other have the same identifiers.
The purpose of algorithm s S £ J \ f and is to com pute for each node v
the directions le f t .v ,r ig h t .v  G Ny such th a t {le ft.v  =  T  V r igh t.{ le f t .v )  = v) A [right.v  =  
T  V le f t .{r igh t.v )  = v).
Algorithm  (Figure 2.2) works as follows. The two extremity nodes have
distinct IDs, so one extrem ity has a lesser value [m in lD ]  than  the other [m axID ).  Each 
extrem ity w rite in the (only) register its ID. An internal process reads the registers from its 
neighbors and forwards the content. A node decides on its orientation based on the current 
two values held in the read-registers; it consider its left as the node from which it reads the 
smallest value (that will eventually be m in I D )  and as its right as the node from which it
18
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reads the largest value (th a t will eventually be m a x I D )  (see Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Chain orientation in the  link-register model
A node v will write into registers Rs  w hat it is has to communicate to the first, 
respectively second neighbor. Also, node v will read from registers i î j ,  w hat the first, 
respectively second neighbor has sent to it.
Predicate consistent{v)  is true when node v has its registers consistent w ith its neighbors’ 
registers.
Algorithm S £ J \ f is uniform and does not term inate (Guards Oi and Or are executed 
infinitely often). The space complexity in a node is independent of n  (depends only on the 
size of nodes’ IDs). The stabilization tim e is a t m ost n  rounds (Lemma 2.1).
Algorithm works as follows. Every node in the chain has a certain  distance
to the closest extrem ity node in the chain (we call th a t distance dist{v)). For each extrem ity 
node V,  dist{v) = 0. For some internal node v, dist{v)  =  mirij^j\i^dist{j) + 1.
We use dist  values to  select the unique node in the chain (called decider) to decide the 
orientation of every node in the chain. In case n is odd, the decider is the node in the 
middle. In case n is even, the decider is the node w ith the higher ID among the two nodes 
in the middle. In  Figure 2.2, even and odd-num ber chains are considered.
The decider has a double purpose. One purpose is to be the only one to  s ta r t the 
decision process on the edges’ orientation. The second purpose is to help a node in selecting 
the neighbor to  follow in deciding the orientation of the edges adjacent to it (every other 
node will select the neighbor closer to the decider).
19
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A lg o r ith m  2 .2 .1  Self-Stabilizing Orientation of a Chain
P re d ica te  consistent[v)  =  { \ N y \  = 1 A R j  = I D y )  V { \ N y \  = 2 A R f  = R'^ A Rs = R'j)
A ctio n s  ex ecu ted  by th e  e x tr e m ity  n o d e s  o f  th e  chain
b =  1 A R f  I D y  — > R f  =  I D y
Or =  1 A consistent{v) A R'j- > I D y  — >
right.v  = f  
l e f t .v  = _L
Oi [Au I =  1 A consistent{v) A R'j- < I D y  — >
l e f t . v  =  /  
right.v  = _L
A ctio n s  e x e cu te d  by th e  in tern a l n od es o f  th e  chain
if {R f R ’s) then  R j  = R'  ̂
if {Rs f  R'f) then  Rs = R'f
Or |Auj =  2 A consistent{v) A R'j > R{  — >
right.v  = f  
l e f t . v  =  s
Oi |A.y| =  2 A consistent{v) A R'j < R'^ — >
le f t .v  = f  
right.v  = s
dist  : 0 1 2  3 4 4 3 2 1 0  dist : 0  1 2 3 4 5 4 3 2  1 0
(a) dist  values when n  =  1 0  (b) dist  values when n =  11
Figure 2.2: dist  values for even and odd length chains
Every node holds v a variable x.v. The set of all the x  values for the entire chain can 
be considered as an array x  (instead of x.v  we can w rite Let X {v)  be an abstract
function of the physical values x  of the neighbors of node v  defined as follows:
(i) if \N y  \ =  1 (if It is an extrem ity of the chain), then  X {v)  = 0.
20
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(ii) if |A^| =  2 , then
X (n) =  m a x  <  ̂ .
( m i U j ^ N , , x[j] +  1
Starting from an arb itrary  state , each node in the chain sets its x  value to  % (n) and 
eventually converges to  dist{v) in finite time.
The decider v has the property th a t one and only one of the following two conditions is 
true:
(i) {x . f  — x.s)  for odd-num ber (even-length chains), or
(ii) {x.v = x . f  A ID .V  > I D . f ) y  {x.v  =  x .s  A I D .v  > ID .s )  for even-num ber (odd length 
chain).
A lgorithm  is presented next (Figure 2.2). By abuse of notation, for the two
neighbors /  and s  of some node v, - ' f  = s and -^s = f .
G uard X  is responsible for m aking sure th a t x.v  = X{v).
One and only one of the guards Do and De is executed by the decider node, responsible 
for deciding the orientation of the entire chain. W hen the decider has decided a correct orien­
tation for itself (which is its left and which is its right neighbor). P red icate has-orientation  
is evaluated to  true. G uard Do is executed by the decider when it has no correct orientation 
and the chain has odd num ber of nodes. G uard Dg is executed by the  decider when it has 
no correct orientation and the chain has even number of nodes.
W hen a non-decider node has a correct orientation. Predicate is-oriented  is evaluated
to true. G uards Oi and Or are executed by a non-decider node when it has no correct 
orientation. T hen  it decides the orientation based on the orientation of one of its neighbors 
tha t is closer to the decider node (the x  value of tha t neighbor is higher or equal to the 
node’s x  value).
Algorithm  is uniform, determ inistic, and eventually term inates. The stabi­
lization tim e is a t most n  rounds (Lemma 2.2).
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A lgorith m  2 .2 .2  S elf-Stabilizing Orientation of a Chain
P r e d ic a te s
i s - d e c i d e r  (v) = { x . f  =  x . s )  V (3 i G { / ,  s} : x . v  =  x . i  A I D . v  > ID . i )  
i s . o r i e n t e d { v , v i e f t , V r i g h t )  S  l e f t . v  =  v u f t  A  r i g h t . v  =  V r i g h t  
h a S - o r i e n t a t i o n { v )  =  { l e f t . v  =  f  A r i g h t . v  =  s) V { l e f t . v  =  s  A r i g h t . v  =  / ) )
A c tio n s  e x e c u te d  b y  t h e  e x t r e m i ty  n o d e s  o f  t h e  c h a in
% I =  1 A i . v  /  0 — > 
x . v  =  0
l e f t . v  — r ight .v  =  J_
Oi |% |  =  1 A z .v  =  0 A - , i s jdecider{v)  A x . f  > x . v  A l e f t . f  =  vA
^ i s - o r i e n t e d { v ,  ± ,  f )  — >
r igh t . v  =  f  
l e f t . v  =  _L
Or I A  | =  l A x .n  =  OA -^is-decider {v) A x . f  > x . v  A r i gh t ,  f  =  vA
- i i s - o r i e n t e d { v ,  f ,  M  — >
l e f t . v  =  f  
r igh t . v  =  ±
A c tio n s  e x e c u te d  b y  t h e  in t e r n a l  n o d e s  o f  t h e  c h a in
X  \Nv\  = 2 A x . v  A  X { v )  — > 
x . v  = X { v )  
l e f t . v  =  right . v  =  _L
Do \Ny\  = 2 A x . v  = X { v )  A x . f  — x . s  A ^ h a S - o r i e n t a t i o n { v )  — > 
l e f t . v  =  f  
r i g h t . v  =  s
De | A |  =  2 A x . v  =  X { v )  A (3 i G { /, s} ; x . v  =  x . i  A I D . v  > ID . i ) A  
-^has-or ientat ion{v)  — > 
l e f t . v  =  i 
r ight .v  =  ~,i
Oi | A |  =  2 A x . v  — X { v )  A -l is-decider{v) A (3 i G { / ,  s} : x . i  > x . v  A l e f t . i  = vA
- < i s - o r i e n t e d { v , ^ i , i ) )  — >
r ight .v  =  i 
l e f t . v  — - > 1
Or | A |  =  2 A x . v  = X { v )  A -, i s jdecider{v)  A (3 i G { /,  s} : x . i  >  x . v  A r ight . i  =  vA  
-<is-Oriented{v, i, --i)) — >
l e f t . v  = i 
r igh t . v  =  -ii
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2.2.1 P roof of Correctness for A lgorithms S£J\f  and 
In  this section we show th a t bo th  algorithm s and stabilize in at
m ost n  rounds to  a legitim ate configuration (Lemma 2.1, respectively 2.2).
For Algorithm  <S£lA/’5];^“*"', a legitim ate configuration satisfies the predicate 
VseMSi =  {Vn, consistent(v) A is-.oriented{v)}.
L em m a 2.1 After  at most n  rounds, starting from an arbitrary configuration, Algorithm  
reaches a configuration where Predicate VsehfSi  true.
P roof. Each process copies the value of its neighbors and sends it further. Let
111 =  {vi,V2 T---,Vn) be a simple path  in the chain, and II2 be the reverse of 111 , P i 2 =  
(vn ,Vn-i, ■■ .0 2 , 0 1 ). (Ill and II2 are the only simple paths in the chain of length n).
The local sta te  of a  process Vi executing A lgorithm  is the set of values of the
w rite registers and S y . ^ y ^ _ ^ ^ ^ .  The system  configuration is the ordered set of all the
local states; C  =  {{Sy^ ŷ2 ), {Sy^^y^, Sy2 ^yff,--- i^Vn,Vn-l))'
Let STi{C)  be the set of all the values of registers 1 < f <  n, to which we add
IDy^ and IDy^.
Let ST 2 {C) be the set of all the values of registers 1 <  ; <  », to which we add
IDy,^ and IDy^.
We define a function /  over the system configuration as follows; f { C )  =  |S T i(C )| +  
|:9T 2(C )|.
Every execution step reduces the value of /  by one unit. W hen /  =  2, then  the system  
reaches a legitim ate configuration:
-  if » Z >  2 then ~  I D y ^  A Vi G {1 ,. . .  , n  2), S y ^ ^ y ^ _ ^ ^  —  , v , - i - 2 •
- if n  =  2  then  Sy^^y  ̂ = ID y^ .
In a legitim ate state , all nodes will have l e f t  oriented to the node from which m i n I D  
has been received and right  oriented to the node from which m a x I D  has been received. □ 
For Algorithm a legitim ate configuration satisfies the predicate
VsEMSi =  {V nodes v, x .v  = dist{v) A is-oriented{v)}.
For any node v and any round £ > 0, let x[v,t] be the value of x.v  after the round t  is 
completed.
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We show th a t after t rounds [t > 0), x[v,t] is w ithin a certain range (Properties 2.2.1 
and 2.2.2). We conclude then  w ithin n /2  rounds, £] =  dist(v)  (Property 2.2.3).
P ro p er ty  2 .2 .1  For any £ > 0, within the first t rounds fo r  any node v, x[v,t] > X[v], 
where
P roof. Consider the predicate P(£) : w ithin the first £ rounds, for any node v, x[v, t] > 
X[v,t] , We show by induction on £ th a t V{t)  holds.
Basic step t = 1. If node v is one of the extrem ity nodes then X[v,  1] =  0. By executing 
Algorithm . $ 6 7 after one round x[v, 1] =  0. If node v is some internal node then 
X[v, 1] =  1 . By executing A lgorithm  after one round x[v, 1] > 1. Thus x[v, 1] >
X[v, 1], for any node in the chain.
Inductive step £ >  1. By induction hypothesis, after £ -  1 rounds, x[v,t  — 1] >  X [ v , t  -
1] and for all j  G Ny, x [ j , t  — 1] > X [ j , t  -  1]. We observe th a t miuj^jg^x[j,t  -  1] > 
[m in j^N yX [j, t  -  1]) thus {Tninj^NyX\j,t -  1] +  1) >  mznjçTv^(A [ j,£ -  1] +  1). Since
m i n , e N j X y ,  * -  1] + 1) =  min |  ^  ,
from the recursive definition of x[v,t]  and dist{v) we obtain th a t x[v,t] > dist{v). □
P ro p erty  2 .2 .2  For any £ > 0, within the first £ rounds, for  any node v, i f  dist{v) < t, 
then x[v,t] = dist{v).
P roof. Consider the predicate
V{t) : w ithin the first £ rounds, for any node v w ith dist[v) < £, x[v,t] =  dist{v).
We show by induction on £ th a t the predicate V{t)  holds.
Basic step t = 1. If for some extrem ity node v the condition x.v  = 0 does not hold, then 
in a t most one round x.v  becomes 0. Thus V [l)  holds.
Inductive step £ > 1. Let v be an internal node situated  at a distance dist{v) < t. Then 
there is at least one neighbor w  of node v situated at a distance less than £ — 1 from the 
extrem ity nodes of the chain. From the induction hypothesis, x[w, £ — 1] =  dist{w) < £ — 1.
We have two cases, depending on whether the other neighbor u of n is also situated  at 
a distance less than  £ — 1 .
24
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1) dist{u) < t  — l .  Then by induction hypothesis, a:[u, £ —1] =  dis£(tt). From the recursive 
definition of £], we obtain th a t x[v,t] = dist(y).
2) dist{u) > t — 1. From Property  2.2.1 we know th a t x[u ,t  — 1] > X[u,t].  Since
dist{u) >  £ — 1 , we observe th a t X [ u , t  — 1] =  £ — 1, thus x[u ,t  — 1] >  £ — 1. Since
x[w] < £ — 1 , from the recursive definition of z[n,£], x[v,t] = +  1 , and since
x[w] =  dist{w)  thus x[v,t] = dist{v).
□
P r o p er ty  2 .2 .3  Within n /2  rounds, x[v,t\ — dist{v) and remains so thereafter.
P roof. Every node v in the chain has dist(v)  <  n /2 ,  so by P roperty  2.2.2, for any round 
£ >  n / 2 , x[v,t] =  dist{v). □
L em m a 2.2 After  at most n  rounds, starting from an arbitrary configuration. Algorithm 
S E N S f" ' ' ' '  reaches a configuration where Predicate Vsej\fS2 true.
P roof. By P roperty  2.2.3, w ithin n /2  rounds, x[v,t] =  dist{v) and remains so as long as 
no topology change occurs (Guard X  rem ains disabled for the rest of the execution).
Once the x  values stabilize, there exists a unique decider node dn (for which the predicate 
is-decider (dn) is evaluated to  true), and for any other node v there exists a unique neighbor 
nb th a t is closer to  node nd.
After at m ost one more round, node dn  decides the left and right orientation for itself, 
by executing either G uard Dy or D^, depending on whether the chain has even, respectively 
odd number of nodes. Since x  does not change anymore, and predicate has-orientation  is 
evaluated to true. G uard Dg or Do is not enabled anymore for the rest of the execution, as 
long as no topology change occurs. So the node dn  becomes disabled for any future round.
Each node v then  decides its orientation based on the node nb, by executing bo th  guards 
Oi and Or. Once executed, the guards O; and Or are not anymore for the rest of the 
execution, as long as no topology change occurs. So the node v becomes disabled for any 
future round.
Thus, w ithin n /2  rounds, for all v E V, the  following predicate is true: {is-decider{v) A 
has-Orienta,tion{v))  V {Ms-decider{v) f\is-oriented{v,vif,ft.v,Vnght.v))- O
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2.3 Algorithms for Orienting an Unoriented Ring
In this section we propose two algorithm s for orienting an unoriented ring w ith a distin­
guish node (called leader) and w ith a t least three nodes (n >  3). Their proof of correctness 
is similar to the proof of correctness of algorithm s and in Section
2 . 2 . 1 .
Algorithm is im plem ented in the link-register model. Algorithm
implemented in the shared-memory model, also requires th a t the nodes ’IDs are a t least 
chromatic [KY02].
Algorithm S £ f /S ^ '^ ^  (Figure 2.3) works as follows. The leader decides the orientation 
of the ring as follows. It considers its first neighbor /  as its left and its second neighbor s 
as its right, and it sends two values: value 0 to node /  and value 1 to node s. These values 
are forwarded by the other nodes. A node consider its right as the node from which the 
smallest value has been received, and as its left the  node from which the largest value has 
been received (see Figure 2.3).
A node u  will write into registers R f ,  Rg w hat it is has to comm unicate to  the first, 
respectively second neighbor. Also, node v will read from registers R'j, R'g w hat the first, 
respectively second neighbor has sent to  it. By abuse of notation, for the two neighbors /  
and s of some node u, -■/ =  s and -^s = f .
Leader 1
Figure 2.3: Ring orientation in the link-register model
Predicate consistent[v)  is true  when node v has its registers consistent w ith its neigh­
bors’ registers.
26
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A lg o r ith m  2 .3 .1  Self-Stabilizing Orientation of a Ring
P r e d ica te  consistent{v) =  {v =  L  A R f  =  0 A = 1) \/ {v L  A ^ i  G { f ,  s } R i  =  R R )
A c tio n s  e x e cu te d  by th e  rin g  leader L
b { R f  0 V /  1 — ^
if ( R f  7  ̂ 0) then  R f  =  0 
if R f  7  ̂ 0) then  Rg  =  1
O consistent{v)  — >
h  = f
r i  =  s
A c tio n s  ex e cu te d  by  an y  o th er  node o f  th e  chain  v L
b 3 i G { / ,  s }  : ü j  7  ̂ R'_̂  ̂ — Ri =  R'^i
O consistent{v)  A 3i G { / , s} i? ' > R'_̂  ̂— >
Iv = i
r-i, =  -li
A lgorithm SSA fS^" '^  is uniform  and does not term inate  (G uard O is executed infinitely 
often). The space complexity in a node is independent of n  (depends only on the size of 
nodes’ IDs). The stabilization tim e is at most n.
Algorithm SSÀfS^ '’"'  ̂works as follows. Every node in the  ring other than  the ring leader 
has a certain distance to  the  ring leader. For the ring leader, dist fL )  =  0. For any other 




Figure 2.4: dist values for a ring w ith  9 nodes
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The ring leader decides the orientation of the ring (it is a so called decider). The decider 
has a double purpose. One purpose is to be the only one to  s ta r t the decision process on 
the edges’ orientation. The second purpose is to help a node in selecting the neighbor to 
follow in deciding the orientation of the edges adjacent to it (every other node will select 
the neighbor closer to  the decider).
Every node holds v a variable x.v. The set of all the x  values for the entire ring can be 
considered as an array x  (instead of x .v  we can write z[n]), the  first element being x.L .  Let 
X {v)  be an abstract function of the  physical values x  of the neighbors of node v defined as 
follows:
(i) i f  V = L  (if u is the ring leader), then X{v)  =  0.
(ii) i f v f ^ L ,  then
X {v )  = m a x  <  ̂ . r -1 I 1L mmj^N.vx[j\ +  1
Starting from an arb itrary  sta te , each node in the ring sets its x  value to  X {v)  and 
eventually converges to dist{v) in finite time.
Algorithm  S£J \fS™ ^  is uniform, determ inistic, and is presented next (Figure 2.3).
G uard X  is responsible for m aking sure th a t x.v  =  X {v ) .  W hen the ring leader has 
decided a correct orientation for itself (which is its left and which is its right neighbor). 
Predicate has-orientation[L)  is evaluated to  true. W hen a node other than the ring leader 
has a correct orientation. Predicate is.oriented{v, ly,ry)  is evaluated to  true. Guards Oi and 
Or are executed by a non-leader node when it has no correct orientation. Then it decides 
the orientation based on the orientation of one of its neighbors th a t is closer to the leader 
node (the x  value of th a t neighbor is less or equal to  the node’s x  value).
28
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A lgorith m  2 .3 .2  S  elf-Stabilizing Orientation of a Ring S S M S ™ ^
P red ica tes
is-oriented(l^ V, vigff., Vj-ight) = I — '^left A r  =  Vy^ght
has-orientation{v) = ly = f  A Vy = s
A c tio n s  e x ecu ted  by  th e  ring leader L
X , 0  -^{x.L = 0 A  has-orientation{lL,rL))  — )■
x .L  = 0
h  = f
tl = s
A ctio n s  e x ecu ted  by  any o th er  n od e in  th e  ring v ^  L
X  x.v  7  ̂ X {v)  — >
x .v  = X {v)  
ly — Ty   _L
Oi x.v ■= X {v )  A (3i G { /, s} : x.i  < x.v  A l e f t . i  = v A ~^is-oriented{ly, ry, --i, i))
T i l  —  %
O r  X . v  —  X {v)  A {3i G { /, s} : x.i < x.v  A right.i =  v A ->is-oriented{ly,ry,i, ^ i ) )
ly ^  I
T y  =  ~>i
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C H A PT E R  3
SIMULTANEOUSLY ACTIVATED PROCESSES ON A CHAIN 
In this chapter we present A lgorithm  S S V S  (Section 3.1), followed by its proof of correctness 
(Section 3.1.1), and then  give one application of the proposed algorithm: Algorithm  CA4SC 
(Section 3.2). T he other application of A lgorithm  SSVS,  Algorithm SOTZTc,  is presented in 
Chapter 4. In Section 3.3 we show why A lgorithm  S S V S  cannot be simply extended to  the 
read/w rite  atom icity model m entioned in C hapter 1. Algorithm S S V S  is a a general self­
stabilization scheme for sim ultaneously activated non-adjacent processes on an asynchronous 
oriented chain. It is uniform and works under the unfair distributed daemon. It uses one 
bit per node, and stabilizes in a t most n  — 1 -f- 2 t rounds to  the global predicate, i.e., every 
node has executed at least t times, t > 0. For a synchronous system, after n  — 1 steps, every 
node is enabled every second round. If the synchronous network starts  in a norm al starting  
configuration, then  a node is active every other round from the beginning. We then  give 
two applications of the proposed algorithm : a space and tim e optim al solution to the  local 
m utual exclusion problem  that satisfies the strong safety property -  in any configuration, 
there exists a t least one privileged node (Algorithm  CMSC),  and a space and asym ptotically 
tim e optim al solution to  the d istributed sorting problem  on the oriented chain where the 
values to be sorted  are not necessarily d istinct, and each process holds only one value at 
any moment (C hapter 4 - A lgorithm  SOTZTc)-
3.1 Self-Stabilizing D istributed Simultaneous Execution of Non-adjacent Nodes on an
Oriented Chain S S V S
Algorithm S S V S  is illustrated  in Figure 3.1.
Each node holds a variable S  G {A, B],  and thus needs only one bit. A node is enabled
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to  execute if the  following two conditions are true: (i) either it has no left neighbor, or the 
left neighbor S  value is different to its S  value, and (ii) either it has no right neighbor, or 
the right neighbor S  value is the same as its S  value.
For any node v, let ly, ry be the left, respectively right neighbor of node v, S  = S.v, 
Si =  S . l y ,  S r  =  S . r y .  Predicate check{v) has as param eter a node ID and is responsible for 
checking w hether the given node v exists, and  if so, whether it has a certain value for its 
s ta te  (variable S). Macro execute{v) is a  generic macro: node v executes something based 
on its values an d /o r  the values of its neighbors.
A lg o r ith m  3 .1 .1  Algorithm S S V S
P r e d ic a te  check{v, s) =  (n =  J_ V S.v = s)
A c tio n s  fo r a n y  n o d e  v
A B B  S  = B  Acheck{ly ,A) A ch eck{ry ,B )  —-A execute{v) ; S  = A
B A A  S  = A  A check{ly, B ) A check{ry, A) —-A execute{v) ; S  = B
Consider the network of seven nodes in F igure 3.1.
A A '  B B A A B
n/  \/ V V
(a) S tarting  configuration
A B B A A B B
V V V
(d) After three steps
B A  A B B A  A B B A A  B B  A
\ /  s / \ /  V n/  s/ \ /
(b) A fter one step (c) After two steps
Figure 3.1: Four steps in a synchronous system
In the starting  configuration shown in Figure 3.1(a)), the only enabled nodes are the
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odd num bered nodes. If we assum e a synchronous system, the  next execution step brings 
the system  into the  configuration in Figure 3.1(6), in which the  enabled nodes are the even 
num bered nodes. A fter one more synchronous round, the system  reaches the configuration 
shown in Figure 3.1(c), the same as the initial configuration. This cycle repeats forever.
3.1.1 Proof of Correctness for A lgorithm  S S V S  
In  th is section, we prove th a t Algorithm  S S V S  stabilizes in at m ost n  -  1 +  2A: rounds 
to the  global predicate
k-Execute = {V node v, v has executed macro execute  a t least k tim es } 
and also works under the unfair d istribu ted  daemon (Property 3.1.8, Section 3.1.1.1).
We define the notions of configuration-string and dijference-string, and prove some prop­
erties of A lgorithm  S S V S .  We then  show th a t by executing A lgorithm  S S V S  under the 
weakly fair d istribu ted  daemon, the  following properties are true:
- Only one node per neighborhood is enabled (local m utual exclusion) (Property  3.1.2)
- At least one node is enabled (no deadlock) (Property 3.1.3)
- After it executes, it remains disabled until all its neighbors execute (1-fairness) (Property 
3.1.4)
- In a t most n  — 1 -|- 2f rounds, every node has executed a t least t tim es (no starvation) 
(Lemma 3.1).
If »  =  1 (the distinguished node) and its starting  sta te  is A,  then it a lternately executes 
Actions B A A  and A B B  forever. So, we will consider n  >  1 in the following.
D efin itio n  3 .1 .1  (C on figu ra tion -S tr in g ) We call a conhguration-string the string ob­
tained by concatenating the states of all the nodes (variable S ) ,  from left to right.
A normal starting configuration refers to a configuration in which the corresponding 
configuration string is (AABB)'^ , i.e., a string of length 4n obtained by concatenating n 
copies of A A B B .  Note tha t in a norm al starting  configuration, the odd num bered nodes 
are enabled (see Figure 3.1(a)). In a synchronous system, a norm al s tarting  configuration is 
reachable from any configuration in a t most n  — 1 steps. Since there is a bijection between 
configurations and configuration-strings. We sometimes simply say “configuration” to mean 
“configuration-string.”
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Any configuration of length n  >  1 can be m apped to an unique binary (n-l)-b it string, 
called difference-string, defined below.
D efin itio n  3 .1 .2  Given C  =  S 1 S 2 ■ ■ ■ Sn an n-length configuration, we call a difference- 
string  the (n-l)-length binary string D S c  = 6162 • • • 6n - i  such that bi = 0 if  Si = Si+i, 1 
otherwise.
For example, the difference-string of A B B  A A B B  A A A  or B A A B B A A B B B  is 101010100.
R em a rk  3.1 Given a difference-string D S  and the value S  of some node, the corresponding 
configuration C  is uniquely defined.
Given a node v and a configuration C, let D Sc{v )  be the substring of D S c  corresponding 
to  its left neighbor (if any), itself, and its right neighbor (if any).
From the code of Algorithm  S S V S ,  we observe that:
O b servation  3 .1 .1  Given any configuration C:
(i) Guard A B B  or B A A  is enabled at the leftmost node L, i f  and only i f  D S c {L )  is 0 
and the execution of the guard changes it from  0  —> 1 .
(ii) Guard A B B  or B A A  is enabled at the rightmost node v, i f  and only if  D S c{v )  is 1 
and the execution of the guard changes it from  1 ^ 0 .
(in) For n  > 2, Guard A B B  or B A A  is enabled at some node v other than leftmost or 
rightmost node, i f  and only i f  D S c {v )  is 10 and the execution of the guard changes it from  
10  - 4  0 1 .
P r o p e r ty  3 .1 .2  For any configuration C and for  any node v, i f  node v is enabled to execute, 
then neither node ly nor ry (if they exist) is enabled.
P r o o f. We have three cases.
1) V is the leftmost node L. Then, from Observation 3.1.1(f), D S c{v )  =  0, thus D Sc{ry)  
s ta rts  with a 0. From Observation 3.1.1(ff, fff), for node ry to be enabled to execute, 
D S c iv y )  G {10,1}, thus it should s ta rt w ith a 1. Contradiction.
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2) V is the rightm ost node R .  Then, from O bservation 3.1.1(ff), DSc(v)  =  1, thus 
DSc{lv)  ends w ith  a 1. From O bservation 3.1.1(f, iff), for node ly to be enabled to execute, 
DSc{lv)  G 0 , 1 0 , thus it should end w ith a  0 . Contradiction.
3) V is h node other than  L  or R .  Then, from Observation 3.1.1(mî), D S c { v )  =  10, thus 
D Sc{lv)  ends w ith  a 1 and D Sc{ry)  s ta rts  w ith a 0. From Observation 3 .1 .1(f,m ), for node 
ly to be enabled to  execute, DSc{ly)  G {0 , 1 0 }, thus it should end w ith a 0 . Contradiction. 
From Observation 3.1.1(ff,iff), for node to be enabled to  execute, D Sc{ry)  £ {10,1}, 
thus it should s ta r t  w ith a 1. C ontradiction. □
P r o p er ty  3 .1 .3  In any configuration C  there exists at least one enabled node.
P ro o f . We have three cases:
1 ) If DSc  s ta rts  w ith a 0, then  by Observation 3.1.1(f) the leftmost node L  is enabled 
to  execute.
2 ) If D S c  s ta r ts  with a 1 and contains the substring 1 0 , then by Observation 3 .1 .1  (fff) 
some node v is enabled to execute.
3) If D S c  s ta rts  w ith a 1 and does not contain the substring 10, then  it ends w ith a 1. 
By Observation 3.1.1(ff), the rightm ost node R  is enabled to execute. □
P r o p e r ty  3 .1 .4  For any node v, i f  node v is enabled and it is selected to execute by the 
daemon, after the execution is completed, its actions are disabled.
P roof. From Observation 3.1.1(f, ff), if node v is either the leftmost or the rightmost 
node, after executing its enabled guard, it becomes disabled. From Observation 3.1.1(fff), a 
node V other th an  the leftmost or the rightm ost node is enabled if D S c [v )  is 10. B ut once 
node V executes and configuration C  changes to configuration C , then  D S c { v )  is 01, so 
node V is disabled. □
In showing th a t  by executing A lgorithm  S S V S  on an oriented chain, after n — 1 + 2t 
rounds, every node is enabled at least t times, we need some additional notations, definitions 
and properties.
Civen two nodes v and Vy w ith S.v = a and S.ry =  b, by notation “a <— 6” we denote 
th a t state  b does not block state  a from being enabled (in order for v being in sta te  a to be
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enabled, S.ry has to  be b). The notation a b denotes th a t state  a does not block s ta te  b 
from being enabled (in order for being in s ta te  b to  be enabled, S.v  has to be a).
For example the  guard  of Action B A A  can be re-w ritten  as B  -A A  A- A, and the  guard 
of Action A B B  can be re-w ritten  as A  ^  B  i -  B .
We can use the above notation to define layers as follows. We s ta rt defining the layers of 
nodes from L  from the  right. Node L  is placed on some layer. If node n is on a certain  layer 
and S.v S.Vy, then  r„ is one layer higher. If  S.v  S.ry then  ry is one layer lower. We 
can represent a configuration using this no tation  in a sawtooth-like level ordering s tarting  
from the node L  and going to the rightm ost node. The peak nodes are the enabled nodes.
The difference-string of a given configuration is consistent with the orientation of the 
arrow between consecutive S  values (1 for z ’, 0 for \ ) .
For example, for the configuration B A A A B B A B A B B B A B A A  of a 16-node network, 
the level ordering of the nodes is illustrated  in Figure 3.2(a).
A B 5 ^
(a) Layered arrangem ent (6 ) Delay values for the nodes
Figure 3.2: Configuration B A A A B B A B A B B B A B A A  of a 16-node network
D e fin itio n  3 .1 .3  (N o d e  D e lay ) For each node v, we define delay[v] to be an integer be­
tween 0  and n — 1 calculated recursively as follows: (i) there exists at least one node whose 
delay is 0, and (ii) i f  del ay [u] = d and node v is a neighbor of node u such that S.v  -> S.u  
then delay[v] =  delay[u] +  1. I f  S.v  e- S.u then delay[v] =  delay[u] -  1.
The delay value for a node is the maximum num ber of rounds a node must to  wait until 
it becomes enabled. The delay values of the nodes in Figure 3.2(a) are given in Figure 3.2(6).
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After a node executes, the arrows (or the arrow, for the  chain extremities) to  th a t node 
are reversed. The delay values are then  recalculated.
P r o p er ty  3 .1 .5  In any configuration, i f  w is a neighbor of v then delay[w] = delay[v] ±  1.
P roof. From Definition 3.1.3. □
P r o p er ty  3 .1 .6  For any t > 0.-
(i) I f  S.v  - 4  S.Ty then node v cannot execute its enabled guard for the time until ry has 
executed its enabled guard for the time, and node ry cannot execute its enabled guard for  
the {t +  1 )®*' time until node v has executed its enabled guard for the time.
(ii) I f  S.v  t— S.ry then node ry cannot execute its enabled guard for the time until node v 
has executed its enabled guard for  the time, and node v cannot execute its enabled guard 
for the [t +  1 )®’’ time until node ry has executed its enabled guard for the time.
P roof. In case i), in order for node v to  be enabled, node ry must change the orientation 
of the  arrow between itself and node v. This will occur after node ry is enabled. By Property 
3.1.4, after node executes its guard for the f*’’ tim e, it becomes disabled. Then for node 
Ty to  become enabled again and to  execute its enabled guard for the {t +  1 )®* time, node v 
has to  execute (for the time) and change the orientation of the arc toward node ry.
Case ii) is sim ilar. □
Let do be the array of the delay vaines in the starting  configuration, and D q be the
m axim um  value of do. By the definition of array delay, 1 <  Dq <  n — 1.
L e m m a  3.1 For any node v and any value t > 0, node v executes t times within the first 
do[u] +  2 f -  1 rounds.
P ro o f. We define the predicate V{q) as follows:
For any node v, for any t > 1, node v executes t times within the first q rounds if
q ^  do[u] T  2f — 1.
We prove by induction on g > 1 th a t Predicate V{q) holds.
Basic step q = 1. If q =  1, this implies th a t do[u] =  0 and t = I. Since do[u] =  0, node v
is cnrrently enabled for the first tim e and it will execute w ithin one round.
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Inductive step for g >  1, V{q — 1) holds. We have tha t q >  doH  +  2f — 1 , and we m ust 
show th a t  node v executes t times w ithin the first q rounds.
From  the induction hypothesis, we have th a t node v has executed t — 1 times w ithin the 
first do[u] + 2t — 3 rounds.
Let u  be the left neighbor of node v. (The proof for the right neighbor is similar.) From 
P roperty  3.1.5, do[u] =  do[u] ±  1. Thus we have two cases;
1 ) do['u] =  do[u] — 1. Since q >  do[u] +  2f -  1 , th is implies th a t q — 1 > do[u] -  1 +  2f — 1 , 
and  further q -  1 >  do[u] +  2f — 1 . From the induction hypothesis, V{q -  1) holds 
for every node, including node u. Thus node u  executes t  tim es w ithin q — 1 rounds. 
From  Property 3.1.6, node u  does not block node v from being enabled for the tim e 
during round q.
2) do[u] = do[v] +  1. Since q >  do[u] +  2f -  1, this implies th a t q -  1 >  do[n] +  1 +  2 1 - 3 ,  
and further q — 1 > do[u] +  2{t — 1) -  1. From the induction hypothesis, V{q — 1) 
holds for every node, including node u. Thus node u executes 1 — 1 times w ithin q — 1 
rounds. From P roperty  3.1.6, node u  does not block node v from being enabled for 
the  tim e during round q.
N either the left neighbor of v nor the right neighbor of v blocks node v from being enabled 
for the tim e at the beginning of round q. Thus, node v is enabled a t the beginning of 
round q and it will execute for the tim e by the end of the round. □
3.1.1.1 Unfair D istributed Daemon
In th is section we show th a t A lgorithm  S S V S  works under the unfair d istributed dae­
mon.
A sufficient condition to prove th a t a certain algorithm  works under the unfair daemon 
is to show that a continuously enabled node eventually becomes the only enabled node. If a 
node V is enabled to execute but not selected by the distributed daemon, it remains enabled 
(P roperty  3.1.7). Since the unfair daemon has to select a non-em pty subset of the enabled 
nodes in every com putation step, it will be forced to  select v (P roperty  3.1.8).
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P ro p erty  3 .1 .7  I f  a node v is enabled to execute but is not selected by the daemon, it 
remains enabled until it is selected.
P roof. If some node v is enabled, by P roperty  3.1.2, neither of the existing neighbors is 
enabled. Since v is not selected by the  daem on to  execute, the neighboring nodes rem ain 
disabled until v is selected. □
P ro p er ty  3 .1 .8  Every continuously enabled node will be eventually selected by the unfair 
distributed daemon after finite number of rounds.
P roof. By contradiction. Assume th a t there exists a node v in the chain th a t is continu­
ously enabled bu t the unfair daemon never selects it for execution. Since the executions of 
Algorithm S S V S  are infinite, starting  from any arb itrary  state, then  there exists a t least 
one node u, u  v such th a t u is executed infinitely often. Let A  be the maximal set of 
nodes in the chain th a t execute infinitely often, and v ^  A.
If node u  executes infinitely often, then  bo th  neighbors of u execute infinitely many often 
(Property 3.1.4, Lemma 3.1). Thus, if u  € A, then le f t{u ) ,r igh t{u )  G A. By induction, A  
consists of all nodes. Contradiction. □
3.2 Self-Stabilizing Local M utual Exclusion Algorithm  on Oriented Chains L M S C  
Each node holds two variables: variable S  th a t takes values in the set { A ,B } ,  and 
Boolean variable request  th a t is true whenever the process requests access to its critical 
section CS.  For some node v, let S  =  S.v  and request = request.v. Predicate \v) has been 
defined in Section 3.1.
3.2.1 Proof of Correctness of Algorithm C M SC  
A protocol solves the local m utual exclusion problem if any configuration of the system 
running the protocol has two properties ([AN02]): (i) safety - no two neighboring nodes 
have guarded commands th a t execute the critical section (CS) enabled, and (ii) liveness - 
a node requesting to  execute its CS will eventually do so.
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A lgorith m  3 .2 .1  Algorithm C M SC
A ctio n s  for any n o d e  v
A B B  S  = B  A  check{ly, A) A  check{ry, B )  — >
if request  then  CS] request = fa ls e  
S ^ A
B A A  S  = A  A  check{ly, B )  A  check{ry, A) — >
if request then  CS] request = fa ls e  
S  = B
Property 3.1.2 shows th a t  Algorithm CM EC  has the  safety property. Lemma 3.1 shows 
th a t Algorithm  CM EC  has the liveness property.
3.3 A lgorithm  S S V S  as a R ead/W rite  Atom icity Protocol
A node remembers th ree values: its own, and a copy of each of its neighbors’. The node’s 
own value is represented as a  capital letter, the copies of its neighbors’ as small letters to 
the left and right. The end nodes remember only two variables. For example, if a node’s 
own value is A, its copy of its left neighbor’s value is B ,  and its copy of its right neighbor’s 
value is A,  we write the node as: bAa.
A global configuration is represented by a string over {A , B ,  a, b}. We define the following 
two codes:
• Node codes. Each node is represented by a string  of two symbols if it is an end node, 
three symbols otherwise.
The regular expression for the left node’s code is {A + B){a+b).  The regular expression 
for the right node’s code is [a + b){A + B).  The regular expression for any other node’s 
code is [a + b){A + B ){a  +  b).
The global code string  is the concatenation of the node codes. Here is an example 
global code string: AabAbbAaaBbaA  In this example, the node codes are: Aa, bAb, 
bAa, aBb, aA.
• Edge codes. An edge code is the four-symbol substring of the code string starting  and
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ending w ith  either A  or B .  The regular expression for an edge code is {A + B){a + 
b){a + b){A + B ) .  In the example, the edge codes are: AabA, AbbA, A aaB , BbaA.
For each of the two codes, we define gram m ars as follows:
• Node grammar.
We define the following node grammar, where symbol * refers to  an arbitrary  symbol 
th a t remains unchanged during the replacem ent step:
A a  —̂ B a
B b ^  Ab
bA -A bB
a B  —y aA
bAa -A bB a





* * o —> * * 6
* * 6  —> * * o 
a * * 6 * * 
b * * —> a * *
There are actually 30 different replacement rules in the node gram m ar, since each * 
could represent either of two choices.
• Edge grammar.
We define the following edge grammar, where symbol * refers to an arb itrary  symbol 
th a t remains unchanged during the replacement step:
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Aa  * * —> B a  * * 
Bb * * Ah * * 
A *  b* —> A *  a* 
B  * a* B  * b* 
*a * B  — *b * B  
*b * A  *a* A  
* * a B  —>■ * * aA
* * bA —y * * bB
There are actually 32 different replacem ent rules in the edge gram m ar, since each * 
could represent either of two choices.
A change in the global code is perm itted  in one step (do not confuse “step” with “round” ) 
if and only if every edge code substring either does not change or is replaced using a rule of 
the edge gram m ar, and every node code substring either not change or is replaced using a 
rule of the node gram m ar.
For example, AabAbbAaaBbaA  may change to  AaaAbbBaaBbbA, since all the following 
substring changes are perm itted:
AcibA —̂ AcidA 
AbbA —> AbbB  
A olclB  —y BaciB  
BbaA  —> BbbA  
Aci —̂ Ad  
bAb -4- dAb 
bAd —y bBd  
dBb  - 4  dBb  
dA  - 4  bA
Here are changes tha t are allowed:
* * *AdbB  * * * —>** *AbdB  * **
* * bAd * Ab  * A ^  * bBd * Ad * A
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* * bAaaBb  * * —> * *  bBaaAb * *
Changes th a t m ight seem to be allowed bu t are not:
A * b * a * B ^ A * a * b * B
* * *AaaBb  * * —> * * *AbaAb * * 
although each can be accomplished in two steps:
A * b * a * B - y A * a * a * B —y A * a * b * B
* * *AaaBb  * * —>- * * *AbaBb * * - > - * *  *AbaAb  * *
The edge codes can be divided into good and bad edges.
There are 16 possible edge codes; 8  are good and 8 are bad:
AaaA good AaaB bad AabA bad AabB bad AbaA good AbaB good
AbbA bad AbbB good Baa A good BaaB bad BabA good BabB good
BbaA bad BbaB bad BbbA bad BbbB good
If an edge is bad, it can stay bad or become good. If an edge is good, it cannot become 
bad. If all edge codes of a global code are good, we say th a t the global code is good, 
otherwise we say the global code is bad.
In order for a read /w rite  atom icity protocol based on the  Algorithm  S S V S  to be self- 
stabilizing, we m ust show that: (i) convergence - Any bad global code will become good, 
and (iij closure - A  good global code cannot become bad.
We show th a t the converge property does not hold in an asynchronous system. Specifi­
cally there is some initial global code string, such th a t, for any N ,  th a t the string does not 
become good after N  rounds.
Consider the starting  configuration AaaBbaBbbAabA. This configuration is bad (illegit­
im ate), since all the nodes are enabled to  enter critical section (every edge is bad). Consider 
the following possible pa th  of execution of some in the read /w rite  atom icity protocol based 
on the Algorithm  S S V S  in an asynchronous system. Namely, after 1 2  steps, the code re­
tu rns to the original string. Since every symbol in the string changes once in the first six 
steps, and once more in the next six steps, the sequence takes at least two rounds.
AaaBbaBbbAabA  -4
BaaBba Abb AabB  -4
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BbaBbaAabAabB  -4  
BbaBbbAabAaaB  - 4  
BbaAbbAabBaaB  -4  
BbaAabAabBbaB  -4  
BbbAabAaaBbaB  - 4  
Abb AabB aaBbaA  -4  
AabAabBbaBbaA  - 4  
AabAaaBbaBbbA  -4  
AabBaaBbaAbbA  -4  
AabBbaBbaAabA  - 4  
AaaBbaB  bbAabA
The execution ends in the sta rting  configuration, w ithout reaching a good (legitimate) 
state. We conclude th a t the convergence does not hold for this model.
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C H A PT E R  4
OPTIM A L SORTING ON A CHAIN 
In th is chapter we present an application of Algorithm  S S V S :  the distributed sorting 
problem  on the oriented chain where the values to  be sorted are not necessarily distinct, 
and each process holds only one value a t any moment.
We present two solutions; a sorting algorithm  for an abstract model of communication 
(Algorithm  A S O V T c ) ,  then we show how sorting will be done in the shared memory model 
of comm unication (Algorithm  SOTZTc)-
Using some properties of Algorithm  S S V S,  we show th a t A lgorithm  ASOTZTc stabilizes 
in at m ost 2n -  2 rounds under the unfair d istribu ted  daemon (Section 4.2). We then show 
th a t A lgorithm  SOTZTc reduces to  Algorithm  ASOTZTc (Section 4.3), thus it sorts n  values 
on a chain in non-decreasing order from left to  right, in a t m ost 4(2n -  2) rounds. It uses a 
to ta l of three b its per node, and is thus an improvement over the algorithm s of [Sas02, Sas04].
4.1 Self-Stabilizing D istributed Sorting Algorithms in an Oriented Chain
In this section we present two algorithm s for distributed sorting problem in an oriented 
chain: ASOTZTc (Section 4.1 .1 ), and SOTZTc (Section 4.1.2). Algorithm ASOTZTc is 
implem ented in an abstract model. A lgorithm  <SO%Tc is im plem ented in the shared memory 
model.
Let X and y two values to be swapped. Swapping can be done in three steps w ithout 
using an extra variable, as follows:
I. X = X + y 2. y = X -  y 2>. x  — x  — y
If X and y  are two bit-strings, then the swapping can be done bit-wise as follows:
I. X  =  X  ® y 2. y = X  ® y 2>. x  — x ®  y
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4.1.1 D istribu ted  Sorting in an Oriented Chain 
Each node, besides the variable S, holds one variable I V  to  be sorted. Algorithm  
A S O T Z T c  (Figure 4.1.1) is a  particu lar case of Algorithm  S S V S ,  in which the macro 
execute{v) is replaced by the m acro swap{v,ry) th a t swaps the values IV .v  and IV.ry.
Consider an abstract model, different from the shared memory model, in which a node 
V,  in order to execute the swap, can modify the right neighbor variable I V s y  in certain 
situations. Intuitively, since by executing Algorithm  S S V S ,  local m utual exclusion is valid 
in any configuration (see P roperty  3.1.2), a node can synchronize the swap w ith its right 
neighbor, and once done, pass the  token to it. We assume for now th a t the swap is done in 
an atomic step (macro swap), and we show in Section 4.1.2 how this is done in the shared 
memory model.
For some node v, let S  = S.v, Si =  S.ly, Sr =  S.Vy. P redicate check{v) has been defined 
in Section 3.1.
A lgorith m  4 .1 .1  Self-Stabilizing Distributed Sorting in an Oriented Chain in the Abstract 
Model A S O T Z T c ______________________________________________________________________
M acro swap{v,w)  :: if ( w  ^  _L A  IV .v  > IV.w)  then
IV .v  = IV .v  +  IV .w  ; IV .w  = IV .v  — IV .w  ; IV .v  = IV .v  — IV .w
Sorting  action s for any n o d e  v
A B B  S  = B  A  check{ly,A) A  check{ry,B)  — > swap{v,ry)-, S  = A  
B A A  S  = A  A  check{ly,B) A  check{ry,A)  — >■ swap{v,Vy); S  = B
The sorting actions are m utually  exclusive, so Algorithm A S O T Z T c  is deterministic.
4.1.2 Sorting in the Shared-M emory Model 
In Algorithm SOTZTc (Figure 4.1.2), each node v holds three variables: variable I V  to 
be sorted, variable S  G { A , B , X , Y } ,  and variable tm p S  G { A ,B } .  Variable tm p S  stores 
the value of variable S  tem porarily  while the swap is performed.
For some node v, let S  = S.v, I V  =  IV.v, tm p S  =  tmpS.v , S i  = S . l y ,  IVi =  IV . ly .
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Sr =  S.ry, IVr — IV.ry. Macro swap'{v,ry, value) executes the first step of swapping 
between node v and its right node Vy, and the value value  to  be given to variable S.v  after 
the swap is performed is stored in variable tm pS .v .  P redicate check[v) has been defined in 
Section 3.1.
A lgorith m  4 .1 .2  Self-Stabilizing Distributed Sorting in an Oriented Chain in Shared M em ­
ory Model SOTZTc
M acro sw ap '{v ,w ,tS )  :: if (w ^  ±  A  IV .v  > IV .w)  then 
tm pS .v  = t S  ; IV .v  = IV .v  +  IV .w  ; S.v = X
Sortin g  action s for any node v
A B B  S = B  Acheck{ l y , A)  Ac h e c k { r y , B )  — y swap'{v,ry, A)
B A A  S  = A  A check{ l y ,B)  A check{ry,  A)  — y swap'{v , ry ,  B)
Synchronizing  a c tio n s for any n od e  v
51 S  e {A, B }  A l y ^  T A S i  = X  — 4  I V  = I V i ~  I V  \ tm p S  = S  ; S  = Y
52 S  = X A v y f : Y A S r  = Y  — y I V  = I V  — IVr ; S  = tm p S
53 S  = Y  A  ly T  A Si T  Ai — y s  = tm p S
C l  s  =  Y  A l y  =  Y  — > S  =  tm p S
C2 S  = X  A Vy = ±  — S  — tm p S
C3 S  = X  A Ty Y  A Sr = X  — y S  = tm p S
In order to perform the swap, nodes v and ry need to  change their values of variable 
S  from either A or B  to either X  or Y .  Since node v will change the value of its S  after 
the swap, the value to-be for S.v  and the value of S.ry are stored in variables tmpS.v ,  
respectively tmpS.Vy by each node. Node v changes its S' to  X  (macro swap') and node 
ry changes its S  to Y (G uard S I). The swap started  by node v already in macro swap' 
is continued by node ry in G uard S I, and finished by node v in Guard S2 (where also it 
restores its S). Once the swap is done, their S values are restored back to  A or B , node v
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in Guard S2, node ry in G uard S3.
In Figure 4.1, nodes v and need to swap their values. The state  of each node is in 
order S ; I V ; tm pS .
A;5;_
A;l;_




Y;5;A S 3 ( fv L A;5;_
Figure 4.1: Nodes v and ry swap their I V  values
The synchronizing actions S1-C3 are m utually exclusive with the sorting actions, and 
m utually exclusive among themselves, so A lgorithm  S O T T c  is determ inistic also.
4.2 Proof of Correctness of Algorithm  A S O I Z T c
Besides local m utual exclusion, sorting requires synchronization between neighboring 
nodes. Each node has a so-called pseudo-time  such th a t the comparison (and eventual 
swapping) between two neighboring nodes is done when the nodes have the same pseudo­
time values.
Assume th a t the  position of node A is 1 , and the position of the rightm ost node is n.
For each configuration, we define a pseudo-time function T from the set of nodes in the 
network to non-negative integers th a t describes when certain event (comparison) will be 
executed between the node and its right neighbor. This function is com puted recursively 
from the previous configuration, starting  w ith the initial configuration.
Let To be the  function for the starting  configuration Cq. Function To is defined as 
follows: (i) the leftmost node L  has the same T value as its right neighbor, T o(l) — Tq(2),
and (ii) given two neighboring nodes v and its left neighbor ly with positions i and i — 1,
—  tfO [l)]+rf0[L]-l
For example, given the configuration in Figure 3.2(a), the T q values are given in Figure 
4.2(a)).
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. 0 , 0  
/  X / X
B , A„ B , A, X " ' 2  ̂ y " '  °
A ,  B'  a , . A v ; <B:  a .V, y A ,  \ y A ,  ^ ^ y _ ^ ^ _ ,
y \ i  4  4  «  «  y :  ^ 2
3̂ * x x \ y ^ '
A B B j  A B,4 4 -‘ 4 4
(a) Initial configuration (b) After execution of the marked nodes
Figure 4.2: Pseudo-tim e values
If the node at position i is enabled, then To(f) =  To(f +  1) (if f <  n  — 1).
D e f in itio n  4 .2 .1  Let T j and Tj_|_i be the pseudo-time functions for two consecutive con­
figurations in some execution Cj C j+ i. The function  T j+ i is computed as follows:
- i f  node at position i has executed during this step then T j(i)  and T j(f +  1) increase by 1:
T j+ i(z) =  T j(i)  +  1 and '^j+i{i +  1) =  T^(f -f 1) -j- 1. Additionally, i f  node r i  executes, 
then node L increases its pseudo-time also Tj_|_i(l) =  T j( l )  + 1.
- all other nodes keep their current pseudo-time values Tj_|_i(fc) =  '^j{k).
For example, given To from Figure 4.2(a), if the  marked nodes execute, then the next 
pseudo-tim e values are the ones in Figure 4.2(6).
O b s e rv a tio n  4 .2 .1  The following relations hold: 
rt; To(l) < Ti -  2
(ii) For any 2 < i < n,
To(%) < maa: i  g
C o ro lla ry  4 .2 .2  To(i) <  n — 2, for any i, 1 < i < n.
Let £{ i, t)  be the predicate: node v a t position i is enabled if T(f) =  f, 1 <  * < ''t- 
Define PA RITY  as follows:
f 0, if £(i, t) and f 4- f is even for some i and some t 
PA RITY  =  < V ' /
\  1 , A £{i, t) and f 4- f is odd for some i and some t
O b s e rv a tio n  4 .2 .3  PA RITY  is a global constant.
P r o p e r ty  4 .2 .4  £{i, t) holds if  and only i f  t > T o ( « )  and i + t Y  p a r i t y  is even.
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P roof. From Definition 4.2.1 we observe tlia t :
- If £{ i, t)  is true then  £ { i , t  +  2k + 1) is false and £ { i , t  + 2k) is true, for all & > 0.
- If  £{i,t)  is false then  £ { i , t  + 2k + l)  is true and £ { i , t  + 2k) is false, for all A: > 0. □ 
Given a starting  configuration Cq and Cj some configuration after A lgorithm  ASOTZTc
has executed a num ber of steps, the  relationship between the  num ber of rounds tha t have 
elapsed and T j is given by P roperty  4.2.5.
P r o p e r ty  4.2.5 Given a starting configuration Cq and Cj some configuration after Algo­
rithm ASOTZTc has executed a number of steps, then the number of rounds elapsed is 
q < m m { l < i <  n , T j(f)} .
P roof. A round has elapsed if all the enabled nodes have increased their T  values by at 
least one unit, thus the m inim um  value among them  has increased a t least by one. □
We use the definition of a rank [CLRSOl]. The rank of an element in a set is equal to 
its position in a non-descending order of the set. Since we assume th a t the values are not 
necessarily distinct, two equal value elements may have different ranks. Even so, we show 
th a t in linear tim e, the values in the sorted network arrange in increasing order of their 
rank; thus the oriented chain becomes sorted.
We define the array pos w ith two param eters as follows.
D efin itio n  4.2.2 Given r , 1 < r < n, and value t > 0, the value pos[r,t] represents the 
position of the value of rank r when the node v at position i that holds the value has the 
current T (i) =  t.
If initially, the element of some rank r  is at position i and T(f) =  to, then  we assume 
th a t for any t, 0 < t < to, pos[r,t] = pos[r,tQ],
Lemma 4.1 proves th a t w ithin 2n — 2 pseudo-steps, the values in the chain are sorted.
L e m m a  4.1 For any chain with n  nodes, n  > 1, we have the following:
(a) A t  any pseudo-time t > n  — 2, alternated nodes are enabled:
(b) I f  alternated nodes are enabled at pseudo-time t = 0, then after at most n pseudo­
steps the values are sorted: pos[r,n] = r, for all ranks r £ 1 .. .n ,  where pos[r,t] represents 
the position of the value of rank r at pseudo-time t > 0 .
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P roof. (a) For any position i e  1 . . .  n, for any t  >  To(f), Predicate is true if
and only if f +  f  +  PA R IT Y  is even.
Since Vi G l..n , To(i) <  n  -  2, it results th a t  Vf > n  -  2, P redicate £{ i, t)  is true if and 
only if i +  f +  PA R ITY  is even. Thus if f +  P A R IT Y  is even, then all even-position nodes are 
enabled. Otherwise all odd-position nodes are enabled.
(b) Let V{n)  be the predicate: ’’Any chain of length n  where alternated nodes are 
enabled becomes sorted after at m ost n  pseudo-steps.” We show by induction on n > 2 th a t 
Predicate V{n)  holds.
Let S.i.t and IV .i . t  be the  value of variable S', respectively I V , of the node at position 
i  in the n-node chain a t pseudo-tim e t.
Basic step n  =  2. If the values are unsorted (JP.1.0 > 7V.2.0), then  in at most two steps 
they become sorted {IV.1.2 > IV.2.2).
Inductive step. Predicate "P(n — 1) is true and we show th a t Predicate V{n)  is true. We 
assume th a t a t tim e f =  0 all a lternated  nodes are enabled and let C  be such a configuration.
Property  4.2.6 shows th a t the m aximum  value moves to  the last position.
P ro p er ty  4 .2 .6
pos[n, f — 1] -P 1 , i f  pos[n,t -  1] < n
For any t > 2, pos[n,t] = ruin  \ .. r , n-   ̂ ^  { n, i fp o s[n , t  -  1 ] =  n
P ro o f . Let p  be the position of the m axim um  element a t pseudo-tim e 0: pos[n,B\ = p.
l i  p = n  then Vf > O,pos[n,t] =  n. Assume p < n. Predicate S(p, 0) can be either true or
false.
• Predicate £{p,0)  is true (p 4- 0 4- p a r i t y  is even). Then the node at position p  
executes, and the value of rank n moves one position closer to the end of the chain: 
pos[n, 1] =  pos[n, 0] 4-1 =  p 4-1. Then Vf >  2 such th a t p + t < n, Predicate £{p + t, f) 
is true, and pos[n, t] = pos[n, f — 1] 4- 1, if pos[n, f — 1] < n.
• Predicate £{p, 0) is false (p 4- 0 4- PARITY is odd). Then Predicate T(p, 1) is true-, the 
node at position p executes, and the value of rank n  moves one position closer to the 
end of the chain: pos[n, 2] ~  pos[n, 1] -P 1 =  p 4- 1. Then Vf > 2 such th a t p + t < n. 
Predicate A(p 4- f — 1, f) is true, and pos[n, t] =  pos[n, f — 1] 4- 1.
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□
C orollary  4 .2 .7  pos[n,n] = n.
We now define an instance of size rz -  1 of a chain. By our induction hypothesis th a t 
will be sorted in at most n  -  1 pseudo-steps. We will be able to  conclude th a t the values in 
the  n-node chain in configuration C  will be sorted in a t m ost n  pseudo-steps.
Let C  be the  configuration of a (n -  l)-node chain obtain  from the n-node chain by 
removing the maximum  value. We show th a t in configuration C  alternative nodes are 
enabled.
Let S ’.i.t and I V A . t  be the value of variable 5 , respectively IV ,  of the node at position 
i in the (n -  l)-node chain a t pseudo-tim e t. Configuration C" is defined as follows;
TV' oO -  I  < pos[n ,l]
 ̂ IV.{i + 1).0, if f 4-1 > pos[n, 0]
<?' • n =  /  pos[n, 1]
\  reverse{S.(i + 1).0), if i 4- 1 >  pos[n, 0]
Predicate is: ’’The node at position i in the (n -  l)-node chain is enabled at the
pseudo-tim e f.” We show in P roperty  4.2.8 th a t P redicate £'{i,0)  depends on £ ( i , l )  and 
4-1,0).
P r o p e r ty  4 .2 .8
P roo f. It follows from definition of S'A.O. □
C orollary  4 .2 .9  In configuration C  alternated nodes are enabled.
Let p a r i t y ’ be a value such th a t a node a position i in the ( n  -  l)-node chain is enabled 
at pseudo-time f if i 4- f 4- P A R IT Y ’ is even. PA R IT Y ’ is a global constant.
P r o p e r ty  4 .2 .10  P A R IT Y ’=  1 -  PARITY.
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P roof. For i < p o s[n ,l] , P red icate £'{i,0) = Thus Predicate £'{i,0)  is true if
and only if z +  1 +  p a r i t y  is even.
For i + \ > pos[n,0], P redicate £ '{i,0) = £{i +  1,0). Thus Predicate £'{i,0)  is true if
and only if z +  1 +  PA R ITY  is even.
Thus Vi G 1 . . .  n  — 1, P redicate £ '{i,0)  is true if and only if z +  1 +  PA RITY  is even, or
z +  1 -  PA R ITY  is even. □
P r o p er ty  4 .2 .11  For all f > 0,
f] = j  ^ i À t  + 1 ); if*  <  pos[n,t + 1]
’ \  £{i + l , t ) ,  i f  i + 1 > pos[n,f]
cz ■ 4 _  /  S.i.{t + 1), if  i < pos[n ,t  + 1]
reverse{S.{i + l ) . t ) ,  i f  i + 1 > pos[n,t]
TV' ■ f = !  +  1), if* <  pos[n,t + 1]
\  IV.{i + l).t ,  i f  i + I > pos[n,t]
P ro o f . By induction on f >  0.
Basic step t = 0. I t results from the definition of IV'.i.O, S'.i.O, and P roperty 4.2.8.
Inductive step f > 0.
Predicate £ '{ i,t)  is true if and only z +  f +  p a r i t y ’ is even, or z +  f +  1 +  p a r i t y ’ is
odd, equivalent to z +  f +  1 +  sc parity  is even. Thus Predicate £ '[ i, t)  is equivalent to
Predicate £ { i , t  + 1) when z <  pos[n.t + 1], and also equivalent to Predicate A(z +  1, t) when
z +  1 > pos[n, f].
W ithout loss of generality assume th a t at pseudo-tim e f — 1 the odd-position nodes are 
enabled in the n-node chain. By induction hypothesis, it results th a t the even-position nodes 
in the (n -  l)-node chain are enabled at pseudo-tim e f — 1. Thus:
. r S’.i.(t-l), if i is even
\  reverse(S’.i.(t-l)) , if z is odd
and
IV ’.i.(t-l) , if z is even and I V . { i  +  l).{t  -  1) > IV '. i .{ t  -  1)
, .  I IV'.(i-hl).(t-l), if % is even and / ^ . ( z  +  l).(f -  1 )  <  7 W . z . ( f  -  1)
IV ’.i.(t-l), if i is odd and l V . i . { t  -  1 ) > I V . -  l) .( f  -  1)
IV ’.( i- l) .( t- l) , if z is odd and IV ' . i - i t  -  1) < IV '.{ i~ ) .{ t  -  1)
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At pseudo-tim e f — 1 , all odd-position nodes in the n-node chain are enabled, thus:
S.i.{t — 1), if z is even
and
IV .i.t  = =
reverse{S.i.{t  -  1)), if i is odd
IV.i.{t — 1), if i is odd and IV.{i -f l) .( f  — 1) > IV .i.{t — 1)
IV .(i4- l) .( t - l) ,  if i is odd and IV.{i  4- l) .( f  — 1) <  IV .i.{ t  — 1)
IV .i.(t-l), if i is even and IV .i.{t  — 1) >  IV.{i — l) .( f  — 1)
IV .(i-l) .(t-l) , if z is even and IV.i.{t  — 1) <  IV .{ i—).{t — 1)
At pseudo-tim e f, all even-position nodes in the n-node chain are enabled, thus:
S.i.t, if i is odd
S.î.(t 4“ 1) — \ / r, . p  . .[ reverse[S.I.t), il z is even
and
{ IV .i.t ,  if z is even and IV.{i  4- l ) . t  >  IV .i. t
IV.{i + l) .t , if z is even and IV.{i  4- l ) .t  < IV .i. t
IV .i.t ,  if i is odd and IV . i . t  > IV.{i -  l ) . t
IV.{i — l) .t ,  if z is odd and IV .i . t  < IV.{i — l) . t
We then calculate the value of S'.i .t  and I V . i . t  when z <  pos[n,t] and it is either even 
or odd, when z =  pos[n, t] and it is either even or odd, and when z >  pos[n, t] and it is either 
even or odd. □
By inductive step, a t pseudo-time t = n — 1 the values in the (n -  l)-node chain are 
sorted: IV ' . i . t  < I V . i  4- I.t, Vz 6  1 . . .  n  -  1. Since pos[n, n  — 1] > n  — 1, by P roperty  4.2.11,
I V . i . n  — 1 =  IV .i .n ,  where t =  n  — 1. Thus the  values in the n-node chain are sorted. □
4.3 Reduction of Algorithm A S O H T c  in A bstract Model to Algorithm  SOTZTc in
Shared-M emory Model
In this section we first show th a t A lgorithm  SOTZTc reduces to Algorithm  ASOTZTc-
We can then conclude tha t, starting  from an arb itrary  configuration, in a t most lOn -  12
rounds. A lgorithm  SOTZTc sorts the values in non-decreasing order (Lemma 4.4).
We use Definition 2.1.1 of reduction from C hapter 2.
If A2 accomplishes a task in the model M.\ and A\ reduces to A2, then  by Definition
2 .1 .1 , Ml accomplishes the same task in the model Alg-
We now show th a t Algorithm SOTZTc reduces to Algorithm  ASOTZTc-
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Let Sy = {sy,Xy) Ls the set of all variables of node v in order (5, I V )  used by Algorithm  
ASOTZTc in the abstract model. Let Si" = {sy,Xy,ty)  be the set of all variables of node v 
in order {S ,IV , tm p S )  used by A lgorithm  SOTZTc in the shared memory model.
Then TZ is defined as follows. TZ{S\ , . . .  S„) =  {{S \^, . . .  S h ) , t i  G {A, B } ,  1 <  z <  n}.
As one can see, for each configuration Ci of Algorithm  ASOTZTc  in the abstract model, 
there exists 2 " configurations in IZ{Ci) of A lgorithm  SOTZTc in the shared memory model, 
thus Condition (z) of Definition 2.1.1 is satisfied.
We are left to  show th a t condition (zz) of Definition 2.1.1 is satisfied (Lemma 4.2).
L e m m a  4.2 Given C\ and C2 , two configurations of Algorithm A S O T Z T c  in the abstract 
model, such that C\ — > C2 is an execution step of Algorithm A S O T Z T d  for any configura­
tion C[ G TZ{Ci), if  Algorithm SOTZTc in the shared memory model starts in C[ there exists 
at least one execution path that starts in C[ and ends in some configuration Cg G ^ (C g ).
P ro o f . A node state  contains all the variables stored at th a t node. The system 
configuration contains the states of all the nodes. An execution step is a transition  from one 
configuration to  another.
We break the  system  configuration into a num ber of chunks. A chunk is a set of con­
secutive nodes such th a t the first node in each chunk is enabled and there are no other 
enabled nodes in a chunk. If the first node or nodes are currently disabled, then  the prefix 
of disabled nodes is not part of a chunk.
Given a configuration, there is a unique way to break it into chunks.
We need to  show th a t an execution step of Algorithm  ASOTZTc  in the abstract model 
in one chunk affects only the nodes’ states in th a t chunk.
From Property  3.1.2 we know th a t if a  node is enabled, then its neighbors (if any) are 
disabled. So, w ith the exception of the situation  where the rightm ost node is enabled, every 
chunk contains at least two nodes. If the chunk contains at least two nodes, then  the last 
node in the chunk is disabled, so it cannot affect the state  of the first node in the next 
chunk. If the rightm ost node is enabled, the last chunk contains only th a t node.
Instead of considering an execution step between global configurations, we consider an 
execution step between the chunks of a global configuration.
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Let C\ = be the set of chunks, om itting the prefix of disabled nodes.
Let V the first node in some chunk H )  of Configuration Ci of A lgorithm  A S O T Z T c  in the 
abstract model. Assume w ithout loss of generality th a t Action B A A  is enabled at v.
• l i  i = k, H i  is the last chunk and contains only the rightm ost node of the oriented 
chain, then  even if the node v is enabled, v will ju st change sta te  (from A  to  B )  w ithout 
the swap (since it has no right neighbor to  swap with).
B A A (v )
T he execution step of A lgorithm  is: {{A,Xy))  y {{B,Xy)).
In the shared memory model th is corresponds to: ((A,z^,_)) — V  {{B,Xy,-))
th a t s ta rts  in any configuration of TZ{Ci) restricted to  the chunk H f , and ends in 
some configuration of TZ[C2 ) restricted to the chunk H ).
• If the chunk contains more than  one node: H )  =  (S„, Sright.v, % , . . .  5„^).
For the ease of notation, assume Sy = [A ,x )  and Sright.v =  (A, y).
We have two cases, depending on whether v and right.v  have an inversion.
1 )  nodes v and right.v  do not have an inversion. T hen the execution step of Algo-
B A A( v )
vithm A S O T Z T c  is: {{A, x ) ,{ s I ,  y))  1 { { B ,x ) ,{ s i ,y ) ) .
B A A ( v )
In the shared memory model this corresponds to: ((A, x, _), (A, y, _))  >■
((B , %,.), (A, y, _)) th a t s ta rts  in any configuration of TZ{Ci) restricted to the 
chunk H ) , and ends in some configuration of TZ{C2 ) restricted to the chunk H ).
2) nodes v and right.v  have an inversion. Then the execution step of Algorithm
B A A ( v )
A _B07^Tcis : ( (A ,z ) , (A ,y ) ,B2 , . . .g»J   > ((B,y),(A,a:),B2 , . . .B » J .  (n
can affect only the variables of its right neighbor).
In the shared memory model this corresponds to:
B A A ( v )
((A^:,-),(A,y,_),5'2,...B;j;^) -----  ̂ ((X,i -t-y,B),(A,y,  _),5'2,...BnJ
51 ( r i g h t . v )   ̂ S 2 ( v )
------------ > ((X,T +  y , B ) , ( y ,T ,A ) ,B ^ , . . .B - J   >
((B,!/ , -) , (Y,a: ,A) ,B^,. . .B^) — ^  ( (B ,y ,_ ) , (A ,z ,_ ) ,5 '^ , . . .B -J that
s ta rts  in any configuration of B (C i) restricted to the  chunk H ),  and ends in some 
configuration of TZ{C2 ) restricted to the chunk H ) .
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□
If the starting  sta te  of the node is either A  or B ,  then the value to  be sorted is its initial 
value. If some node s tarting  sta te  is either X  or Y ,  then it is possible for some of the three 
steps of the swap to be applied (see Section 4.1.1) and the initial value of th a t node to be 
modified accordingly, and th a t modified value to  be sorted. This drawback is caused by 
arb itrary  initialization, and would be encountered even if we had used an extra variable for 
swapping.
Property  4.3.1 shows th a t for any node v whose state is X , either the state  remains X  
and then the right.v  node will be in sta te  Y  in a t most three rounds (by executing Action 
51), or V changes its s ta te  to  A or B  in at most one round.
Property  4.3.2 shows th a t for any node v such th a t S.v  =  X  A S. {right.v) =  Y  then IV .v  
receives the value of old value of IV .{right.v)  and then v changes its state  to A or B , in a t 
most one round. The node right.v  had already stored in IV.{right.v)  the old value of IV .v  
(by executing Action 51) and by P roperty  4.3.3 will restore its sta te  from Y  to  either A or 
B  (depending on the value of tm p S )  in a t most one round. We can then conclude th a t if 
the node state  is either X  or Y ,  in a t most four rounds it is in sta te  A or B (Lemma 4.3).
P r o p e r ty  4 .3 .1  For some node v with S.v  =  X , either the state remains X  and then the 
right.v  node will be in state Y  in at most three rounds (by executing Action S I ) ,  o r v  changes 
its state to A  or B  in at most one round.
P ro o f . Let (so ,i,fo ), respectively ( s i , y , f i ) ,  be the set of variables of node v, respectively 
right.v  (if right.v  M T) in the order {S, IV , tm p S ) .  Since the values of variable tm p S  are 
drawn from the set (A, B }, we have th a t foAi E {A ,B }, if they exist.
We analyze, by cases, w hat happens to the pair {v,right.v)  when Algorithm SOTZTc is 
executed locally. An execution step is marked by an arrow — >■ labeled by a action th a t is 
enabled and has been selected for execution by the respective node. If more th an  one action 
is enabled at some node v, then  we use split arrows to show possible execution steps. The 
underscore symbol _ means th a t the respective value does not m atter.
We have the following cases:
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1. right.v  =  _L. Then the only enabled action at node v is Action C2: ((X , to), -L)
2. right.v ±  A s\ = Y . Done.
3. right.v  M X A si G { A ,B } .  T hen node v is currently disabled and only Action 51 is 
enabled at rzy/it.u: ((X , _, _), (s i, _, _)) — —— ^  ((X , _, _), (Y, si)).  Done.
4. right.v  M T A si =  X .
Then only Action C3 is enabled at v. Node right.v  m ay have one of the following 
actions enabled: Action 52, Action C2 or Action C3. B ut the execution of these 
actions does not affect the variables of node v. Also, since one cannot know what the 
values of the variables of node right.v  will be after Action C3 is executed at node v, 
we use the underscore symbol.
C3( v)
( (X ,-, fo), ( Y ,-,-))  > ((to ,-,to),(- ,
□
P r o p e r ty  4 .3 .2  For some node v with S.v = X ,  Action  52 is enabled at v i f  and only i f  v 
has a right neighbor whose state is Y .  Once Action  52 is executed at node v, S.v becomes 
either A  or B .
P ro o f . The property follows from the Action 52 of A lgorithm  SOTZTc- If S.v  =  
X  A  right.v Y  A S .right.v  = Y, then  the only enabled action at v is Action 52, and node 
right.v  is currently disabled. Once Action 52 executes in a t m ost one round, S.v becomes 
either A or B ,  and we are done. □
P r o p e r ty  4 .3 .3  I f  S.v = Y , then in at most two rounds, S.v becomes either A  or B .
P ro o f . Let (sq, x ,to), respectively (s2 , z, fg), be the set of variables of node v, respectively 
l e f t . v  (if le f t .v  T ) .  Again, to, 0  G {A, B ) .
We analyze, by cases, what happens to the pair { left.v , v) when Algorithm SOTZTc is 
executed. We have the following cases:
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C l ( v )
1 . l e f t . v  = Y .  T hen (_L, (Y, fo)) ----- > (T,  (Aqi->-)), and we are done.
2. l e f t .v  M T  A S2 € { A ,B } .  Then Action 53 is the only enabled action at node v. 
Node l e f t .v  may have Action 51 enabled while Action 53 is executed at node v. But 
since an execution of node l e f t . v  does not affect the variables of node v, and since 
one cannot know w hat the values of the variables of node l e f t . v  will be after Action 
53 is executed at node v, we use the symbol underscore: ((s2 , -, <2 ), (Y, -, to) —^  
((-, -, -), (to, -, -)), and we are done.
3. le f t .v  M T  A S2 =  X . Node v is disabled until node l e f t .v  executes Action 52. Then 
by P roperty 4.3.3, node l e f t . v  executes Action 52 and the value of S .[ le f t .v )  change 
to either A  or B .  We then apply case 2.
4. l e f t .v  M T A «2 =  Y. Only Action 53 is currently enabled at node v. Node le f t .v  
may have Action 53 or Action C l  enabled while Action 53 will be executed at node
V. But since an execution of node l e f t .v  does not affect the variables of node v, and 
since one cannot know w hat the values of the variables of node le f t .v  will be after 
Action 53 is executed at node v, we use the underscore symbol:
((Y, _,_),(Y, ((_,_,_), (to, and we are done.
□
L em m a 4.3  For any node v, i f  S.v  G {X, Y}, in at most four rounds becomes S.v becomes 
either A  or B .
P roof. Directly from Properties 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3. □
L em m a 4.4  Starting from an arbitrary configuration, in at most 8 n — 8 rounds. Algorithm 
SOTZTc arranges the n  values in non-decreasing order from left to right starting from the 
node L  and going right.
P roof. From Lemma 4.3, each swap takes a t m ost four rounds. From Lemma 4.1, if a 
swap takes a t most one round, then  sorting takes a t most 2n -  2 rounds. Since the swap 
takes at most four rounds, we obtain  a total of at m ost 8n -  8 rounds. □
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C H A PT ER  5
SIMULTANEOUSLY ACTIVATED PROCESSES ON A RING 
In this chapter we present Algorithm  S S V S T Z  (Section 5.1), followed by its proof of correct­
ness (Section 5.1.1), and then give one application of the proposed algorithm: Algorithm  
CTZATZ (Section 5.2). The other application of A lgorithm  SS V ST Z,  Algorithm SOT ZTr,  is 
presented in C hapter 6 .
Algorithm S S V S T Z  is a a general self-stabilization scheme for simultaneously activated 
non-adjacent processes on an asynchronous oriented ring. It is semi-uniform and works 
under the weakly fair daemon. It is optim al in space complexity — n  — 2 nodes use one bit 
each and the o ther two nodes use two bits each, where n  is the total number of nodes. It 
is asym ptotically optim al in the tim e complexity — for any t > 0, every node is enabled 
at least t times w ithin the first 3n /2  -  2 + 3t rounds, i.e., on the average, once every three 
rounds.
We then give two applications of the proposed algorithm: a space and tim e optim al 
solution to the local resource allocation problem  (Algorithm CTZATZ), and a space and 
asymptotically tim e optim al solution to the d istribu ted  sorting problem on the oriented ring 
where the values to  be sorted are not necessarily distinct, and each process holds only one 
value at any m oment (C hapter 6  - A lgorithm  SO TZTr) .
5.1 Self-Stabilizing D istributed Simultaneously Execution of Non-adjacent Nodes on an
Oriented Ring S S V S T Z
Algorithm S S V S T Z  is an extension of Algorithm  S S V S  to an oriented ring where the
number of nodes is n  > 3, and it is presented in Figure 5.1. Every node holds a variable
S  G { A ,B ] .  Node L  and its left (node IL — T )  use another variable called lock G {0,1}
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to “control” the link ( IL ,L ).  Note th a t the node IL  of the ring is similar to node R  of the 
chain except th a t the nodes L  and R  are not connected directly in a chain. In a chain, both  
nodes L and R  can be enabled at the same tim e. However, in a ring, either node L  or IL 
can be enabled at any time, bu t not both.
For any node v, let ly, Vy be the left, respectively right neighbor of node v, S  = S.v, 
lock =  lock.v. Si =  S.ly, Sr =  S.ry. Predicate link-ok(node v), v £ { IL ,L} ,  returns true is 
the link {IL, L) allows node v to execute.
M acro execute  is a generic macro: the current node executes something based on its 
values an d /o r the values of its neighbors.
A lg o r ith m  5 .1 .1  Self-Stabilizing Distributed Simultaneously Activating of Non-contiguous 
Nodes on an Oriented Ring SSV STZ
P r e d ica te  link.-ok{v) = {v = L  A lock.lL lock.L) \J {v — IL A lock.lL = lock.L)
A ctio n s  for th e  ring leader n od e  L
B B  S  = B A S r ~ B A  link_ok{L) — execute{v)\ lock = lock.lL-, S  = A
A A  S  = A A S r  = A A  link^ok{L) — y execute{v)-, lock = lock.lL-, S  = B
C L  {{S = A A Sr = B )  V (5  =  B  A 5 r =  A)) A link-ok{L)  — y lock =  lock.lL
A ctio n s  for th e  n od e IL
A B  Si = A a S  = B A  link^ok{lL) — y execute{v)-, lock =  1 — lock.L; S  = A
B A  Si = B a S  = A A  link^ok{lL)  — >■ execute{v)-, lock =  1 — lock.L-, S  = B
C L  {{Si = A  A S  =  A) V {Si = B  A S  = B )) A link..ok{lL) — y lock =  1 — lock.L
A ctio n s  for any node v f  {L ,IL ]
A B B  Si = A A S  = B A S r  = B  — y execute{v); S  = A
B A A  Si = B A S  = A A S r  = A  — >■ execute{v)-, S  = B
A node other than the nodes L  and IL is enabled to execute if the following two conditions
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are true: (i) Its  S  value is different from  its left neighbor’s S  value, and (ii) its S  value is 
the same as its right neighbor’s S  value. Node L  is enabled to execute if the two lock values 
are different. Node IL is enabled to  execute if the two lock values are the same.
Actions C L  are called lock actions. T he rest of the actions are non-lock actions.
Note th a t if either node L  or IL  is enabled, it is enabled to  execute either a lock or a 
non-lock action, bu t never both. If node L  is enabled, it is enabled to execute a non-lock 
action if and only if its value is different from th a t of its right neighbor, otherwise a lock 
action. If node IL is enabled, it is enabled to execute a non-lock action if and only if its 
value is the same as th a t of its left neighbor, otherwise a lock action.
All nodes other th an  the nodes L  and  IL execute the same actions as in Algorithm 
S S V S .  As in Algorithm S S V S ,  nodes IL  and L  compare their S  value with the S  value of 
a single neighbor (right neighbor for node L and left neighbor for node IL). In Algorithm 
SSV ST Z  they compare their lock values as described below:
- If node L  is not blocked by node r i  (due to its S  value) and node IL (due to its 
lock value), then  it executes a non-lock action, changes its lock and S  values, and becomes 
disabled.
- If  node L  is blocked by node (due to its S  value), bu t is not blocked by node IL 
(due to  its lock value), then it executes a lock action and changes its lock value (to unblock 
node IL).
The above rules are similar for node IL, as follows:
- If node IL is not blocked by node (due to its S  value) and node L (due to its 
lock value), then it executes a non-lock action, changes its lock and S  values, and becomes 
disabled.
- If node IL is blocked by node I n  (due to  its S  value), bu t is not blocked by node L 
(due to  its lock value), then it executes a  lock action and changes its lock value (to unblock 
node L).
For example, given a network of seven nodes (Figure 5.1(a)), the only enabled nodes 
are the odd numbered nodes starting  w ith  the leader (the leader, th ird , fifth, and seventh 
nodes).
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A A
A A
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.1: Execution steps in a synchronous system
If we assume a synchronous system, the next execution step brings the system into the 
configuration in Figure 5.1(6), and so on.
5.1.1 Proof of Correctness for Algorithm  SS V S T Z  
In this section we prove tha t Algorithm S S V S T Z  stabilizes in a t most 3n /2  — 2 + 3k 
rounds to  the global predicate
k-Execute = {V node v, v has executed macro execute  a t least k  tim es }.
We extend the term s of configuration-string and difference-string defined in Section 3.1.1 
to oriented rings, and prove some properties of A lgorithm  SSVSTZ .  We show th a t in every 
configuration:
- At m ost one node per neighborhood is enabled to  execute a non-lock action (Property 
5.1.2).
- There exists a t least one node tha t is not blocked by its neighbors because of its S  value 
(Property 5.1.3).
- Any node becomes disabled after executing its enabled action (P roperty  5.1.4).
- E ither node L  or node IL is enabled to execute (a lock or non-lock action) (Property 5.1.5).
- In any configuration in which S.L  = S.right{L),  node L  will execute a non-lock action 
w ithin two rounds (Property 5.1.6).
- In any configuration in which S.IL S .le f t{ lL ) ,  node IL will execute a non-lock action 
w ithin two rounds (Property 5.1.7).
We then show th a t during the first 3n/2  -  2 + 3t rounds, every node is enabled at least 
t times, on the average, once every three rounds (Lemma 5.1).
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We then show th a t A lgorithm  SSV ST Z  works under the weakly fair distributed daemon. 
Since in every configuration there exists a t least one enabled node (Property 5.1.5), we 
need only show th a t  starting  from any configuration where some node v is enabled, node v 
rem ains continuously enabled until it is selected to  execute (Property 5.1.11).
Algorithm SS V S T Z  does not work under the  unfair  d istributed daemon, because in any 
configuration, either node L  or node IL is enabled to  execute (Property 5.1.5) b u t it works 
under the weakly fair daem on (Property  5.1.11).
We extend the definition of a configuration-string and difference-string to  a ring as 
follows.
D e fin itio n  5 .1 .1  A  configuration-string of a n-node ring starts with the value of variable 
lock.L, followed by the pound sign f i ,  the value of variable S  of all the nodes (starting from  
the leader node and going right), again the pound sign, and ending with the variable lock.lL.
For example, the configuration-string of the configuration in Figure 5.1(a) is
D e fin itio n  5 .1 .2  Given C  =  l o c k i# S L S 2 . . .  S n f f l o c k n  a configuration of an n-node ring, 
the difference-string b =  6 ;ocfc#6 i 62 . . .  b n - i i (  is obtained by appending to the lock difference 
bit block (that is 0 i f  lock.lL = lock.L, or 1 otherwise) the difference-string corresponding to 
S1S2 ■ ■ ■ SiL-
For example, the difference-string of the configuration in Figure 5.2(a) is 1 #10010101000010# 
(Figure 5.2(b)).
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Figure 5.2: Example of a difference-string
R e m a rk  5.1 Given a difference-string, some lock variable and some S  variable of some 
node in a ring network, the corresponding configuration is uniquely defined.
Since any configuration of a ring has a unique configuration-string, and for any configuration- 
string there exists a unique configuration of a ring, from now one we use the term  configu­
ration instead of configuration-string.
Given a node v and a configuration C, let D S c{v )  be the substring of D S c  corresponding 
to its right neighbor (if any), itself, and its left neighbor (if any). For node L  D S c{L )  = 
biockffh, for node IL D S c { lL )  =  bn-iffkock-
For example, given the configuration C  from Figure 5.1(a), D S c {L )  = 1#1, D S c { r i )  =
10, and D S c{ lL )  =  0#1 .
From the code of Algorithm  SSVSTZ ,  we observe that:
O b s e rv a tio n  5.1.1 Given any configuration C :
(i) Node L  is enabled if and only i f  the lock difference bit block ~  1- Action B B  or A A  
is enabled at node L  if and only i f  D S c {L )  is 1#0  and the execution of the action changes 
it from  1#0  —> 0#1 . Action C L  is enabled at node L  i f  and only i f  D S c{L )  is 1#1 and 
the execution of the action changes it from  1 # 1  —> 0 # 1  i f  node r^  remains continuously 
disabled during this execution.
(ii) Node IL is enabled if and only i f  the lock difference bit block = 0. Action A B  or B A  
is enabled at node IL if  and only i f  D S c[ lL )  is 1 # 0  and the execution of the action changes
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it from  1#0 —> 0#1. Action C L  is enabled at node IL if  and only i f  D S c[ lL )  is 0#0  and 
the execution of the action changes it from  0 # 0  -4- 0 # 1  i f  node I n  remains continuously 
disabled during this execution.
(in) For n > 2, Action A B B  or B A A  is enabled at some node v other than L  or IL, if  
and only i f  D S c {v )  is 1 0  and the execution of the action changes it from  1 0  —> 0 1 .
P r o p er ty  5 .1 .2  For any node v, i f  node v is enabled to execute a non-lock action, then 
neither node ly nor ry is enabled.
P roof. Depending on v, we have three cases:
1) V = L. Then, from Observation 5.1.1(z), D S c{v )  = 1#0, thus D Sc{ry)  s ta rts  with 
a 0. From Observation b .l . l ( i i , i i i ) ,  for node to  be enabled to execute, then D Sc{ry)  G 
{10,1#0}, thus it should s ta rt w ith a 1. Contradiction.
2) V = IL. Then, from Observation 5.1.1(m), D S c {v ) = 1#0, thus D Sc{ly)  ends with 
a 1. From O bservation 5.1.1(i,iii), for node ly to be enabled to execute, then DSc{ly)  G 
{ 1 # 0 ,10}, thus it should end w ith a 0. Contradiction.
3) V f  [ IL ,L ] .  Then, from Observation 5.1.1(zü), D Sc{v)  — 10, thus DSc{ly)  ends with 
a 1 and D S c iry )  s ta rts  w ith a 0. From Observation b .l . l{ i , i i i ) ,  for node ly to be enabled 
to execute, then  D Sc{lv)  G { 1 # 0 ,10}, thus it should end with a 0. Contradiction. From 
Observation 5.1.1{ii,iii), for node ry to  be enabled to execute, then DSc{ f y )  G {10,1#0}, 
thus it should s ta rt w ith a 1. Contradiction. □
P ro p er ty  5 .1 .3  In any configuration C  at least one of the following conditions is true:
(i) node L  is not blocked by its right neighbor r^
(ii) node IL is not blocked by its left neighbor In
(Hi) there exists at least one node v other than L  and IL that is enabled .
P roof. D S c  = biock#b>i . . .  We have three cases:
1) If 6 i =  0, then condition (i) is true. Done.
2 ) If 6 i =  1 and D S c  contains the substring 10, then by Observation 5.1.1(H) some node 
V is enabled, thus condition (Hi) is true. Done.
3) If 6 ,1- 1 =  1, then  condition (ii) is true. Done. □
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P r o p e r ty  5 .1 .4  For any node v, i f  node v is enabled and the daemon selects it to execute, 
after the execution is completed, its actions are disabled.
P ro o f. From Observation 5.1.1(î,m), if node v is either node L  or IL, after executing its 
enabled action, it becomes disabled. From O bservation 5.1.1(im), a node v other than  node 
L or IL is enabled if D Sc{v)  is 10. B ut once node v executes and configuration C  changes 
to configuration C , then  D S c { v )  is 0 1 , so node v is disabled. □
P r o p e r ty  5 .1 .5  In any configuration either node L  or node IL is enabled to execute (a lock 
or non-lock action).
P ro o f. From Observation 5.1.1(f), node L  is enabled if and only if block — 1- From 
Observation 5.1.1(ff), node IL is enabled if and only if block = 0. Since block G {0,1}, either 
node I or node IL is enabled. □
P r o p e r ty  5 .1 .6  I f  node r i  does not block node L  from executing, then it will execute a 
non-lock action within two rounds.
P roof. If node r i  does not block node L  from executing, and node L  is still not enabled to 
execute a non-lock action, this means th a t the the values lock.L — lock.lL. From SSVSTZ^s 
code, node IL is enabled to execute. It will do so in at most one round, and the values 
becomes lock.lL =  1 — lock.L. Since node t l  is disabled, in at m ost one round, node L  is 
becomes enabled to execute a non-lock action. .□
P r o p e r ty  5 .1 .7  I f  node In  does not block node L  from executing, then it will execute a 
non-lock action within two rounds.
P roof. Similar to the proof of P roperty  5.1.6. □
To show th a t during the first 3n /2  — 2 -f 3t rounds every node executes t  tim es (Lemma
5.1), we need some additional notations, definitions and properties.
We extend the definition of a node not being blocked by another node from Section 3.1.1 
to the ring where variable lock is also present as follows. Given two nodes v and ry with
S.v = a and S.ry = b, the notation “a 4— 6” denotes th a t state  b does not block sta te  a from
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being enabled (in order for v being in sta te  a to be enabled, S.ry m ust be b). The notation 
a h indicates th a t  sta te  a does not block sta te  b from being enabled (in order for Vy being 
in s ta te  b to  be enabled, S.v  m ust be a).
For nodes v = IL and Vy — L  w ith lock.lL — a and lock.L =  h, by notation “a e- 6” 
we denote th a t value b does not block value a from being enabled (in order for IL having 
lock.lL  =  a to  be enabled, lock.L  m ust be b). By notation o 6 we denote th a t value a 
does not block value b from being enabled (in order for L  having lock.L  =  6 to be enabled, 
lock.lL  m ust be a). This param etric statem ent holds only because there are ju st two binary 
values to be compared.
For example the guard of Action A A  can be re-w ritten as (0 -> 1, A A) or ( 1 -> 0, A -f- 
A), and the guard of Action A B  can be re-w ritten as (A -> B , 1 •<— 1) or (A —> B , 0 •«— 0).
Based on this notation, we adapt the sawtooth-like arrangement of nodes to be consistent 
with the difference-string of a ring configuration as follows. We s ta r t with the lock value 
of node IL, going clockwise through the ring, and ending with the  lock value of node L. 
The difference-string of a given configuration is consistent with the orientation of the arrow 
between consecutive S  values (1 for /^ , 0 for \ ) .
For example, the sawtooth-like arrangem ent of the configuration in Figure 5.2(a) is given 
Figure 5.3(a)).
y  Y y ' / A y . y l
A l ^ ü : "
(IL) nu
(a) Sawtooth-like notation (b) Delay values
Figure 5.3; Configuration 1#B A A A B B A B A B B B A B A A #0
We can then  calculate the delay values of every node in the ring, as in Section 3.1.1. We 
start with value 0 for the node L, decrease by 1 when going up, increase by 1 when going 
down, and in the end offset all the values by a positive integer such th a t the smallest delay
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becomes 0. For example, the delay values for the nodes in configuration given in Figure 
5.3(a) are depicted in Figure 5.3(6).
Nodes {IL) and (L) are abstract nodes, representing nodes L  and IL.  Their purpose is 
to  correctly calculate the delay values for nodes L  and IL when only the lock values are the 
ones to block some node from being enabled. W hen we discuss the delay value of node L  or 
node IL, we ignore the delay values of the corresponding abstract node.
The delay value for a node represents the maximum  num ber of rounds a node m ust wait 
until it becomes enabled to execute a non-lock action. For an n-node ring, the delay values 
are in the range 0 . . .  n.
After a node executes a non-lock action, the arrows to  th a t node are reversed, and the 
delay values m ust be re-calculated. W hen node L  or IL  executes a lock action, only the 
arrow associated with the lock values is reversed.
The following properties from Section 3.1.1 are valid for the ring also.
P r o p e r ty  5 .1 .8  In any configuration, i f  w is a neighbor of v such that {w,v) f  [IL,L)  or 
{L, IL) ,  then delay[w] =  delay[v] ±  1.
P ro o f . From the definition of the delay values. □
P r o p e r ty  5 .1 .9  For any t > 0.'
(i) I f  S.v  -> S.ry then node v cannot execute its enabled non-lock action for the time until 
ry has executed its enabled non-lock action for the time, and node r„ cannot execute its 
enabled non-lock action for  the [t 4- 1)®‘ time until node v has executed its enabled non-lock 
action for the time.
(ii) I f  S.v f -  S.ry then node ry cannot execute its enabled non-lock action for the time 
until node v has executed its enabled non-lock action fo r  the time, and node v cannot 
execute its enabled non-lock action for the (t-t-1)̂ * time until node ry has executed its enabled 
non-lock action for the time.
P ro o f . In case i), in order for node v to  be enabled to execute a non-lock action, node 
Ty must change the orientation of the arrow between itself and node v. This will occur after 
node ry is enabled to execute a non-lock action. By Property  5.1.4, after node ry executes
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an action (lock or non-lock action) for the tim e, it becomes disabled. Then for node 
to  become enabled again and to  execute its enabled non-lock action for the {t + 1)®* time, 
node V must execute a  non-lock action (for the time) and change the orientation of the 
arc toward node ry.
Case ii) is exactly opposite. □
P ro p er ty  5 .1 .10  For any k  >  0.'
(i) I f  lockIL  —)■ lock.L then node IL cannot execute an action (lock or non-lock action) for  
the k^^ time until node L  has executed an action for the k^^ time, and node L cannot execute 
an action for the [k +  I)®*" time until node IL has executed an action for the k^^ time.
(ii) I f  lo ck IL  ■(— lock.L then node L  cannot execute an action fo r  the time until node 
IL has executed an action for the kf^ time, and node IL cannot execute an action for the 
{k + l)st time until node L  has executed an action for the k^^ time.
P roof. By Property  5.1.4, after node IL or L  executes an action (lock or non-lock action) 
for the A**' time, it becomes disabled. Then for node IL  or L  to become enabled again and 
to execute its enabled action for the {k -f 1)®* time, node L  respectively IL must execute an 
action (for the k^^ time) and change the orientation of the arc toward the other node. □ 
Let do be the array of the delay values in the starting  configuration, and Dq be the 
maximum  value in the array do- From Definition 3.1.3 of delay, I < Dq < n.
L e m m a  5.1 For any node v and any value t > 0, within — 1) +  1 rounds node
V executes a non-lock action at least t times.
P roof. We define the predicate V{q) as follows:
For any node v, for any t > 1, node v executes a non-lock action t times w ithin the first 
q rounds if :
- if node v is node L  or IL then  q > |do[n] +  3 ( - 3
- if node v is not node L  or IL  then q > |do[t>] +  3t —3.
We prove by induction on ç > 1 th a t Predicate V{q) holds.
Basic step g =  1. If g =  1, this implies that do[v] = 0 and t = 1. Since do[n] =  0, node v
is currently enabled for the first tim e (t =  1).
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Inductive step for g > 1, V{q — 1) and  V{q — 2) hold. We have three cases;
1 ) Node V = L. We have th a t q > ^do[v] + 3t — 3 and we must show th a t node v  executes 
a non-lock action t times w ithin the first g rounds. From the induction hypothesis, we have 
th a t node v  has executed a non-lock action t  — 1 tim es w ithin the first |d o H  +  3t — 6 rounds. 
We need to show th a t the right neighbor of v does not block node v from being enabled 
to execute a non-lock action for the  t^^ tim e. Once the right neighbor does not block node 
V from being enabled to  execute a non-lock action, node v will execute a non-lock action 
w ithin the next two rounds: because it may be blocked by the lock value, by P roperty  5.1.6 
node V will execute a non-lock action w ith in  the next two rounds.
Let u be the right neighbor of node v. We have two cases:
1-1) do['u] =  do[n] — 1. Then q >  4- 3t — 3 => g — ^ > |d o [n ]4 -3 t — 3 g — 2 >
|(d o H  — l ) 4 - 3 t - 3 ^ g  — 2 >  |do[u] 4- 3t — 3. Since V{q — 2) is true for node u, 
this implies th a t node u  executed t  tim es w ithin g -  2 rounds. From Property 5.1.9(î), 
node u  does not block node v from  being enabled for the tim e at the beginning of 
round g — 1, so node v will execute a  non-lock action for the tim e within g rounds.
1.2) do [it] =  do [it] 4- 1. Then g >  ^ do [n] 4 -3 t — 3 = ^ g >  ^ 4- |do[it] 4 -3 t — 3 = > g  — 2 >  
|(do[i;] 4-1) 4- 3A -  6 => g — 2 >  |do[it] +  3t —6. Since V { q - 2 )  is true for node it, this 
implies th a t node it executed t — 1 tim es w ithin g — 2 rounds. From Property 5.1.9(ti), 
node It does not block node v from  being enabled for the tim e at the beginning of 
round g — 1, so node v will execute a non-lock action for the tim e within g rounds.
2) Node V = IL. We have th a t g >  |do[n] 4- 3t — 3 and we m ust show th a t node v 
executes a non-lock action t times w ithin the first g rounds. The proof is similar to  the case 
1 ) where instead of a right neighbor u  for node L  we have a left neighbor u for node IL.
3) Node V is neither node L nor node IL. We have th a t g > |do[i'] +  3 A- 3  and we must 
show th a t node v executes a non-lock action t tim es w ithin the first g rounds. From the 
induction hypothesis, we have th a t node v executed a non-lock action t — I times within 
the first |do[ii] 4- 3t — 6 rounds. We need to show th a t neither the left neighbor of v, nor 
the right neighbor of v blocks node v from being enabled to execute a non-lock action for 
the time. If neither the right nor the  left neighbor blocks node v from being enabled to
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execute a  non-lock action, node v  will execute a non-lock action in the next round. Let u 
be any neighbor of node v. We have two cases:
• u = L or IL. T hen  q >  |d o H  +  3t — 3 = > g 4 - ^ >  |c?oM +  3t — 3. We have two cases:
3.1 ) do [u] =  do[n] — 1. Then g -f ^ >  |do[n] -|-3t — 3 = > g  — 1 > ^ (do [u] — 1) 4- 3f — 3 =>
g — 1 > |do[u] 4- 3t — 3. Since V{q  — 1) is true  for node u, th is implies th a t node 
u executes t times w ithin g — 1 rounds. From Property 5.1.9(i), node u does not 
block node v  from being enabled for the tim e at the beginning of round g, so 
node V will execute a non-lock action for the tim e w ithin g rounds.
3.2) doM  =  do [u] 4-1. Then g 4- ^ >  §do[n] 4-3t — 3 = ^ g  — 1 > ^ (do [u] 4 -1 )4 -3t — 6
g — 1 > |do[ii] 4- 3t — 6. Since V{q  — 1) is true for node u, th is implies th a t node 
u executes t  — 1 times w ithin g — 1 rounds. From Property 5.1.9, node u does not 
block node v from being enabled for the tim e at the beginning of round g, so 
node V will execute a non-lock action for the tim e w ithin g rounds.
• u f  L  and IL. We have two cases:
3.3) do [u] =  do[n] — 1. Then g >  |do[n] 4-36 — 3 = > g  — 1 > |(do['u] — 1) -f- 36 — 3
g — 1 > |do[u] 4 -3 6 -3 . Since V{q — 1) is true for node u, th is implies th a t node 
u executes 6 times w ithin g -  1 rounds. From Property 5.1.9, node u does not 
block node v from being enabled for the 6*̂  tim e at the beginning of round g, so 
node V will execute a non-lock action for the tim e within g rounds.
3 .4 )  do[ii] =  do[n] 4- 1. Then g > ^do [n] 4-36 — 3 = ^ g  — 1 > ^ (do [n] -F 1) 4- 36 — 6 => 
g — 1 > |do[ii] 4 -3 6 -6 . Since V{q  — 1) is true for node u, this implies th a t node 
u executes 6 — 1 times w ithin g — 1 rounds. From Property 5.1.9(66), node u  does 
not block node v from being enabled for the 6*̂  tim e at the beginning of round 
g, so node v will execute a non-lock action for the 6‘  ̂ time w ithin g rounds.
□
P r o p e r ty  5 .1 .11  I f  some node v is enabled to execute and it is not selected by the daemon 
to execute (it is not privileged), it remains enabled until it is selected.
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P ro o f . We have two cases, depending on w hether node v is enabled to execute a lock or 
a non-lock action.
1)11  node V is enabled to  execute a non-lock action, by P roperty  5.1.2 neither of the 
existing neighbors is enabled to  execute a non-lock action. Thus node v remains enabled 
until is selected.
2) If  node v is enabled to  execute a lock action, by P roperty  5.1.5 the other neighbor 
(node IL ii V = L or node L  ii v = IL) is disabled. Node v may become enabled to execute 
a non-lock action, b u t in any case it will rem ains enabled until selected. □
5.2 Self-Stabilizing Local Resource Allocation A lgorithm  on Oriented Rings CRATZ
Every node holds a t most three variables. Two variables, variable S  that takes values 
in the set {A ,B }, and Boolean variable request  th a t is true whenever the process requests 
access to its critical section C S ,  are common for all nodes. Node L  and its left (node IL = II)  
use another variable called lock G {0,1} to  “control” the link (IL,L).  For some node v, let 
S  = S.v, request = request.v, and lock =  lock.v. P redicate link.ok{v)  has been defined in 
Section 5.1.
5.2.1 P roof of Correctness of A lgorithm  CRALZ
In this section we show th a t A lgorithm  C R A R  solves the local resource allocation prob­
lem for an oriented ring.
Local Resource Allocation [CDP03] allows neighboring nodes to enter their critical sec­
tion concurrently, provided they do not use conflicting resources.
An algorithm  solves the LRA problem  if it satisfies two conditions: (i) (resource conflict 
free -  safety) two neighboring processes execute their critical sections simultaneously using 
resources X and Y, respectively only if X and Y can be accessed concurrently by any neigh­
boring processes, (ii) (no lockout -  liveness) a process requesting to enter its critical section 
will eventually be granted.
Since at most one node per neighborhood is enabled to  execute a non-lock action (Prop-
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A lg o r ith m  5 .2 .1  Algorithm C R A R
A c tio n s  fo r th e  r in g  le a d e r  n o d e  L
B B  S  = B A S r  = B A  link-.ok{L) — >
if request then  CS; request = fa ls e  
lock = lock.lL  
S  = A
A A  S ~ A A S r  = A A  link^ok{L)  — >
if request then  CS; request  =  fa ls e  
lock = lock.lL 
S  = B
C L  {{S = A  A  Sr = B )  y  {S = B  A  Sr = A)) A  link^ok{L)  — > lock = lock.lL
A c tio n s  fo r th e  n o d e  IL
A B  S i =  A a S  = B A  link-ok{lL)  — >
if request then  CS; request = fa ls e  
lock =  1 — lock.L  
S  = A
B A  S i = B a S  = A A  link .ok{lL)  — >
if request then  CS; request  =  fa ls e  
lock =  1 — lock.L  
S  = B
C L  {{Si = A  A  S  = A) y  {Si = B  A  S  = B)) A  link...ok{lL) — > lock =  1 — lock.L
A c tio n s  fo r a n y  n o d e  v f  {L , I L}
A B B  Si = A A S  = B A S r  = B  — >
if request then  CS; request  =  fa ls e  
S  = A
B A A  Si — B  A  S  =  A  A  Sr =  A  — >
if request then  CS; request = fa ls e  
S  = B
erty 5.1.2), Algorithm S S V S R  allows only two pairs of nodes to  execute simultaneously. 
Nodes L  and may execute in the same tim e, bu t only when node L  executes a lock action 
and node executes a non-lock action. Nodes IL and Iil may execute in the same time, 
bu t only when node IL executes a lock action and node In  executes a non-lock action.
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Property 5.1.2 shows th a t Algorithm  C R A R  has the safety property, provided th a t the 
critical sections of processes r%, and I n  do not include any actions related to the variables 
lock.L, respectively lock.lL.
Lemma 5.1 shows th a t A lgorithm  C R A R  has the  liveness property.
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C H A PT ER  6
SORTING ON A RING 
In this chapter we present an application of A lgorithm  SSVSTZ:  the distributed sorting 
problem  on the oriented ring w ith a distinguish node, where the values to be sorted are not 
necessarily distinct, and each process holds only one value a t any moment.
We present two solutions: we first present a  sorting algorithm  for an abstract m odel of 
communication (Algorithm A S O T Z T r ) ,  then  show how sorting will be done in the shared 
memory model of comm unication (Algorithm SOTZTr)-
Using some properties of Algorithm  SSVSTZ, we show th a t Algorithm ASOTZTr s tab i­
lizes in at most 5n — 6 rounds under the weakly fair d istribu ted  daemon (Section 6.2). Algo­
rithm  SOTZTr reduces to  Algorithm  ASOTZTr, and we conclude th a t Algorithm SOTZT' 
stabilizes in at most 4(5n — 6) rounds (Lemma 6.2), thus it sorts n  values on a ring in non­
decreasing order from left to right starting  from the distinguished node in at most 4(5n — 6) 
rounds. It uses at most four bits per node. (Two distinguished nodes use four b its each, 
while the other nodes use three b its each.)
6.1 Self-Stabilizing D istributed Sorting Algorithm s in an Oriented Ring 
In this section we present two algorithms for d istribu ted  sorting problem in an oriented 
ring: ASOTZTr  (Section 6.1.1), and SOTZTr (Section 6.1.2). Algorithm ASOTZTr  is 
implemented in an abstract model. Algorithm SOTZTr is implemented in the shared memory 
model.
6.1.1 D istributed Sorting in an Oriented Ring 
Each node, besides the variable S, holds one variable I V  to be sorted. A lgorithm  
A S O T Z T r  (Figure 6.1.2) is a particular case of A lgorithm  SSVSTZ,  in which the macro
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execute{v) is replaced by the m acro swap{v,ry)  th a t swaps the values IV .v  and IV.Ty. Only 
node IL does not swap its value w ith its right neighbor.
In the abstract m odel a node v, in order to execute the swap, can modify the right 
neighbor variable IV.Ty in certain  situations. Intuitively, since by executing Algorithm  
SSVSTZ, local m utual exclusion is valid in any configuration (see P roperty  5.1.2), a node 
can synchronize the swap w ith its right neighbor, and once done, pass the token to  it. We 
assume for now th a t the  swap is done in an atomic step (macro swap), and we show in 
Section 6.1.2 how this is done in the shared memory model.
For some node v, let S  = S.v, lock =  lock.v. Si =  S.ly, Sr =  S.ry. Predicate link^ok{v)  
has been defined in Section 5.1.
The sorting actions are m utually exclusive, so A lgorithm  ASOTZTr  is determ inistic.
6.1.2 Sorting in the Shared M emory Model
In Algorithm  SOTZTr (Figure 6.2), each node v holds three variables; variable I V  to  be 
sorted, variable S  G { A , B , X , Y ] ,  and variable tm p S  G [ A , B ] .  Variable tm p S  stores the 
value of S  tem porarily while the swap is performed. Nodes rL  and IL  hold an ex tra  variable 
lock.
Macro swap'{v,ry, value) execute the  first step of swapping between node v  and its 
right node r„, and variable tm pS .v  stores value  to  be given to  variable S.v  after th e  swap 
is performed. Only node IL  does not swap its value w ith its right neighbor. P redicate 
link^ok{v) has been defined in Section 5.1.
For some node v, let S  = S.v, lock =  lock.v, I V  =  IV .v, tm p S  =  tmpS.v , Si — S.ly,
I V l  =  I V I y ,  S r  =  S . V y ,  I V r  =  I V . V y .
The swapping is similar to the one for the chain network.
The synchronizing actions S I  — C l are m utually exclusive with the sorting actions, and 
m utually exclusive among themselves, so Algorithm SOTZTr is determ inistic also.
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A lg o r ith m  6 .1 .1  S elf-Stabilizing Distributed Sorting in an Oriented Ring in the Abstract 
Model A S O T Z T r ______________________________________________________________________
M a c ro  swap{v,w) :: if (u; _L A IV .v  > IV .w)  then
IV .v  =  IV .v  +  IV .w  ; IV .w  = IV .v — IV .w  ; IV .v  =  IV .v  — IV.w
A c tio n s  fo r th e  le a d e r  n o d e  L
B B  S  = B A S r = B A  link-ok{L)  — > swap{v,ry); lock = lockIL; S  = A
A A  S  = A A S r  = A A  link-ok{L)  — > swap{v, ry); lock =  lockIL; S  = B
C L  ((S =  A  A Sr =  B) \ /  {S =  B  A Sr =  A ) )  A  link-ok{L)  — > lock - lockIL
A c tio n s  for t h e  n o d e  IL
A B  S i = A a S  = B A  link^ok{lL)  — > lock =  1 — lock.L; S  = A
B A  S i = B a S  = A A  link-ok(lL)  — > lock =  1 — lock.L; S  = B
C L  {{Si = A  A S  =  A) V {Si = B  A S  = B ))  A link-ok{lL)  — > lock =  1 — lock.L
A ctions for any node v  ̂ {L, IL)
A B B  Si = A A S  = B A S r  = B  — > swap{v, ry); S  = A
B A A  Si = B A S  = A A S r  = A  — > swap{v,ry); S  = B
6.2 Proof of Correctness of Algorithm  ASOTZTr  
Assume th a t the position of node L is 1, and the position of node IL  is n.
Definition 4.2.1 of pseudo-time is used for the ring topology as well.
For example, w ith the configuration and pseudo-tim e values in Figure 6.1(a), if the 
marked node executes then the next pseudo-tim e values are the ones in Figure 6.1(6). 
Observation 4.2.1 and Corollary 4.2.2 are valid also for the ring.
The predicate £{i , t )  is changed as follows: there exists a configuration reachable from 
the initial configuration where the node a t position i is enabled with 'F(6) =  6, 1 < 6 <  n.
For t h e  r i n g ,  w e  d o  n o t  h a v e  a  g lo b a l  c o n s t a n t  PA RITY .
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A lgorithm  6.2.1 S  elf-Stabilizing Distributed Sorting in an Oriented Ring in Shared Memory  
Model SOTZTr________________________________________________________________________
M acro sw a p '{v ,w ,tS )  :: if (w 7  ̂ ±  A IV .v  > IV .w)  then
tm pS .v  = t S  ; IV .v  = IV .v  +  IV .w  ; S.v  =  X
Sorting A ctions for the leader node L
B B  S  — B  A Sr = B  A link-ok{L )  — swap'{v,ry, A); lock = lock IL
A A  S  = A A S r  = A A  link-ok{L)  — > swap'{v, ry, B); lock — lo ck IL
C L  {{S = A  A  Sr — B )  y  {S = B  A  Sr = A)) A  link..ok{L) — > lock — lock.lL
C l  S  = Y  — > S  = tm p S
A ctions for th e  node IL
A B  S i = A a S  = B A  link^ok{lL)  — > lock — 1 — lock.L; S  = A
B A  S i = B A S  = A A  link-ok{lL)  — > lock =  1 — lock.L; S  = B
C L  {{Si = A  A  S  =  A) V {Si = B  A  S  = B ))  A  link-ok{lL)  — > lock =  1 — lock.L
C l  S  = X  — y S  = tm p S
Sorting A ctions for any node v {L, IL]
A B B  Si = A A S  = B A S r  = B  — > sw ap '{v ,ry ,A )
B A A  Si = B A S  = A A S r  = A  — swap'{v,ry, B)
Synchronizing actions for any node v f  IL
g l  B e { A , B } A B ,  =  A  — > =  =  y
B2 g  =  A  A &  =  y  — > T P  =  TU -  7%. ; B =  tmpB
53 S  — Y  A v f L A S i f X  — > S  — tm p S
C l  S  = X  A  Sr = X  — > 5  =  tm p S
O bservation 6.2.1 (i) I f  £{i , t )  is true then £ { i , t  + 2k + l) is false and £{ i , t  + 2k) is true, 
for all k > 0.
(ii) I f  £{i , t )  is ialse then £{i , t -F 2k + 1) is txne. and £ { i , t- \-2 k )  is î&he, for  all k > 0.
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/ A y .  ./I  w  '
(a) In itial configuration (b) After the marked node executes
Figure 6.1: Pseudo-tim e values
Given a starting  configuration Cq and Cj a configuration after Algorithm  S S V S  has 
executed a num ber of steps the  relationship between the num ber of rounds tha t have elapsed 
and T j is given by Property  6.2.2.
P r o p e r ty  6 .2 .2  Given a starting configuration Cq and C j  some configuration after A l­
gorithm S S V S  has executed a number of steps, then the number of rounds elapsed q < 
2 X  m i n { l  < i < n , Tj(6)}.
P ro o f . A round has elapsed if all the enabled nodes have executed at least once. By 
P roperty  5.1.3, in every configuration there exists a node not blocked by its neighbors (or 
the neighbor, for nodes L  and IL).
If node L  (or IL) is one of the enabled nodes a t the beginning of the round, then  by 
Properties 5.1.6 or 5.1.7, it will execute a non-lock action (and increase its T value by one 
unit) w ithin two rounds.
If the enabled nodes are not L  and IL,  then  they increase their T  values by at least one 
unit w ithin a round.
Thus the minimum value of T increases by at least one every two rounds. □
We use Definition 4.2.2 of array pos as in Section 4.2.
F irst, we show that the position of each element (array pos[]) is w ithin a certain range 
depending on its pseudo-time value (Property  6.2.3). Then we show th a t once the T  values 
are at least 5n /2  — 3, the ring is sorted (Lemma 4.1).
P r o p e r ty  6 .2 .3  For any rank r, 1 < r < n, and any value t > 0,
pos[r,6] < moT j  and pos[r,6] >  m fn j
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where P[r, t] = - t  + 2r + 2n — 3 and Q[r,t] = t + 2r + 2 ~  3n, for any r and t.
P ro o f . Consider the predicates:
V{t)  : for any rank r, 1 <  r  <  n, pos[r, t] < m a x  |  and
Q{t) : for any rank r , l  < r < n, pos[r, 6] >  m in  |
We show by induction on t th a t V{t)  holds. The proof th a t Q{t) holds is similar.
Base case: 0 < t < n  — 1. Since r  < n, then max{r, P[r,t]) = P[r,t] > n. From
Definition 4.2.2, pos[r,t] < n. Thus V{t)  holds for any 6, 0 <  6 <  n -  1.
Inductive step: t > n  V { t  -  1) is true, and we show th a t V{t)  is true.
From the induction hypothesis, for any rank i < r , pos[i,t  -  1] < m a x  j  „ r. , .
L -rpT -  tj
Condition i < r implies th a t 6 < r  — 1, so P[i, 6 — 1] <  P[r, 6] — 1. We can conclude th a t 
Let
Thus all the values whose ranks are less than  r  are in positions less or equal to M  when
their pseudo-times are 6 — 1, i.e.Vi < r , p o s[6,6 — 1] <  M .
And later on, their position cannot go beyond M:  V6' > 6 -  l,pos[6,6'] < M , since there 
are no values less than  r  outside the position range 1 . . .  M.
The element of rank r  a t pseudo-time 6 - 1  has the position pos[r, 6 -  1] < M  +  2:
( T f 7* ■j' 1
By induction hypothesis, pos[r, 6 -  1] <  m ax  < 6] H- 1 -  i P[r t] + 1 ~  ^
We show now th a t pos[r, 6] <  M  -f- 1:
( y _{_ 2
pos[r, 6] < M  -f 1 =  I  , where P [r, 6] =  -6  4- 2r -f 2n -  3.
If M  4- 1 >  n, the result is trivial. Assume that M  4- 1 <  n, which implies th a t 6 >  n, 
which implies that 6 — 2 >  To(M  4- 1) (Corollary 4.2.2).
At pseudo-time 6 - 1 ,  the elements whose ranks are sm aller than  r are at positions less 
than  M  +  1, thus the ranks of the elements at positions M  4- 1 and M  + 2 are at least r. 
We have two cases:
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1) pos[r,t — 1] =  M  +  2. T hus there exists an element whose rank K  > r such th a t 
pos[K, 6 — 1] =  M  +  1.
If £{M  +  1,6 — 1) holds th en  the node at position M  + 1 will execute and swap the 
value K  w ith r , thus pos[r, 6] =  M  +  1.
If £ {M  +1 , 6  — 1) is false, then  £ { M  +  1,6 — 2) holds. The node a t position M  +  1 has 
executed at pseudo-tim e 6 — 2 and as a result, pos[r,t  — 1] =  M  +  2. Thus the value 
K  at position M  +  1 a t pseudo-tim e 6 — 1 is smaller than  r : K  < r. Contradiction.
2) pos[r, 6 — 1] =  M  +  1. Since the  values at positions M  +  2 and higher are larger th an  
r, the element of rank r  cannot move to M  +  2 in any of the subsequent times.
In both  cases, pos[r,t] < M  + 1, thus Predicate V{t)  holds. □
L e m m a  6.1 Algorithms A S O T Z T r  stabilizes 6n 5n — 6 rounds; thus the stabilization time  
is 0 {n )  rounds.
Proof.
From Property 6.2.3 for 6 =  5 n /2  — 3 and r  <  n /2 , pos[r, 5 n /2  — 3] <  r. For the 
node of rank 1, p o s[l,5 n /2  — 3] <  1 and by Definition 4.2.2, pos[l,6] >  1 V6 > 0. Thus
pos[l, 5n /2  — 3] =  1. It follows th a t for all ranks r < n /2 , pos[r, bn/2  — 3] =  r.
From Property 6.2.3, for 6 =  5 n /2  — 3 and r  > n /2  +  1, pos[r, 5n /2  — 3] > r. For the
node of rank n, pos[n ,5n /2  — 3] >  n  and by Definition 4.2.2, pos[n,t\ < n V6 > 0. Thus
pos[n, bn/2  — 3] =  n. It follows th a t for all ranks r  > n /2  +  1, pos[r, bn /2  -  3] =  r.
Thus for all ranks r , pos[r, bn /2  — 3] = r.
By Property 6.2.2, after a t m ost 2 (5n/2  — 3) =  5n — 6 rounds, the values are sorted. □
6.2.1 Reduction of A lgorithm  A S O T Z T r  in A bstract Model to Algorithm SOTZTr  in
Shared-M emory Model
In this section we show th a t A lgorithm  SOTZTr reduces to  A lgorithm  A SO TZTr-
Let S l =  { s i , x i , l k i f ) ,  respectively S u  =  [ s i i ,x iL , lk n ) ,  be the set of all variables of
nodes L, respectively IL, in the order {S, IV, lock), and 5„ =  (s„, Xy) be the set of all variables
of any other node v in the order {S, I V ) ,  used by Algorithm  A S O T Z T r  in the abstract model.
Let S \ f  =  { s L , x i , l k i , t i )  be the set of all variables of node L,  S \ 'f  = {siL ,xiL ,lk iL ,tii)  be
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the set of all variables of node IL in the order {S, IV , lo c k , tm p S ) ,  and = {sy,Xy, ty)  be 
the set of all variables of any other node v in the order { S , IV , tm p S )  used by Algorithm  
SOTZTr in the shared memory model.
T hen  TZ is defined as follows. TZ{Si, . . .  5„)  =  , . . .  5*"), f  E { A , B } ,  1 < i < n}.
As one can see, for each configuration Ci of A lgorithm  ASOTZTr  in the abstract model, 
there exists 2" configurations in TZ{Ci) of A lgorithm  SOTZTr in the shared memory model, 
thus Condition (6) of Definition 2.1.1 is satisfied.
To show th a t Condition [ii) of Definition 2.1.1 is satisfied, we break the system configu­
ration, starting  from the leader node L, into a num ber of chunks. The proof follows similarly 
to the reduction proof of Algorithm SOTZTc to Algorithm  ASOTZTc-
We can then  conclude that, starting  from an arb itrary  configuration, in a t most 20n — 24 
rounds. A lgorithm  SOTZTr sorts the values in non-decreasing order (Lemma 6.2).
L e m m a  6.2 Starting from an arbitrary configuration, in at mos< 20n—24 rounds. Algorithm  
SOTZTr arranges the n values in non-decreasing order from left to right.
P ro o f . Every swap takes at most four rounds. From Lemma 6.1, if a swap takes a t most
one round, then  sorting takes at most 5n — 6 rounds. Since the swap takes a t most four
rounds, we obtain  a to ta l of at most 20n — 24 rounds. □
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C H A PT E R  7
SIMULTANEOUSLY ACTIVATED PROCESSES ON A TR EE 
In this chapter we present Algorithm  S S V S T  (Section 7.1), followed by its proof of correct­
ness (Section 7.1.1), and then give one application of the proposed algorithm: Algorithm  
C M £ T  (Section 7.2).
The other application of Algorithm S S V S T ,  A lgorithm  T-iSAV, is presented in C hapter 
8, Section 8.1.
Algorithm S S V S T  is a general self-stabilization scheme for simultaneously activated 
non-adjacent processes on an asynchronous rooted tree. It is uniform and works under the 
unfair d istribu ted  daemon. It is optim al in space complexity; it uses [/og(dep)] bits in each 
node (deg is the  node degree). It is asym ptotically optim al in time complexity: during the 
first 26 +  26—1 rounds, every node is enabled at least 6 times, i.e., on the average, once every 
second round. For a synchronous system, after a t m ost 26 steps, every node is enabled every 
second step. If  the synchronous network sta rts  in a normal starting  configuration, then a 
node is active every o ther step from the beginning.
We then give two applications on rooted trees of the proposed algorithm : a tim e and 
space optim al solution to  the local m utual exclusion problem (Algorithm C M S T ) ,  and a 
space and (asym ptotic) tim e optim al solution to the heap problem (C hapter 8 - Algorithm 
76 5  A P ) .
7.1 Self-Stabilizing D istributed Simultaneous Execution of Non-adjacent Nodes in a
Rooted Tree S S V S T
We extend the chain algorithm  Algorithm  S S V S  (Chapter 3) to a rooted tree in the 
following manner. A node is enabled to execute if the following two conditions are true:
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(i) either it has no parent, or its paren t’s sta te  is different from its state, and (ii) all its 
children’s states are the same as its state.
For simplicity we write S  =  S.v.
The predicate check{v) has as param eter a node ID and is responsible for checking 
whether the given node v exists, and if so, whether it has a certain  value for its variable S. 
Macro execute{v) is a generic macro: node v executes som ething based on its values and 
the values of its neighbors.
A lg o r ith m  7 .1 .1  Algorithm S S V S T  
P r e d ic a te  check{v, s) =  (n =  T  V S.v  =  s)
A c tio n s  for a n y  n o d e  v
ABB S  = B  A check{py,A) A Vw E Dy : check{w, B )  — > execute{v) ; S  = A  
BAA S  = A A check{py, B )  A \fw E Dy : check{w, A) — > execute{v) ; S  = B
For example, given a network of eight nodes starting  in a  norm al starting  configuration 
(Figure 7.1(a)), the only enabled nodes are of even depth  (the root and the children of 
the ro o t’s children). If we assume a synchronous system, the next execution step brings 
the system into the configuration in Figure 7.1(6), in which the only enabled nodes are of 
odd depth. The next configuration is shown in Figure 7.1(c), followed by the one in Figure 
7.1(d). Then the system  returns to the configuration illustrated  in Figure 7.1(a). The cycle 
repeats forever.
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B B
\ / /  \ v /  /  \  /y  \
B B  B B  A A  A ^ A
(a) A configuration (b) After one step (c) After two steps (d) After three steps 
Figure 7.1; Four steps in a synchronous system
7.1.1 P roof of Correctness for Algorithm S S V S T  
In this section, we show th a t A lgorithm  S S V S T  stabilizes in a t m ost 2h + 2t — l rounds, 
to the global predicate
k-Exec: = {V node v, v has executed macro execute a t least k  tim es } 
and works under the unfair d istribu ted  daemon.
We extend the notions of configuration-string and difference-string to  the tree network, 
and we prove some properties of A lgorithm  S S V S T .  We then show th a t Algorithm  S S V S T  
works under the unfair d istribu ted  daem on (Property 7.1.9, Section 7.1.2).
We then show th a t in every configuration, by executing Algorithm  S S V S T :
- Only one node per neighborhood is enabled (local m utual exclusion) (P roperty  7.1.2)
- At least one node is enabled in the tree (no deadlock) (Property 7.1.4)
- After it executes, a node becomes disabled until all its neighbors execute (fairness) (Prop­
erty 7.1.3)
- During the first 2h-\-2t — I rounds every node executes a t least t tim es (no starvation and 
1-fairness) (Lemma 7.1).
If n  =  1 (unique node) and its s tarting  sta te  is A, then the node executes alternatively 
Action B A A ,  followed by A B B ,  forever. Thus we can assume for the rest of the proof th a t 
n  >  1.
Let the configuration tree be the tree in which every node is represented by its variable 
S  only.
We call a normal starting configuration a configuration in which each branch of the con­
figuration tree is a prefix of the { A A B B f f  (the string of length 4n obtained by concatenating
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A A B B  n  times). S tarting  from a norm al s tarting  configuration, the enabled nodes are of 
even depth  (Figure 7.1).
Each edge in the tree can be labeled by a b it depending on whether the adjacent nodes 
have or not the same S  value (we call this a binary edge labeling).
D e fin itio n  7 .1 .1  Given some configuration tree C, we let D T c ,  the difference tree be the 
tree in which every node v is represented by a two-bit string D T c{v)  =  bgbi such that:
1, if pv =  _L or the link {pv,v) is labeled 1
' 0 otherwise
 ̂ . j., if 3w G Dy s.t. the link (v,w) is labeled 1
 ̂ " otherwise
_ r 1. */
X 0 il
For example, for the  configuration in Figure 7.1(a), the b inary edge labeling is given in 
Figure 7.2(a) and the difference tree is given in Figure 7.2(6).
lU
B B
(a) Binary edge labeling (b) Difference tree 
Figure 7.2: Exam ple of a tree with eight nodes
R e m a rk  7.1 (i) Given a binary edge labeling and the value S  of some node, the correspond­
ing configuration tree C  is uniquely defined.
(ii) Given a difference tree D T  and the value S  of some node, the corresponding config­
uration tree C  is uniquely defined.
O b s e rv a tio n  7.1.1 Given any configuration tree C, a node v is enabled if and only if 
D Tc{v)  = 10.
P ro o f . Given any configuration-tree C, we have three cases, based on node v.
Case 1) If V = R  then by Definition 7.1.1, the first bit of D T c{R )  is 1. G uard A B B  or 
B A A  is enabled at node R  if and only if all the children of node R  have the same S  value
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as R, which is equivalent to  all the links incident to  R  are labeled 0. By Definition 7.1.1, 
th a t corresponds to  the  second b it of DTc{R)  to  be 0. Thus DTc{R)  has to be 10 in order 
for node R  to be enabled and vice-versa.
Case 2) If u is a  leaf node then then  by Definition 7.1.1, the second bit of D Tc{v)  is 0. G uard 
A B B  or B A A  is enabled at node v if and only if the parent node has a different S  value, 
which is equivalent to  the  link {pv,v) is labeled 1. By Definition 7.1.1, th a t corresponds to 
the the first b it of D T c{v)  to  be 1. Thus D Tc{v)  has to  be 10 in order for node v to  be 
enabled and vice-versa.
Case 5  ̂ If r; is an in ternal node then  Guard A B B  or B A A  is enabled at node v if and only 
if the parent node py  has a different S  value and all the children have the same S  value 
as node v, which is equivalent to  the link (pv,v)  is labeled 1 and all the links {v,child[j]y) 
0 < i  <  Dt, — 1 are labeled 0. By Definition 7.1.1, th a t corresponds to D Tc{v)  = 10. Thus 
D Tc[v)  has to be 10 in order for node v to be enabled and vice-versa. □
If the configuration tree C  is understood, then  we write D T  instead of DTc-
P r o p e r ty  7 .1 .2  For any configuration tree C and for any node v, i f  node v is enabled to 
execute, then no neighbor of v is enabled.
P ro o f . Node v is enabled if and only if DT{v)  = 10 (Observation 3.1.1).
By Definition 7.1.1, if node u has a parent py then DT{py  ) has the second bit 1 : DT{py  ) G 
{01,11}, thus by O bservation 3.1.1 node py cannot be enabled.
By Definition 7.1.1, if node v has a child chi ld[ j ]y  then DT{ chi l d [ j ] y )  has the first b it 0: 
DT{ chi l d [ j ] y )  G {01,00}, thus by Observation 3.1.1 node chi ld[ j ]y cannot be enabled. □
P r o p e r ty  7 .1 .3  For any node v, if  node v is enabled and it is selected to execute by the 
daemon, after the execution is completed, its actions are disabled.
P ro o f . By Observation 3.1.1 if node v is enabled then DT{v)  =  10. If node v executes, 
then DT{v)  changes as follows:
(i) If 11 =  i î  then after execution of node R  D T { R )  becomes 11.
(ii) If  n is a leaf node then  after execution of node v DT{v)  becomes 00.
(hi) If V is an internal node then  then after execution of node v, DT{v)  becomes 01.
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In any case, after execution node v is disabled (O bservation 3.1.1). □
P ro p erty  7 .1 .4  In any configuration tree C  there exists at least one enabled node.
P roof. If DT { R)  — 10, we are done.
Otherwise, D T { R )  m ust be 11. By Definition 7.1.1, th is implies th a t there exists a 
maximal length p a th  starting  from the root R  and ending a t some node v ^  R  such th a t 
every link on the p a th  is labeled 1. We have two cases:
Case 1) I f  node v is a leaf, then  by Definition 7.1.1 we ob tain  th a t DT{v)  = 10. Thus by 
Observation 3.1.1 node v is enabled.
Case S) If  node v is an internal node, then  by Definition 7.1.1 and the fact th a t the pa th  
has the maximal length we obtain  th a t DT{v)  =  10. Thus by Observation 3.1.1 node v is 
enabled. □
We use the definition of a node not being blocked by another node from C hapter 3 for 
the tree, described below. Given a node v and its parent py where S.py = a and S.v =  6, 
the notation “a 4— 6” denotes th a t sta te  b does not block sta te  a from being enabled (for
Py to be enabled in sta te  a, S.v  must be b). The notation a b indicates th a t state  a does
not block state  b from being enabled (for v to be enabled in sta te  6, S.py needs to be a). 
We use the above notation to define layers as follows.
We start defining the layers of nodes from node R  and going down the tree until we 
reach the leaf nodes. Node R  is placed on some layer. If node v is an internal node is on a 
certain layer, then for any child node w £ Dy\
- if S.v  —> S.w  then w  is one layer higher
- if S.v  G- S.w  then w  is one layer lower.
We can represent a configuration tree using this notation in a level ordering, where the 
peak nodes are the enabled nodes. The binary edge labeling is consistent with the orientation 
of the arrows between a node and its parent, and a node and its children (1 for y ,  0 for 
\ ) .  For example, the sawtooth-like arrangem ent of the configuration tree in Figure 7.3(a) 
is given in Figure 7.3(6).
We use Definition 3.1.3 of node delay from C hapter 3.
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root R
y"x .y“C
A  “/  \ '  ^  ro o t R — > -  A \
/  \  \  \
(a) A configuration tree (6) Layered arrangem ent (c) Delay values 
Figure 7.3: Some tree w ith 9 nodes
For a tree of height h, for any node v, delay[v] is a value between 0 and 2h. The num ber 
of rounds th a t a node waits before it becomes enabled cannot exceed its delay value.
T he delay values of the nodes in Figure 7.3(a) are given in Figure 7.3(c). An enabled 
node has all the adjacent arrows pointing towards it. After an enabled node executes, the 
arrows are reversed and the delay values m ust be recalculated.
P r o p er ty  7 .1 .5  In any configuration, i f  w is a neighbor of v then delay[w] = delay[v] ±  1. 
P r o p er ty  7 .1 .6  For any t > 0.'
(i) I f  S.py —>■ S.V then node py cannot execute its enabled guard for the time until node v 
has executed its enabled guard for the time, and node v cannot execute its enabled guard 
for the (t +  1)®* time until node py has executed its enabled guard for the time.
(ii) I f  S.Py e— S.v then node v cannot execute its enabled guard for the time until node 
Py has executed its enabled, guard for the time, and node py cannot execute its enabled 
guard for  the {t +  1)®‘ time until node v has executed its enabled guard for the time.
Let do be the array of the delay values in the starting  configuration and D q be the 
m aximal value of do over all nodes: I < D q < 2h.
L em m a 7.1 For any node v and any value t > 0 node v executes t times within the first
do[v] + 2t -  1 rounds.
P roof. We define the predicate F{q) as follows:
For any node v, for any t > I, node v executes t tim es w ithin the first q rounds if
q ^  do [n] 2t — 1.
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We prove by induction on g > 1 th a t P red icate  V{q)  holds.
Basic step q = I- If q =  1, th is implies th a t  do[n] =  0 and t  = 1. Since do[n] =  0, node v 
is currently enabled for the first tim e and it will execute w ithin one round.
Inductive step for q > 1, V{q — 1) holds. We have th a t q > do[n] +  2t — 1, and we m ust 
show th a t node v executes t times w ithin the first q rounds.
From the induction hypothesis, we have th a t  node v has executed t — 1 times w ithin the 
first do[v] + 2t — 3 rounds.
Let u  be some neighbor of node v (the parent or any child). From Property 7.1.5, 
df)[u\ =  do[u] ±  1. Thus we have two cases:
1) do[u] =  dob] -  1- Since g >  dob] +  2f — 1, th is implies th a t g — 1 >  dob] -  1 +  2f — 1, 
and further g — 1 > do[u] +  2f — 1. From the induction hypothesis, V{q -  1) holds 
for every node, including node u. Thus node u executes t  times w ithin g -  1 rounds. 
From Property  7.1.6, node u  does not block node v from being enabled for the tim e 
during round g.
2) dob] =  dob] +  1- Since g >  do[u] +  2f — 1, th is implies th a t g — 1 >  do[u] +  1 +  2f — 3, 
and further g — 1 > dob] +  2(f — 1) — 1. From the induction hypothesis, V{q — 1) 
holds for every node, including node u. Thus node u  executes t — I times within g — 1 
rounds. From Property 7.1.6, node u  does not block node v from being enabled for 
the  tim e during round g.
Neither the parent nor the children of node v blocks node v from being enabled for the 
tim e at the beginning of round g. Thus, node v is enabled at the beginning of round g 
and it will execute for the tim e by the end of the round. □
C o ro lla ry  7 .1 .7  For any node v and any value t > 0 node v executes t times within the 
first 2h + 2t — 1 rounds.
P ro o f . Follows from Lemma 7.1: for any node v, 2h > do[v]. □
7.1.2 The Unfair D istributed Daemon 
In  this section we show that Algorithm  S S V S T  works under the unfair distributed 
daemon. A sufficient condition to  prove th a t a certain algorithm  works under the unfair
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daemon is to  show th a t a continuously enabled node which is never selected eventually 
becomes the only enabled node. If  a node v is enabled to execute bu t not selected by the 
distributed daem on, it rem ains enabled (Property  7.1.8). Since the unfair daemon m ust 
select a non-em pty subset of the enabled nodes in every com putation step, it will be forced 
to select V (P roperty  7.1.9).
P ro p er ty  7 .1 .8  I f  a node v is enabled to execute but is not selected by the daemon, it 
remains enabled until it gets selected.
P roof. If some node v is enabled, by P roperty  7.1.2, neither of the existing neighbors is 
enabled. Since v is not selected by the daemon to execute, the neighboring nodes rem ain 
disabled until v  gets selected. □
P ro p er ty  7 .1 .9  Every continuously enabled node will be eventually selected by the unfair 
distributed daemon.
P roof. By contradiction. Assume th a t there exists a node v in the tree th a t is continu­
ously enabled b u t the unfair daem on never selects it for execution. Since the executions of 
Algorithm S S V S T  are infinite, s tarting  from any arb itrary  state , then there exists a t least 
one node u such th a t u  is executed infinitely often. Let A  be the m axim al set of nodes in 
the tree th a t execute infinitely often, and suppose v ^  A.
If node u  executes infinitely often, then both  neighbors of u  execute infinitely many often 
(Property 7.1.3, Lemma 7.1). Thus, if u e  A, then l ef t {u) , r ight {u)  E A.  By induction, A  
consists of all nodes. Contradiction. □
7.2 Self-Stabilizing Local M utual Exclusion Algorithm  on Rooted Trees C M £ T  
In this section we present A lgorithm  C M S T ,  followed by its proof of correctness. Each 
node holds two variables: variable S  th a t takes values in the set { A , B } ,  and Boolean 
variable request  th a t is true  whenever the process requests access to its critical section C S.  
For some node v, let S  = S.v  and request = request.v. Predicate check{v) has been defined 
in Section 7.1.
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A lgorith m  7 .2 .1  Algorithm C.AAET
ABB S  = B  A check{py, A) A  \/w  G Dy : check{w, B )  
— > if request  then  CS] request = f a l s e  
S  = A
BAA S  = A A check{py, B )  A Vw E Dy : check{w, A)
— > if request  then  CS] request  =  f a l s e  
S  = B
7.2.1 P roof of Correctness of A lgorithm  C M £ T
In this section we show th a t Algorithm  C M S T  solves the local m utual exclusion problem  
for a rooted tree.
A protocol solves the local m utual exclusion problem  if any configuration of the system  
running the protocol has two properties ([AN02]): (i) safety - no two neighboring nodes 
have guarded commands th a t execute the critical section (CS) enabled, and (ii) liveness - 
a node requesting to execute its CS will eventually do so.
Property 7.1.2 shows th a t C M . S T  has the safety property. Lemma 7.1 shows th a t C M . 8 T  
has the liveness property.
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C H A PT E R  8
HEAP CO NSTRUCTION 
In this chapter we present three heap algorithm s.
The first two algorithms are applications of A lgorithm  S S V S T ,  where the values to he 
sorted are not necessarily d istinct, and each process holds only one value a t any moment. 
We first present a m in-heap algorithm  for an  abstract model of comm unication (Algorithm 
A - T S A V  -  Section 8.1.1), then  show how m in-heap construction will be done in the shared- 
memory model of communication (Algorithm T-LEAV -  Section 8.1.2).
Using some properties of Algorithm S S V S T ,  we show th a t Algorithm  AEH EAV  stab i­
lizes in at m ost 7/i/2 —4 rounds under the unfair d istribu ted  daemon (Section 8.2). We then 
show th a t Algorithm  HE A T  reduces to A lgorithm  A - H E A V  (Section 8.3), thus it arranges 
n  values as a m in-heap in a t most 4(7/i/2 — 4) rounds.
The th ird  algorithm  applies to rooted binary trees in which each node holds a number 
of items independent on the num ber of nodes in the tree (Algorithm H eap  -  Section 8.4). 
It is the first snap-stabilizing distributed solution to the heap problem.
8.1 Self-Stabilizing Min-Heap Algorithms for a Rooted Tiee 
In this section we present two algorithms for min-heap problem in a rooted tree: A -H E A V  
(Section 8.1.1), and H E A V  (Section 8.1.2). A lgorithm  A - H E A V  is implem ented in an ab­
stract model. Algorithm  H E A V  is implem ented in the shared-memory model.
8.1.1 Heap C onstruction in a Rooted Tree 
Each node, besides the variable S, holds one variable I V  to be sorted. Algorithm 
A -H E A V  (Figure 8.1.1) is a particular case of Algorithm S S V S T ,  in which the macro 
execute{v) is replaced by the macro heap(v) th a t selects in IV .v  the m inim al value among
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itself and its children.
Consider an abstract model, different from the shared-memory model, in which a  node 
V,  in order to  have the heap property locally, can modify the variable IV .w  of some child 
w. Intuitively, since by executing Algorithm  S S V S T ,  local m utual exclusion is satisfied in 
any configuration (see P roperty 7.1.2), a node can synchronize the swap of values w ith some 
child. We assume for now th a t the swap is done in one atom ic step (macro heap), and we 
show in Section 8.1.2 how this is done in the  shared-m em ory model.
For some node v, let S  = S.v  and I V  =  IV .v.  P redicate check{v) has been defined in 
Section 7.1. If all children of v hold values greater than  or equal to I V ,  then m in{v)  returns 
the default value —1. Otherwise, min{v)  re tu rns the index in the array Dy of a child of 
node V which holds the minimum value.
A lg o r ith m  8 .1 .1  Self-Stabilizing Min-Heap in a Rooted Tree in the Abstract Model
M acro heap{v) :: 
j  = min[v)
if (i > 0 A I V . v  > IV.chi ld[ j ]y)  then 
w =  child[j]y
IV .v  =  IV .v  -H IV .w  
IV .w  — IV .v  — IV .w  
IV .v  =  IV .v  — IV.w
F u n ction  m in[v)  
if =  _L then  re tu rn  -1 
else
j  =  0
forall I e  {0, \Dy \ -  1}
if {IV.chi ld[ j ]y < IV.child[l]y)  then  j  =  I 
if {IV.chi ld[ j ]y < IV. v )  then return  j  
else return  —1
H eap  action s for any n od e v
ABB S  = B  A check[py. A) A Vw G Dy : check{w, B)  —  ̂ heap{v)] S  = A  
BAA S  = A A check{py, B )  A Vw E Dy : check{w, B)  — > heap(v)-, S  = B
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The heap actions are m utually exclusive, so A lgorithm  A - H S A V  is deterministic.
8.1.2 Heap C onstruction in the Shared-M emory Model
In A lgorithm  T-LEAV (Figure 8 .1 .2 ), each node v holds four variables; variable I V  to be 
sorted, variable 5  G { A , B , X , Y } ,  variable J ,  and variable tmpS  G { A , B } .  Variable tmpS  
stores the value of variable S  tem porarily while the swap is performed between node v and 
its child J .
For any node v, let S  = S.v, I V  = IV.v,  J  = J.v, tmpS = tmpS.v, Sp =  S.py, Jp = J.pv, 
IVp =  IV.py, S j  = S.{J.v),  and I V j  = IV.(J .v).  The macro heap'{v, value)  executes the first 
step of swapping between node v and the child ckild[J]y, and the value value  to be given 
to variable S.v  after the swap is performed is stored in variable tmpS.v.  Predicate check{v) 
has been defined in Section 7.1. Function min{v)  has been defined in Section 8.1.1.
In order to  perform  the swap, nodes v and Jy m ust change their variable S  (from either 
A or B to either X  or T ). Since node v will change the value of its S  after the swap, the 
value to-be for S.v  and the value of are stored in variables tmpS.v,  respectively tmpS.J,  
by each node. Node v changes its S' to  A  (macro heap') and node J  changes its S to F  
(Guard S I). T he swap started  by node v already in macro heap' is continued by node J  in 
Guard S I , and  finished by node v in G uard S2 (where also node v restores its S). Once 
the swap is done, the S values are restored back to  A or B ,  node v in Guard S2, node J  in 
Guard S3.
In Figure 8.1, nodes v and J  need to swap their values. The state  of each node is a triple 
S ; I V  ; tmpS.
V A ;5;_ >  X ;6;B  .  B ;l ;_
w A ;l;_  Y;5;A A;5;__
Figure 8.1; Nodes v and J  swap their I V  values
The synchronizing actions S T C 3  are m utually exclusive with the sorting actions, and 
m utually exclusive among themselves, so A lgorithm  TiE A V  is determ inistic also.
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A lgorith m  8 .1 .2  S  elf-Stabilizing Heap in a Rooted Tree in the Shared-Memory Model
H E A V ________________________________________________________________________________
M acro heap'{v, tS)  :: 
j  =  min{v)
if (j  >  0 A IV .v  > IV.child[j]y) then 
J  = child[j]y 
tmpS.v = t S  
IV.v = IV .v  +  IV. J  
S.v = X
H eap  action s for an y  n od e  v
ABB S  = B  A check{py, A)  AWw  e  Dy : check{w,B)  — > heap'{v, A)
BAA S  = A A check{py,B) Ay-w E Dy ■. check{w,A)  — heap'{v,B)
Synchron izin g  a c tio n s for an y  n od e v
51 S  E  {A, B }  A p y ^ ± A S p  = X A J p  = v — > I V  =  IVp — I V  ; tmpS = S  ] S  = Y
52 S  = X a J ^ Y A S j  = Y  —  ̂ I V  = I V  — I V j  ; S  = tmpS
5 3  S  = Y  A  p y ^ Y A S p ^ X  — > S  =  tmpS
Cl  S  =  Y  A  p y  =  Y  — > S  =  tmpS
0 2  S  = X  A Dy =  Y  — > S  = tmpS
S  = X  A Dy 7  ̂ _L A 3w E Dy : S.w =  X  — > S  = tmpSC 3
8.2 Proof of Correctness of Algorithm A - H E A V
The root node R  has level 1.
Besides local m utual exclusion, sorting requires synchronization between neighboring 
nodes. Each node has a local clock m easuring pseudo-time such th a t the comparison between 
the node and its child w ith the m inimal I V  value (and eventual swapping) is done when the 
two nodes have the same pseudo-tim e values.
We adapt the pseudo-time function from Chapter 4 to the tree; for each configuration, 
the pseudo-time function T is defined from the node to non-negative integers, tk is initially 
com puted from the delay values, and is updated  at each step. This function is computed 
recursively from the previous configuration, starting  with the initial configuration.
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VTo, the pseudo-time at the in itial configuration, is defined as follows; (i) given node 
and  its parent py, To(n) =  and (ii) the Tq value of the root node R  is equal to
the  maximal Tq value of its children Tq(jR) =  m a x { ^ o ( v ) , v  € child/i}, where R  is the root. 
For example, given the configuration in Figure 7.3(c), the  Tq values are given in Figure
8 .2 (0 ).
0 V
' '
2 y  X  ' 2 y
A A A A
4. y  2 4 y  2 2
ro o t A r o o t— ^  A
X 4 X  4
A A
(a) S tart configuration (h) After one step
Figure 8 .2 ; Pseudo-tim e values
We observe th a t if a node v is enabled, then To(n) =  To(w) for all w € D y .
We adapt the definition of pseudo-tim e function from C hapter 4 to the tree. Function
T is defined over the set of nodes (in C hapter 4 the function T was defined over the set of
positions).
D efin ition  8 .2 .1  Let T j and Tj_|_i be the pseudo-time funct ions for two consecutive con­
figurations in some execution Cj  C j+ i. Then is computed as follows:
- i f  node v has executed during this step then T j(n) and T^(rc) for all children w E Dy
increase by 1 ." Tj_j.i(n) =  Yj{v)  -F 1 and Tj_|_i(n;) =  ' ^j{w)  -f 1 .
- i f  any child of the root R  executes, T(i?) is updated i f  necessary, i.e.,
- all other nodes u keep their current pseudo-time values, i.e., T j+ i(u ) =  T j(u ).
For example, given To from Figure 8.2(a), if the m arked node executes, then the next
pseudo-time values are the ones in Figure 8.2(6).
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O b servation  8 .2 .1  The following relations hold:
rv  ^o(A ) <  - 1
(ii) To(u) < i + h — 1 for  v ^  R,  where i =  level(u).
C orollary  8 .2 .2  To(u) < 2h — 1, for any node v.
P ro o f .  Since in the original tree the num ber of nodes n  >  1, the height h is greater than  
1, h >  2. Since for /i >  1, h — 1 <  2h — 1, by Observation 8.2.1, and To(B) <  2h — 1. Since 
i < h, for any node v ^  R, by  Observation 8.2.1, To(n) <  2h — 1. □
Let £{v, t )  be the predicate: “Node v  is enabled if T(n) =  t .”
O b servation  8 .2 .3  (i) I f  £{v , t )  is true then £ {v , t  +  2A; +  1) is false and £{v , t  +  2k) is 
true, for  all k > 0.
(ii) I f  £{v , t )  is false and t > To(n) then £ { v , t  + 2k + l )  is true  and £{v , t  + 2k) is false, 
for  all k > 0 .
Given a sta rting  configuration Co and Cj  a configuration after Algorithm  S S V S T  has 
executed j  steps, the relationship between the num ber of rounds th a t have elapsed and T j 
is given by P roperty  8.2.4.
P r o p e r ty  8 .2 .4  Given a starting configuration Cq and Cj some configuration after Algo­
rithm S S V S T  has executed j  steps, then the number of rounds elapsed is q < m irijV nodes
P ro o f. A round has elapsed if all the enabled nodes have increased their T values by at
least one unit, thus the m inimum value among them  has increased at least by one. □
The n  values in the tree (one value per node) to be arranged as a min-heap, can be 
arranged in a strict sorted order: r i  < r 2 <  . . .  <  r„.
We assume th a t the starting  values are distinct. (If necessary, we can add infinitesimal
tie-breakers to  the  values.)
D efin itio n  8 .2 . 2  For any given configuration C  of Algorithm A - R S A V ,  let f  be the level 
of the node that holds the value r , ;  we call the funct ion W ( C )  =  hi  the weighted path  
length of  the configuration C .
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Function VF() is a  strictly  positive function. It strictly  increases when a swap is executed 
between some node v  th a t holds the value r , and some child w E Dy th a t holds the value 
rj,  with ri < Vj. T he value by which W  increases is j  — i.
By Lemma 7.1, if the heap property is not valid a t some node n, node v will execute a 
swap in finite num ber of rounds.
Since W (C )  is an increasing integer function bounded by hn, it m ust converge in finitely 
many steps. Thus:
O b se rv a tio n  8 .2 .5  Function W  converges in f initely many of rounds. Let  C* be the con­
figuration after convergence. Then C* has the heap property.
Let Li be the  level of the node th a t holds the  value r , in configuration C*.
We adapt Definition 4.2.2 of array pos from C hapter 4 to a tree.
D e fin itio n  8 .2 .3  Given j ,  I < j  < n, and some t > 0, the value pos[ji', t] represents the
level of node v that currently holds the value Vj and T(n) =  t.
If initially, the element of ri is held by the  node v situated at level k  and T(n) =  to,
then we assume th a t for any t, 0 < t < to, pos[j,t] = pos[j,to].
First, we show th a t once the T value of some node is t, the level pos[j, t] of the element 
rj is w ithin a certain  range (Property 8.2.6). In  order to  show th a t A lgorithm  A J L E A V  
arranges the values as a heap, we show th a t after 7/i/2 — 4 rounds, pos[j,t\ =  Lj for all j  
(Lemma 8.1).
P r o p e r ty  8 .2 .6  For any t > 0 and for  any j ,  I < j  < n,
•where F[j, t] = —t + 2Lj  +  3h — 5 and Q[j, t] = t -\- 2Lj  +  3 — Ah, for any j  and t.
P ro o f. Consider the predicates:
'P(t) : for any j  e  1 . . .  n ,  pos[j, t] < m a x  |
Q{t) : for any j  E I .. . n ,  pos[j, t] > m in  |
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We first show by induction on t  th a t V{t)  holds. Then we show th a t Q{t) holds.
Base case: 0 < t < 2h — 3.  Since L j  < h, then  m a x { L j ,  P[j,t])  =  P[j,t] > h. From
Definition 8.2.3, pos[j,t] < h. Thus V{t)  holds for any t, 0 < t < 2h — 3.
Inductive step: t > 2h — 2 V{ t  — 1) is true, and we show th a t V{t)  is true.
From the inductive hypothesis, for any i, \  < i < n  such th a t Li  < Lj  , the level of is;
pos[i,t -  1] <  m a x  |   ̂ -  1] '
Condition L i  < L j  implies th a t T, < L j  — 1, so P[i, t — 1] <  P\j, t] -  1- We can conclude 
th a t
m a x i  ^ r .   ̂ <  maa; I  , =  M, where M  — moæ < „ m n -  1-
I P[h t - 1 ]  -  ( P [j, f] -  1 \  P[j, t]
Thus all the elements ri  whose levels are sm aller than  the level of r j  in the configuration 
C* are currently situated  at levels less or equal to M  when their pseudo-times are t  — 1, 
i .eNi  G l . . . r a  such th a t Li  <  Lj,  pos[i,t — 1] < M .  Their levels cannot exceed M  for 
F >  t  — 1, since there are no elements whose L  values are less th an  L j  outside the level range
1 . . .  M . The element r j  at pseudo-tim e < — 1 is situated  at the level pos[j, t -  1] < M  + 2.
By the inductive hypothesis.
We show now th a t pos[j,t] < M  + 1:
'  L ,
where P[j,t] = —t + 2 L j  +  3h — 5.
At pseudo-tim e t — 1, the elements whose L  values are smaller than  L j  are at levels less 
than  M  + 1, thus the L  values of the elements a t level M  4 - 1 and M  + 2 are at least L j .  
We have two cases:
1) pos[j, t — 1] = M  + 2. Thus there exists an element r^ 7  ̂ rj situated  at level M  -f 1 
[pos[k,t -  1] =  M  4- 1), held by a node u th a t is the parent of the node v th a t holds 
the element rj situated at level M  + 2. Since the element has L ^  > L j ,  and the tree 
has the min-heap property in configuration C*, it follows that r^ > rj.
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Since the elements smaller th an  rj would have their L  values smaller th an  Lj,  it implies 
th a t at pseudo-tim e t - l  node u  does not have any children w ith values smaller than  
rj.  Thus element rj is the smallest among all the children of node u. I f  £ { u , , t  — 1) 
holds then  node u  will execute and swap the values r^ and rj,  thus pos[j, t] = M  + I. 
I f  £{u, , t  ~  1) is false, since t  > 2h — 2 (so t — 1 > 2h — 3 and 2h — 3 >  T(u) for all nodes 
v), by Observation 8.2.3 then  € { u , t  — 2) holds. Node u  has executed at pseudo-time 
t — 2 and as a result, pos[j,t  — 1] = M  + 2. Thus the  value a t level M  +  1 at 
pseudo-tim e f — 1 is smaller th an  rj  and Lk  <  Lj.  Contradiction.
2) pos[j,t  — 1] =  M  +  1. Since the elements situated a t levels M  + 2 and higher are 
smaller th an  rj,  the element rj  cannot move to M  -f 2  in any of the subsequent times.
In bo th  cases, pos[j,t] < M  + 1, thus Predicate V{t)  holds.
The proof th a t  Q{f) holds is similar.
Base case: 0 < t < 2h -  3. Since L j  > 1, then m in{Lj ,Q [ j , t] )  =  Q{j,t] <  0. From 
Definition 8.2.3, pos[j,t] > 1. Thus V{t)  holds for any t, 0 < t < 2h — 3.
Inductive step: t > 2 h  - 2 .  P redicate Q(t  — 1) is true, and we show th a t Q{t) is true.
From the inductive hypothesis, for any i , l  < i < n  such th a t  Li > L j  , the level of n  is:
pcs[i,t  -  11 > m , n )  Q |, J _ 1] ■
Condition Li > L j  implies th a t Li  > Lj  4-1, so Q[i, t -  1] >  Q[j, t] 4-1. We can conclude 
th a t
" ■ I Pj P  ̂ — A/T A/T — j
™‘"  I  Q[i, t - l ]  ^  1 Q\j,  4 +  1 =  \  QÜ, t] +
Thus all the elements r, whose levels are larger than the level of r j  in the configuration 
C* are currently situated  at levels greater or equal to M  when their pseudo-times are t — 1,
i.e.yi  G 1 . .  . n  such th a t L, > L j ,  pos[i, t  — f] > M .
Their levels cannot decrease below M  for F >  t -  1, since there are no elements whose 
L  values are larger than  L j  outside the level range M  .. .h.  T he element r j  at pseudo-time 
t -  1 is situated  at the level pos[j, t — 1] > M  -  2.
By the inductive hypothesis.
pos[j, t -  1] > m in  |   ̂ >  m in  <{ . =  M  — 2 .
Lj  —  1
Qbi  4  "  1
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We show now th a t pos[j, t] > M  — 1:
pos[j, t] >  M  -  1 =  I  ^
where Q[j, t] = t + 2Lj  +  3 — 4h.
At pseudo-time t — 1, the elements whose L  values are larger than  Lj  are a t levels larger 
th an  M  — 1, thus the L  values of the elements a t level M  — 1 and M  — 2 are a t most Lj.  
We have two cases:
1 ) pos[j, t — 1] =  M  — 2. Let V be the node situated  at level M  — 2 th a t holds the element 
rj.  Thus the children of node v  s ituated  a t level M  -  1 hold only values r^ such th a t 
Lk  < Lj.  Since the tree has the m in-heap property in configuration C*, it follows 
th a t all the children of node v hold values less than rj.  Let w be the child of node v 
th a t holds the element th a t  is the smallest value among the children of node v, and 
pos[k,t  -  1 ] =  M  — 1 .
I f  £ { v , , t  — 1 ) holds then node v will execute and swap the values r* and rj, thus 
pos[j,t] = M  — 1. If £{v, , t  — 1) is false, since t >  2/i -  2 (so t — 1 >  2/i -  3 and 
2/i — 3 > T(u) for all nodes v),  by O bservation 8.2.3 then £{v , t  — 2) holds. Node v has 
executed at pseudo-time t — 2 and as a result, pos[j,t — 1] =  M  -  2. Thus the value 
Tfc at level M  — 1 at pseudo-tim e t — 1 is larger than rj  and Lk  >  Lj.  Contradiction.
2) pos[j,t  -  1] =  M  -  1. Since the elements situated at levels M  -  2 and lower are larger 
than  rj, the element rj cannot move down to M  -  2  in any subsequent steps.
In both cases, pos[j,t] > M  — 1, thus Predicate Q{t) holds. □
L e m m a  8 . 1  Algorithms A - H E A V  arranges the elements as a min-heap in 7/i/2 —4 rounds; 
thus the stabilization time is 0 {h )  rounds.
P ro o f . By Definition 8.2.3, 1 <  pos[j,t] < h, Vt > 0, and Vj G l . . . n .  From Prop­
erty  8.2.6, for t =  l h / 2  — 4 and L j  < h /2  -f 1, thus pos[Lj,7h/2  — 4] <  L j .  For L j  =  1, 
pos[j,7hl2  -  4] < 1, thus pos[j,7h/2  -  4] =  1 =  Lj .  It follows th a t for all L j  < h /2  -F 1, 
pos[j,7h/2  -  4] =  Lj .
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Prom Property 8.2.6, for t = 7/i/2 — 4 and L j  > h /2  +  1, thus pos[j,7h /2  — 4] >  L j .  
For L j  =  h, pos[j,7h/2  — 4] >  h, thus pos[j ,7hj2  — 4] =  h =  L j .  It follows th a t for all 
L j  > h /2  + 1 , pos[j, 7H/2 -  4] =  L j .  Thus for all j  G 1 . . .  n , pos{j, 7h/2  — 4] =  Lj .
The value 7h /2  — 4 is the value of the pseudo-tim e function for some node v. By P roperty  
8.2.4, after a t m ost 7h/2  — 4 rounds, the values are arranged as a min-heap. □
8.3 Reduction of A lgorithm  H E A V  to A -T iE A V  
In this section we first show th a t A lgorithm  H E A V  reduces to Algorithm A - H E A V .  
We can then conclude th a t, starting  from an arb itra ry  configuration, in at most 14/i — 16 
rounds. Algorithm  H E A V  arranges the values as a m in-heap (Lemma 8.4).
We use Definition 2.1.1 of reduction from C hapter 2.
If A!  accomplishes a task in the  model AT and A  reduces to A ! , then by Definition 2 .1 .1 , 
A  accomplishes the same task in the model A4.
We now show th a t Algorithm  H E A V  reduces to A lgorithm  A - H E A V .
Let Sy = {sy,Xy,chy)  Le the set of all variables of node v in order {S, IV,  child) used 
by Algorithm A - H E A V  in the abstract model. Let S^'’ =  { s y , X y , t y , c h y )  be the set of all 
variables of node v in order {S, IV,  tmpS, child) used by A lgorithm  H E A V  in the shared- 
memory model.
Then 77 is defined as follows. 77 (S i,. . .  S„) =  { (P j ', . . .  S j f ) , t i  G { A , B } ,  1 < i < n}.
For each configuration Ci of Algorithm  A - H E A V  in the abstract model, there exists 2" 
configurations in IZ{C\) of Algorithm  H E A V  in the shared-memory model, thus Condition 
(z) of Definition 2.1.1 is satisfied.
We are left to show th a t Condition (ii) of Definition 2.1.1 is satisfied (Lemma 8.2).
L e m m a  8 . 2  Given C\ and Cg, two configurations of Algorithm A - H E A V  in the abstract 
model, such that Ci — > Cg is an execution step of Algorithm A - H E A V ;  for  any configura­
tion C[ G 77((7i), if  Algorithm H E A V  in the shared-memory model starts in C[ there exists 
at least one execution path that starts in C[ and ends in some configuration Cg G IZ(C2 ).
P ro o f . The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2 in C hapter 4.
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A node s ta te  contains all the  variables stored at tha t node. The system configuration 
contains the sta tes of all the nodes. An execution step is a transition  from one configuration 
to  another. We break the system  configuration into a num ber of chunks. A chunk is a set 
of a  node and its descendants in the tree such that;
- the first node in each chunk is enabled, and
- all the descendants of the first node reachable by a path  of disabled nodes are added to  
the chunk.
We build the  set of chunks starting  from the root in depth-first-search (DPS) order. If 
the root node is currently disabled, then the  root and all nodes reachable from the root
reachable by a pa th  of disabled nodes are not p a rt of any chunk. We call the set of those
nodes the null chunk.
Given a configuration, there is a unique way to break it into chunks. We need to  show 
th a t an execution step of A lgorithm  A S O T Z T  in the abstract model in one chunk affects 
only the nodes’ states in th a t chunk.
From Property  7.1.2 we know that if a non-leaf node is enabled, then its children are 
disabled. So except for the leaf nodes, every chunk contains a t least two nodes. If the chunk 
contains at least two nodes, then  the last node in the chunk is disabled, so it cannot affect 
the sta te  of the first node of o ther chunks.
Instead of considering an execution step between global configurations, we consider an 
execution step between the chunks of a global configuration.
Let Cl = . . .  H ))  be the set of chunks, om itting the null chunk. Let v the first
node in some chunk H )  of Configuration C\  of Algorithm  A S O T Z T  in the abstract model.
Assume without loss of generality tha t Action B A A  is enabled at v.
• If H )  contains a single node (node u is a leaf node), then  even if the node v is enabled, 
V will ju st change its S  (from A  to B )  w ithout the swap (since it has no children).
B A A ( v )
The execution step of Algorithm  A -B 077T  is: ((A ,a;„,T ))  >■ ( { B , X y , ± ) ) .  In
B A A ( v )
the shared-memory model this corresponds to: { { A , X y , _ , Y ) ) ------ --- > ((B ,x^,_ , T))
that starts in any configuration of 77(Ci) restricted to the chunk H ) ,  and ends in some
configuration of P jC g) restricted to the  chunk H).
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If the chunk contains more than  one node: H )  =  {Sy, S i, Sg, ■ • • Sn„) where S\  is the 
state of a node w  th a t is a child of node v th a t  holds the  m inimal I V  value among all 
the children of node v. (Since node n is a non-leaf node, all its children are disabled, 
and part of node n’s chunk.) For the ease of notation, assume Sy =  (A ,x, ci) and 
Si  =  (A ,y,cg).
We have two cases, depending on w hether v and w  violate the heap property.
1) nodes v and w do not violate the heap property, i.e., IV.w  >  IV.v.
B A A ( v )
Then the execution step of A lgorithm  A .-S077T  is: ((A ,a:,ci), (si, j/,cg)) ----- >
{{B ,x ,c i ) ,  (si,y ,cg )). In the shared-m em ory m odel this corresponds to:
B A A ( v )
((A, X, _, Cl), (A, y, -, cg)) ----- > { { B ,x , - , c i ) ,  (A, y, _, cg)) th a t starts  in any con­
figuration of IZ{C\) restricted to  the chunk H},  and ends in some configuration 
of 77(Cg) restricted to the chunk H j .
2) nodes v and w violate the heap property, i.e., IV .w  < IV.v.  Then the exe-
B A A ( v )
cution step of Algorithm  A-<SC>77T is: ((A, %, c i), (A, y, cg), Bg,. . .  Bn„) ----- >
((B, y, c i), (A ,x, cg), S g ,. . .  Sriy)- (v can affect only the variables of node w).
In the shared-memory model th is corresponds to:
_  B A A ( v )
((A, 3 ,̂ c% ), (A, y , C2 ), S 2 7 • • •
((A , X y, B , Cl), (A, y , _, cg), Bg j • • • ^
_  S 2 ( v )
((A ,T  +  y ,B ,c i ) ,(F ,z ,A ,C 2 ),B 2 . . . . B ^ J   1
S 3 ( w )
((B ,y , _ ,c i),(F ,a ;,A ,C 2 ),B 2 , -Bn^) ----- ^
((-B, y, -, Cl), (A, X, -, Cg), Bg ,. • • Sy,^ )
that s ta rts  in any configuration of 77(C'i) restricted  to the chunk H ) ,  and ends 
in some configuration of 77(Cg) restricted to the chunk H ) .
□
If the starting  sta te  of the node is either A or B , then the value to be sorted is its initial 
value. If some node starting  sta te  is either X  or Y ,  then it is possible for some of the three 
steps of the swap to be applied (see Section 8.1) and the initial value of th a t node to be 
modified accordingly, and th a t modified value to be sorted. This drawback is caused by
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arb itrary  initialization, and would be encountered even if we had used an ex tra  variable for 
swapping.
Some properties of A lgorithm  SOTZTc  from Chapter 4 im plem ented in the shared- 
memory model are valid for A lgorithm  TiEAV  as well.
We recall th a t  node J.v is the  child of node v th a t holds the m inim al I V  value among 
all node u ’s children. The variable J.v is T  if and only if node u is a leaf node {child.v = T ).
P roperty  8.3.1 shows th a t for any node v whose S  is X ,  either S  rem ains X  and then 
the node J.v will have its S  equal to Y  in a t m ost three rounds (by executing Action B l), 
or V changes its B to  A or B  in a t most one round.
Property  8.3.2 shows th a t for any node v such tha t S.v = X  A S.(J.v)  = Y  then IV.v  
gets the value IV.(J.v)  and then  v changes its B to  A or B  in at most one round. Node 
J.v had already stored in IV.(J .v)  the old value of IV.v  (by executing Action Bl) and by 
P roperty  8.3.3 will restore its B from Y  to either A or B (depending on the value of tmpS)  
in a t most one round. We can then  conclude th a t if S.v is either X  or Y ,  then  in at most 
four rounds S.v  is either A or B  (Lemma 8.3).
P r o p e r ty  8 .3 .1  For any node v where S.v = X , either S  remains X  and then variable S  
of node J.v node becomes Y  in at most three rounds (by executing Action  B l at node J.v),  
or v changes its S  to A  or B  in at most one round.
P ro o f .
Let (so,x, to,co),  respectively (si, y, U, c i), be the set of variables of node v, respectively 
J.v (if J.v f  T ) in the order (B, IV,  tmpS, child). Since the values of variable tmpS  are drawn 
from the set {A, B}, we have th a t  to , t i  G {A, B}.
We analyze, by cases, what happens to the pair (v, J.v) when Algorithm  TiEAV  is 
executed locally. An execution step is marked by an arrow — > labeled by a action th a t is 
enabled and has been selected for execution by the respective node. If more than  one action 
is enabled at some node v, then we use split arrows to show possible execution steps. The 
underscore symbol _ means th a t the respective value does not m atter.
We have the following cases:
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1 . J.v =  J_. T hen  the only enabled action at node v is Action C2\ ( ( % , to, _), T)
2. J.u 7  ̂ T A Si =  Y . Done.
3. J.v f  Y  A s \  G {A ,B } .  Then node v is currently disabled and only Action Bl is 
enabled a t node J.v:
((X , (s i ,- ,- ,_ ) )  —  ̂  ̂  ̂■--> ( ( A , ( y , - , s i , _ ) ) .  Done.
4. J.v f  Y  A Si = X .  Then only Action C3 is enabled at v. Node J.v may have one of 
the following actions enabled: Action B2, Action C2 or Action (73. B ut the execution 
of these actions does not affect the variables of node v. Also, since one cannot know 
what the values of the variables of node J.v  will be after Action (73 is executed at 
node V , we use the underscore symbol.
( (X ,  _,fo, -),  (7f,  >• ( ( to , - ,  to,
□
P r o p er ty  8 .3 .2  For any node v where S.v  =  X ,  Action B2 is enabled at v i f  and only i f  v 
has a child J.v whose S  has value Y .  Once Act ion  B2 is executed at node v, S.v becomes 
either A  or B .
P roof. The property  follows from the Action B2 of Algorithm  H E A V .  If S.v = X  A J.v f  
T  A S.(J.v) = Y ,  then  the only enabled action a t v is Action B2, and node J.v is currently 
disabled. Once Action B2 executes in a t m ost one round, S.v becomes either A  or B,  and 
we are done. □
P ro p er ty  8 .3 .3  I f  S.v  =  Y ,  then in at most  two rounds, S.v becomes either A  or B .
P roof. Let (sq, 2:, to, c q ) ,  respectively (sg, z, tg, cg), be the set of variables of node v, 
respectively its parent py (if Pv 7  ̂ T ). Again, to, tg E { A ,B } .
We analyze, by cases, what happens to the pair (py,v) when Algorithm  H E A V  is exe­
cuted. We have the following cases:
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1. =  J_. T hen  (J_, (y, to,co)) —^  (T , ( to ,-,-, c q ) ) ,  and we are done.
2. Py Y  A S2 G [A,  B} .  T hen Action B3 is the only enabled action at node v. Node py
may have Action S I  enabled while Action S3 is executed a t node v. But since an execu­
tion of node py does not affect the variables of node v, and since one cannot know what 
the values of the variables of node py will be after Action S3 is executed at node v, we 
use the symbol underscore: ((sg ,-, tg, cg), ( F , - ,  to, c q )  — ^  ( ( _ , _ , _ ,  cg), (to, c q ) ) ,
and we are done.
3. Py Y  A S2 = X . Node v is disabled until node py executes Action S2. T hen by
Property  8.3.3, node executes Action S2 and the value of S.{py) change to either A
or B.  We then  apply case 2.
4. Py Y  A S2 = Y . Only Action S3  is currently enabled a t node v. Node py may have 
Action S3 or Action C l  enabled while Action S3 will be executed at node v. B ut since 
an execution of node py does not affect the variables of node v, and since one cannot 
know w hat the values of the  variables of node py will be after Action S3 is executed 
a t node v, we use the underscore symbol:
((F, _ ,-,cg),(F , _,to,co)) ((_, -, -, Cg), (to,-, -, Co)), and we are done.
□
L e m m a  8.3 For any node v, i f  S.v G { X , Y ] ,  in at most four rounds S.v becomes either A  
or B .
P ro o f . Follows from Properties 8.3.1, 8.3.2, and 8.3.3. □
L e m m a  8.4  Starting from an arbitrary configuration, in at most  14n—16 rounds. Algorithm 
TLSAV arranges the n  values in min-heap order.
P ro o f . From Lemma 8.3, each swap takes at most 4 rounds. From Lemma 8.1, if a swap 
takes at most 1 round, then heap takes at most 7n/2  — 4 rounds. Since the swap takes at 
most 4 rounds, we obtain a to ta l of at most 14n — 16 rounds. □
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8.4 Snap-Stabilizing Max-Heap Algorithm
In this section we present a snap-stabilizing m ax-heap algorithm  in a rooted binary tree 
(Algorithm Heap).  The m axim um  num ber of items tha t can be stored at any time at any 
node is independent of the size n  of the network.
8.4.1 Variables, Constants, and Configurations
In the binary tree m odel considered, each node i holds four constants tha t are not 
changed by the BST algorithm . We assume th a t they cannot be corrupted by a transient 
fault either.
The constants are: the value V.i th a t needs to be sorted in the tree, the parent ID p.i, 
the  left child ID l e f t . i ,  and the  right child ID right.i .  If i does not have any of the above 
three neighbors, the corresponding constan t’s value is represented as T. For example, for 
the  root node r , p.r  =  T , and for the leaf nodes, l e f t . i  =  right .i  =  T.
We denote the set of neighbors and set of children of i by N.i  and D.i,  respectively. We 
assume that the tree has n  nodes and has a height of h. Let Tj be the subtree rooted at i. 
Then Si and h^ denote the num ber of nodes and height, respectively, of Tj.
The variables used by some node i are described below. The heap value HV.i  is the 
result of the heapify process (Algorithm  Heap).  Variable tm p  is used for exchanging data  
w ith the parent or the children.
All the variables require 0 (1 )  space. Algorithm B S T  needs to  m aintain the size of the 
subtrees rooted at each node. This size variable s.i for node i is computed in Algorithm 
Heap  and used in A lgorithm  B S T .  The Heap construction does not use this variable but 
for the sake of algorithm  sim plicity we add the calculation of this variable to it.
Algorithm Heap  uses six sta tes (see Figure 8.3): C  (cleaning state), B  (ready to  s tart 
the  heapify process), M , (the states corresponding to if the maximum heap
value H V  is based on its own heap value, the maximum heap value of its left child, the 
maximum heap value of its right child, respectively), P  (the Heap  phase finished at this 
node, and the Sor t  phase is ready to s ta rt a t this node).
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M '“" M '”’”'
(non-lcal nodes)
(leal nodes)
Figure 8.3: T he seven sta tes used by the algorithm .
A configuration in which the root is in sta te  C  is called a  clean configuration. S tarting  
from such a configuration, all o ther nodes in the tree will eventually reach C  state. If all 
nodes are in C  sta te , then the corresponding configuration is term ed as a normal starting 
configuration. Any configuration reachable from a normal s tarting  configuration by exe­
cuting the algorithm  guards is called a normal configuration. All other configurations are 
considered to  be abnormal.
Some abnorm al configurations can be locally detected by the processors. This local 
detection is im plem ented using the abnormal predicates in A lgorithm  Heap.  These pred­
icates are used as guards of correction actions in order to avoid possible deadlocks and to 
speed up the protocol. Unfortunately, some problems of abnorm al configurations cannot 
be locally detected. For example, the initial configuration may contain some sorted values 
(in t S V )  th a t do not m atch any V  values. The correction actions can remove the locally 
detectable problems in 0{h)  rounds even before the root executes its initialization action. 
The other problems are eventually removed during the suffix of the protocol starting  from 
the initialization action of the root.
S tarting from an abnorm al configuration, an execution not necessarily will bring the 
system  to a norm al starting  configuration, bu t to  a normal configuration. W hen a node has 
an abnorm al predicate enabled, it will change its sta te  to C, and all the nodes in its subtree 
will enter C  sta te , bu t not necessarily its parent (e.g. if the parent sta te  is B).
8.4.2 Algorithm  Heap
We sketch the steps of a normal execution of m odule Heap  starting  from a clean con­
figuration. Upon receiving an external command to sort, if the root is enabled to s ta rt the 
BST protocol, it s ta rts  the heapify process (module Heap).  The root is enabled to in itiate  if 
it is in C  and its children are in C. The root broadcasts the heapify command by changing
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its sta te  to B. As this message (wave) goes down the  tree, all internal nodes change their 
s tate  from C  to  B . W hen this broadcast wave reaches the leaf nodes, they change their 
sta te  from C to M  to in itiate  the heapify process (or wave). During this upward wave, the 
nodes compute two things: the heap value (the m axim um  value in their subtrees) and the 
size of their subtrees. W hen this wave reaches the  root, the root changes its s ta te  to  M  and 
the heap is created. T he root then  in itiates ano ther top-down wave by changing its state 
from M  to P.  The next phase, i.e., the BST construction phase starts  from the P  state. 
We now describe the heap construction in more detail by referring Algorithm 8.4.1.
A lgorith m  8 .4 .1  Module Heap  
P red ica tes
abnorm aL B (i) :: is true  when the node, in s ta te  B , is in abnorm al situation w ith some 
neighbor (parent or child).
abnorm alJB (i) =  (p.% f  T A B.p.t 7  ̂B ) V (D .i 7  ̂ T  A Sjec.iB.; {C, B , M,
VHE.z f  V.i
abnorm aLM *(i) :: is true when the node, in sta te  M , either has some variables with 
abnorm al values or is in abnorm al situation w ith some neighbor (parent or child).
abnorm aLM *(i) =  ab-M*{i) V {D.i =  T  A ab-M* J f { i ) )  V V(B.z f  Y  A ab-M*-nonlf{ i) ) \/  
(p.i 7  ̂ T  A ab-M*-nonrt{i))
ab_M*(i) =  HV.i  = Y \f {left. i  f  Y A IHV.i  =  T ) V {right.i f  Y A rHV. i  =  T) V s.i < 0 
ab-M *_lf(i) =  s.i >  1
abJV[*_nonlf (i) =  {M , V s.i <  s.y) V (B.i =  M'^^A
{lef t . i  =  T  V down.i > IHV.i))  V {S.i = A {right.i =  T V down.i > r H V . i ) )y
(B.i e  A (FfV.i <  IHV.i V HV.i <  rHV.i))
ab_M *_nonrt(i) =  B.p.i ^
1 . (Start building a Heap) If the root is in C,  its children will change to C  in at most 
one round. E ither Action aCm  or aCb is enabled, and since it is the only enabled action, 
it is eventually executed in at most one round. W hen its children change to C,  the root 
changes its state from C to B  and sets H V  to its internal value V  (Action CB).  An internal 
node changes its sta te  from C to B  when its parent is in B  and its children are in C. It also
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co n sisten cy  (i) :: is true when the nodes stores in rHV. i  and IHV.i  the heap values of its 
children (if any).
con sisten cy (i) =  {lef t . i  /  -LA IHV.i  =  H V . le f t . i )  A {right.i  /  _L A rH V. i  — HV.right. i)
h_order(i) :: is true  when the node has the M axHeap property. 
h_order(i) =  HV.i  /  -LA IHV.i  < HV.i  A r H V . i  <  HV.i
updateLH V s(i) :: is true when the node needs to update  its heap value since some child 
has a higger heap value than  itself.
u pd ateJH V s(i) =  {HV.i < IHV.i  V HV.i  <  rHV. i )  A {{d = l e f t  A S.p.i G {M,
{d = r ight  A S.p.i G {M ,M ^^P}) )
M acros
in it(i) :: is executed when changing from B f C  to M  state. 
down.i  =  _L 
1S. I
if l e f t . i  /  _L then  s.z'+ =  s . l e f t . i  
if right. i  /  _L then  s. i+  =  s.right.i  
if {lef t . i  =  J_) then  IHV.i  =  -L else IHV.i  =  H V . le f t . i  
if {right.i = JL) then  rHV.i  =  -L else rHV.i  = HV.right . i
s.i is com puted based on the 
children’s variables s . le f t . i  
and s.right.i,  and variables 
I H V  and r H V  are set to 
H V . le f t . i  respectively 
HV.right. i
in it-P (i) is executed when changing from M  to P  s ta te  to  prepare the node for BST 
construction.
down.i  =  _L
if D.i  /  T then  dir.i =  right  else dir.i = _L 
tSV. i  =  _L
for BST construction. Any non-leaf node 
sets dir  to  right  since the sorted 
values sent in decreasing order by the root 
will fill the nodes in right-parent-left order 
set_H V s(i) :: selects the child dir G { l e f t , r i g h t }  th a t has the m aximum  heap value by 
comparing IHV.i  and rHV.i.  
dir.i = M A X  {i)
if {dir.i = l e f t  A l e f t . i  / T A  HV.i  < IHV.i)  then 
/ /  the maximum heap value is in the left subtree so change HV.i  
/ / t o  th a t value and select in IHV.i  the m aximum  between the 
/ /  old HV.i  and the maximum value left in the left subtree 
down.i — HV.i  
HV.i  =  IHV.i  
tmp. i  = M  A X  {left. i)  
if tmp. i  =  l e f t  then 
if down.i < IHV. le f t . i  then  IHV.i  =  IH V. le f t . i  else IHV.i  =  down.i  
if tmp.i  =  right  then 
if down.i < r HV .l e f t . i  then  rHV.i  = r H V . le f t . i  else IHV.i  =  down.i  
B.% =
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if {dir.i = r igh t  A right .i  /  Y H V . i  < rHV. i )  then
/ /  the maximum value is in the right subtree so change HV.i to tha t value and 
/ /  select in rHV.i the m axim um  between the old HV.i value and the maximum value 
/ /  left in the right subtree 
down.i  =  HV.i  
HV.i  =  rHV.i  
tmp.i  = M A X  {right.i) 
if tm p  =  l e f t  then 
if down.i < IHV.right .i  then  rHV.i  =  IHV.right. i  else rHV.i  = down.i  
if tm p  =  r igh t  then 
if down.i < rHV.ight . i  then  rHV.i  = rHV.righ t . i  else rHV.i  =  down.i
{P ro g ra m  for th e  root n o d e  r}
C B  S.r — C  A'dj^D.rS.j  =  C  — > S.r  =  B; HV.r  =  V.r
BM * ^o(mormoZ_B(r) A B.r B  A VyeD.rB.; E {M , ^
init{r)
S.r  =  M  
s e t - H V  s{r)
M '^'M  -^abnormaLM*{r) A î3jg{Ze/i,rig/ît}(B-r =  A j . r  / T A  HV.j .r  =  down.r)  -
S.r  =  M
M F  -<abnormaLM*{r) A S.r  ~  M  A VjgD.rB.j = M  A consistency{r)  — >
S.r  =  P  
ini t -P{r)
a C m  {S.r =  B  A abnormal-B{r))  V {S.r E ( M ,  A abnormal J V * {r))
B.r =  C
( P r o g r a m  fo r a n  in te r n a l  n o d e  z, w h ich  is th e  d ch ild  o f  i ts  p a re n t ,
d E {l ef t ,  r ight}}
C B  S.i = C  A S.p.i =  B  A 'dj^u.iS.j  =  C  — > S.i =  B ;  HV.i  — V.i
B M *  ^abnormal-B{i)  A S.i = B  A S.p.i =  B  A  V j g c  E  { M ,  — 5>
init{i); S.i = M\  se t-HVs{i )
initializes its heap value H V  w ith its input (or initial) value V  (Action C B).
Figure 8.4(a) shows the clean configuration for a 11-node binary tree. After B  wave is
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^abnormal  JA*{i)  A ^je{ieft,right}{S.i =  A j . i  7  ̂ -L A HV.j . i  = down) — >
5.1 =  M
I r M  -<abnormaLM*(i) A S.i  =  M  A S.p.i = M ‘̂  A hoarder(i) —  ̂ =  down.p.i
M M *  ^abnormal-M*{i)  A S.i  = M  Aupda te -H Vs{ i )  — > s e tJ S V s ( i )
M P  -labnormaPM* [i) A S.i = M  A S.p.i = P  A ^j^D.iS. j  =  M  A consistency(i )  — >
5.1 =  P ; init -P{i)
a C m  {S.i — B A  abnormalBd{i))  V {S.i G  {M,  A abnormaLM*{i))  —
5.1 =  C  
{ P ro g ra m  fo r a  le a f  n o d e  i, w h ich  is th e  d c h ild  o f  i ts  p a re n t ,
d G { l e f t , r i g h t } }
C M  S.i = C  A S.p.i =  B  — > HV.i  =  V.i] init{i)] S.i  — M;
I r M  -<abnormal-M*{i) A S.i  = M  A S.p.i = M^^ — > HV .i  = down.p.i
M P  -^abnormaLM*{Ï) A S.i  = M  A S.p.i = P  — >- S.i — P ; in i t .P{i)
aC m  (S.i =  M  A abnormoZJVf*(*)) V S.i G {P ,  ̂ S .i =  C
executed top-down, the tree sta te  is shown in Figure 8.4(6). We show only the node’s internal 





100.B,1001453.145 2 5 0 3 .2 5 0
(a) Clean configuration. (b) B  wave is executed top-down.
Figure 8.4: In itial stage of constructing the heap.
2. (Calculating heap and s.i values) A leaf node i changes its sta te  from C to M  and 
executes macro init{i) (Action CM) .  In the macro init{i),  the node i sets the size of its
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subtree, s.i to 1 and sets the heap values of its left {IHV)  and right { r HV)  subtrees to  _L 
(indicating a non-existent value).
W hen a parent of a leaf node detects th a t  all its children are in state  M  (Action B M *  is 
enabled), it executes macro init{i) ,  change from B  to M , and executes macro s e t J I V s { i ) .  If 
the (parent) node holds a value smaller th an  any of the heap values of its children, it chooses 
as its heap value the larger heap value { IHV  or r H V )  among its children and pushes its own 
heap value {HV)  toward the child th a t was holding the larger heap value. This heapihcation 
process goes up the  tree until it reaches the root.
Following Figure 8.4(5), if we assume th a t all leaves move in the same time, in Figure 
8.5(a) we show how the M  wave starts  from the leaf nodes. For each node we show the 
variable s, the s ta te  5 , I H V , H V ,  r H V , and down. Symbol b means T. Following one more 
step, in Figure 8.5(5) the parents of the leaf nodes collect the  maximum heap values and 
change their states from B  to
120.6,120
105,6,105
145,6,145 250 ,6 ,250
l,M ,b,25,bl,M ,b ,225,b
down=b
(a) M  wave sta rts  from the leaf nodes 
1 20 , 6 ,1 2 0
,30.6^ ^  ^ ^ . 105.6,105
/ ^ 3 , M . 2 5 . 1 0 0 . 6 0
\  /  *  down=b
\  y  l,M ,b,75,b /  \
\  tiowii=b /
k  l,M ,b ,205.b  /  l,M .b ,60 ,b
l,M ,b ,225,b  l,M ,b,25,b
ilow„=b
(b) M  wave going one more level up the  tree 
Figure 8.5: M  wave executed bottom -up in the  11-node tree
Predicate update-HV s{i) is true when due to the heapification process at the parent 
of i, i's heap value became smaller than  the values of its children. So, HV.i  needs to  be
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swapped with th a t of one of its children. P red ica te  h^order{i) is true if i satisfies the heap 
property with respect to  its children.
For a  non-leaf node i th a t is about to execute the macro se t .HVs{ i) ,  we consider three 
cases.
Case 1 ) HV.i  is larger than  the heap values of its children. So, heap order is m aintained at 
i. Then the m acro setCHVs{i)  does not change the variables S.i  (remains M )  and HV.i.
For example, consider in Figure 8 . 6  the following snapshot of some portion of the 11-node 
tree from Figure 8.4(a). The checkmark sym bol m arks an enabled node. If the node state  
is B,  the values drawn are V, S  and H V .  If the  node s ta te  is M , the values drawn are s, 
S, I H V , H V  and r H V . The node whose V  =  100 changes its state from B  to M  and since 
the heap values of its children are smaller, the  node is done.
3.M ,2.5,100,60100.3,100
l,M ,b,60,b é  l,M ,b,60,b  
l,M ,b,25,b l,M ,b,25,b
:ilue=b value=h
(a) (b)
Figure 8 .6 : Macro se t -H V s  executed at node with V  = 100
Case 2) Assume th a t the heap value of one of the  children (say, the right child right.i)  of 
i is higher th an  bo th  HV.i  and th a t of the left child of i. The macro se t .H Vs{ i)  selects 
dir.i = right  and sets S.i  =  So, node i will push its old heap value (now in variable
down.i)  to its right child. Assume that down.i  is larger th an  the heap values of the children 
of right.i.  So, down.i  (the old value of i) needs to be pushed only one level down the tree 
where it becomes the new heap value of right .i  in a t most two rounds: F irst Action I r M  is 
performed at right .i ,  then Action M^'^M is executed at node i [i changes its state  back to 
M ).  Figure 8.7 shows a part of a binary tree to illustrate th is case. For each node we show 
the variable s, the state  S, I HV,  H V ,  r H V , and down. Symbol b means T. The checkmark 
symbol marks an enabled node.
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s /  
1453 ,145  ' 2.M"®'’',b,225,145 .
ilown=14.'î




l,M ,b ,225 ,b
iloNvn=b
s /




(a) (b) kO (d)
Figure 8.7: Macro se t^HVs  executed a t the node with V  = 145
Case 3) Similar to  Case 2 except th a t down.i  is smaller th an  the heap value of one of the 
children of right.i .  So, the old value of i (now in down.i  needs to be pushed at least two 
levels down the tree before it finds a node j  where down.i  becomes the heap value of j .  In 
Figure 8 .8 , the value 130 is pushed down two levels. For each node we show the  variable s, 
the sta te  S, I HV,  H V , r H V ,  and down. Symbol b means _L. The checkmark symbol marks 
an enabled node.















d ow n= l30








Figure 8 .8 : Macro se t^HVs  executed at node with V  =  130
Smaller values may be pushed to a node i from its ancestor. W hen th a t happens, i 
changes its state  from M  to  W hen the wave (changing state  from B  to M )
reaches the root, the root changes its sta te  from B  to M . Then the root may change to 
sta te  or if it needs to push its heap value (which is its internal value and now
in down.r)  down the tree. Then it pushes down.r  to either or W hen the
corresponding child of the root receives the value down,  the root goes back to M  and stays 
in M  since it has no ancestors.
3. (Finishing the heap construction) Predicate consi,stency{i) is true when the heap 
values of the children of i stored at i are the same as the heap values stored a t the corre-
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spending children. W hen the root and its children are in sta te  M  and consistency(r)  is 
true, the root changes its state  to  P  and executes macro in i t .F{r )  (Action MP) .  Eventu­
ally, every node changes its s ta te  from M  to  P.  This P  wave eventually reaches the leaves. 
The root initiates the BST construction when the root and its children are in P,  i.e., the 
root can s tart the next phase even if note all nodes of the tree are in P  state.
Starting from the clean configuration presented in Figure 8.4(a), after executing the 
Heap  module when the root and  its children are in sta te  M , a possible configuration is 
given in Figure 8.9(a). The root, when surrounded by M  s ta te  children, changes its state  
to P  (Figure 8.9(6)). For each node we show the variable s, the state  S, I HV,  H V ,  r H V ,  





iiawn-h 2 ,N f^^ ',b ,143 ,l20
clown=1203.M̂ Aĵ ,6C
l.M .b ,23 .b  |,M .b ,60 ,b
»lt)wn=b (lown=b
.3,M ,73,103.100
(a) Root and its children are done, (b) P  wave sta rts  from the root.
Figure 8.9: The root and its children are done executing Module Heap.
From the root and down the tree, each node enters P  s tate  and executes ini t .P{i)  
(action MP ) .  As an example, s tarting  from the clean configuration presented in Figure 
8.4(a), and after executing the Heap  m odule when P  wave had reached the leaf nodes, a 
possible configuration is given in Figure 8.10.
5,P, 145,225,205
dowii=b. dir=righl
2,P ,b .l45 .120
ilown=b, dir=r:ühi

















Figure 8.10: All the nodes are in P  s tate
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We defined various abnormal  predicates to  characterize different types of local inconsis­
tencies a t a node during the heap construction. If any of these predicates is true at a node, 
then the only enabled action at th a t node will be aCm.  This action when executed changes 
the sta te  of the  node to C.
8.5 Proof of Correctness of Algorithm  Heap  
We prove th a t  starting  from a normal s tarting  configuration, the sta te  of every node 
eventually becomes B  (for non-leaf nodes) or M  (for leaf nodes) (Property  8.5.1). Any 
internal node i sets its heap value and changes its state from B  to (Property
8.5.2). W hen the  root r  is in M  state, then  HV.r,  IHV.r,  and r H V .r  hold the maximum 
value in the entire  tree, in its left subtree, and in its right subtree, respectively (Property
8.5.3 for i = r). We conclude tha t, s tarting  from a norm al starting  configuration, in at 
most 4h +  3 rounds, the tree will satisfy the  heap property and all nodes will be in state  P  
(Lemma 8.5).
P r o p e r ty  8 .5 .1  Starting from a normal starting configuration, the following properties 
hold:
(i) I f  i is a non-leaf node such that S.i  ^  C, in at most h — h i- \ -2 rounds, i will change 
its state from C  to B .
(a) I f  i is a leaf node such that S.i ^  C, in at most h 2 rounds, i to will change its 
state from C to M .
P ro o f . Follows by induction on m  — h — hi, 0 < m  < h and Actions B C  and B M .  □ 
If % is a non-leaf node in sta te  then i holds in IHV.i [rHV.i)  the maximum
value in its left (right) subtree. However, if i receives a value smaller th an  its heap value 
from its parent, it will need to push th a t value to one of its children.
P r o p e r ty  8 .5 .2  Starting from a normal configuration where a non-leaf node i is in state B ,  
it takes 2 h ,-1-1 rounds f or i  to set HV.i ,  IHV.i,  and rHV.i  as the maximum heap value in p ,  
the maximum value in its left, and the max imum value in its right subtree, respectively, and
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change its state from B  to I f  i changes its state from B  to
in at most hi + 1 rounds, i will change its state to M .
P ro o f . By induction on m  = hi, 0 < m  < h. W hen i is in B  state, it takes hi rounds for
the leaves of p  to  enter M  state , and hi rounds for the children of i to enter M I
state, and one round for i to change from B  to (Action BM *) .  After
changing its s ta te  from B  to  node i executes the macro set-HVs{ i)  th a t
collects in IHV.i  and rHV. i  the m axim um  value in its left and right subtree, respectively, 
and in HV.r  the  maximum value in p .  If node Fs old H V  value is smaller, then  it is stored 
in variable down  and sent down tbe corresponding subtree.
We prove by induction on m  = hi, 1 < m  < h th a t once node i is in sta te  M̂ ^^^/ ,
it takes at most hi + 1 rounds for i to change to M .  Assume that for some non-root node j  
th a t is the d 6  { le f t , r i g h t }  child of its parent: S . j  = M  A S.p.j  =  M^.  (Such a node j  is 
guaranteed to exist since the leaf nodes can only be in M
state.) Then it takes two rounds for the parent of j  to enter M  s ta te  (Action I r M  is
executed at node j .  T hat makes Action M ’-^M enabled at the parent of j ).
The worst case for i is when there exists a pa th  from i to some of the leaves of p  such 
th a t any interm ediate internal node has to push a value towards some descendant on that 
pa th  and it has to wait for the descendant node to move before he moves. In a t most hi + 1 
rounds, the value of down reaches a node th a t accepts it w ithout sending further down. □ 
If i is in M  state  and the action M M *  is not enabled at i (the parent has nothing to 
send), then i holds in IHV.i [rHV.i)  the maximum  value in its left (right) subtree, and in 
HV.i  the maximum value of p .
If i is in M  sta te  and Action M M *  is enabled (some value has been sent by the parent 
and need to be properly placed in T)), then in one round i will push the value down and hold 
in IHV.i [rHV.i)  the maximum value in its left (right) subtree, and in HV.i  the maximum 
value of p .
P r o p e r ty  8 .5 .3  For any node i, i f  S.i = M  and there are no values to he pushed down 
the tree p  (either i is the root or none of its ancestors has a smaller value to push towards 
i)  then i remains in state M  until it is enabled to change to F,  and it will take at most
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h — hi + 1 rounds for  i to change to P.
P ro o f . If a non-root node z is in M  state, it is its left (right) child of its parent, and its
parent is in (M/M*®-^*) state, then i is in HO and it will not change its state.
Since the root has no ancestors to push values towards it, once it enters M  state, it will 
not change to W hen the children of the root change to P , the root changes
to  P  in one ronnd (Action M P ) .  To show th a t it takes h — hi + 1 rounds for any node i to
enter state P  (Action M P )  we can use the induction on m  = h — hi, 0 < m  < h. □
L e m m a  8.5 Starting from a normal starting configuration, it takes at most H r +  3 rounds 
to heapify the tree.
P ro o f . Follows from Properties 8.5.1, 8.5.2, and 8.5.2. □
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C H A PT E R  9
BINARY-SEARCH-TREE CONSTRUCTION 
In this chapter we present A lgorithm  B S T ,  followed by its proof of correctness (Section 9.3).
9.1 BST Problem  Specification
A snap-stabilizing algorithm  guarantees th a t the system always behaves according to  its 
specification provided some processor in itiated  the protocol.
S p e c if ica tio n  9.1 (B S T  P ro b le m )  A protocol P  is considered as a B S T  algorithm, i f  and 
only i f  the following conditions are true: (i) A ny  computation initiated by the root terminates 
in f in ite  time, (ii) When the computation terminates, the values in the tree satisfy the B S T  
property.
R e m a rk  9.1 To prove that a B S T  algorithm is snap-stabilizing, we have to show that every 
execution of the protocol satisfies the following two properties: (i) starting from any config­
uration, the root eventually executes an initialization action, (ii) Any execution, starting 
from this action, satisfies Specification 9.1.
Being snap-stabilizing gives our algorithm s a unique feature — they always behave as 
expected by their specifications. It should be noted th a t a self-stabilizing algorithm  is 
guaranteed to satisfy the desired specification only in a finite time.
In the context of the BST problem, in a self-stabilizing BST solution, if the root initiates 
a BST com putation, it is not guaranteed th a t the tree will become a BST when the com­
putation  term inates. If the com putation is repeated (a bounded but unknown num ber of 
tim es), the self-stabilizing algorithm  guarantees th a t eventually, the tree will become a BST. 
The proposed snap-stabilizing solution achieves a much b e tte r  solution than the above. It
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ensures that when a BST com putation in itia ted  by the root term inates, the tree is a BST. 
Thus, we do not need to repeat the com putation unless the application program  dem ands 
repeated sorting of the values in the tree.
9.2 Binary-Search-Tree Algorithm 
Given a binary tree where every node holds one key (value) draw n from an arb itrary  set 
of real values, we design a snap-stabilizing d istribu ted  algorithm  to  arrange the values in 
the tree to obtain  a binary search tree.
Under this space constraint, our solution is asym ptotically optim al in tim e and takes 
0 (n )  rounds. A processor i requires 0 (log  s,) b its  where Si is the size of the subtree rooted 
at i. So, the root uses O (logn) bits.
The BST construction works as follows. F irst, the values in the tree are re-arranged as 
a heap (we implement a M axHeap but a M inH eap is equally possible). For any node i, i 
holds the maximum value among the values in T), the subtree rooted at i (the maximum 
value is in the root node). For short, we w rite M H o  instead of M axHeap order.
Based on the heap arrangem ent, the root collects values in decreasing order and delivers 
them  to each node in the tree (a sequential, pipelined delivery of sorted values in decreasing 
order). The biggest value held by the root is sent to the leftmost leaf, followed by the second 
biggest, and so on, in a left-parent-right order. Given a 15-node tree and 15 values (Figure 
9.1(a)), the unique BST built on those values is presented in Fignre 9.1(6).
60 100
(a) A 15-node binary tree (b) The 15-node unique BST built 
Figure 9.1: Building a BST from a simple binary tree
Our BST construction is transparent to the changes (addition or removal of notes) in the
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tree structure. If  such changes occnr, then the algorithm  will incorporate the changes “on 
the fly” by nodes either entering an  abnorm al situation w ith respect to their new neighbors, 
or by completing the current cycle and restarting  a new cycle with added/deleted  vaines. 
We assume th a t after the add/rem ove operations/ queries are executed, our algorithm  will 
be initiated by the root and a new BST tree will be constructed in 0 ( n )  rounds. This makes 
the lower bound of 0,{n) under the constraints considered in this work higher than  th a t of 
the usual functions (e.g., find, insert, and delete) for a BST.
9.2.1 A lgorithm  B S T  
In this section, we describe the da ta  structures used, followed by a detailed explanation 
of how the algorithm  works when the in itiator (the root process) starts  the algorithm  until 
the values are arranged in the tree such th a t it becomes a BST.
The variables used by some node i are described below. The sorted value SV.i  will 
contain the final sorted valne at the end of the algorithm. tSV .i  is used to store a tem porary 
sorted value. T he heap value H V .i  is the result of the first phase (Algorithm  Heap). The 
new heap value n H V  is calculated and used in Algorithm B S T .  Variable tm p  is nsed for 
storing the new internal value for an internal node th a t has a left subtree.
Algorithm B S T  needs to m aintain the size of the subtrees rooted at each node. This 
size variable s.i for node i is com puted in A lgorithm  Heap  and used in A lgorithm  B S T .  For 
some node i, the  variable s.i requires 0 (log n,) space where rii represents the to ta l number 
of descendants of i in the subtree p  rooted at z. In the worst case (the root node) the space 
complexity is 0 (log (n )). Therefore the BST construction requires O (logn) space.
Algorithm B S T  uses a to ta l of seven sta tes (see Fignre 9.2). Besides the six states used 
by Algorithm H eap  (C, B , M ,  and P ), state  T  (term ination) is necessary.
\ /
I  leaf node
Figure 9.2; The seven states used by the algorithm.
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Some abnorm al configurations can be locally detected by the processors. This local 
detection is implemented using the abnormal predicates in Algorithm B S T .  S tarting from 
an abnormal configuration, an execution not necessarily will bring the  system to a normal 
s tarting  configuration, bu t to  a normal configuration. S tarting  from a normal configuration 
where the root is able to  execute the initialization action w ith no delay, the tree will become 
a BST in 0{n)  rounds. In general, the worst delay is 0{n )  rounds because the worst initial 
configuration is the one where no node has any of the abnorm al predicates enabled, bu t 
there is a node w ith an incorrect t S V  value (th a t does not m atch any V  values). Thus, the 
abnorm al configurations do not increase the  asym ptotic tim e bound. So, starting  from any 
configuration, the tree will become a BST in 0 (n )  rounds.
A lgorith m  9 .2 .1  M oduleSort  
P red ica tes
abnorm al_P (i, d) :: is true when the node, in sta te  P , either has some variables with 
abnorm al values or is in abnorm al situation w ith some neighbor (parent or child).
abnorm al_P (i, d) =  ab-F[i) V [p.i =  T  A ab-F.rt{))  V {p.i T  A ab-F-nonrt[i))\/  
[D.i ^  T A  ab-P -uon lf  [i]) V [D.i =  T A a b T P lf{ i) )
ab_P(i) =  s.z <  0 V dir.i ^ {T , l e f t ,  right}
ab_P_rt() =  [s.r =  0 A  H V .r  ^  T ) V  [HV.r  =  T  A s .r  > 0)
ab_P_nonrt(i) =  S.p.i ^ { M ,P ,T }  V {d = l e f t  A  IHV.p.i ^ {H V .i ,m a x{ lH V .i ,rH V .i)} ) \ /  
[d =  right A  rH V.p.i  ^ {HV.i, m ax{lH V.i, rH V .i)})
ab P m o n lf( i)  =  ^ {P, T} V s .i +  1 < s .j)  V [HV.i =  TA {IHV.i ^  T  A rH V .i  7̂
T )) V {left.i  7̂  T  A IHV.i  7̂  T  A H V .le f t . i  =  T)V  {right.i 7̂  T  A  rH V .i  7̂  T  A HV.right.i  =  
T ) V -<s-consistent{i)
ab_P_lf(i) =  {IHV.i 7̂  T  V rH V .i  7̂  T ) V s .i > 1 V down.i 7̂  tSV.i  V (s.i >  0 A down.i 7̂  T ) 
s_consisten t(i) is true when s.i is consistent w ith the variables s of its children
The basic idea of the algorithm  is as follows; The algorithm runs in two phases. The 
root initiates the BST com putation by s tarting  a heapify process (shown as Algorithm  Heap
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s -c o n s is te n t ( i )  =  {s.i =  0 A {right . i  =  J_ V s .r ight . i  =  0) A { le f t . i  =  J_ V s . l e f t . i  =  0))V 
{s.i > OA{{{down.i  = ± \ / s e n t s o r t e d { i ) )  As . i  = s . l e f t . i  + s . r ight . i  + l ) \ / { m y - t u r n { i ) A s . i  = 
s . l e f t . i  +  s .right . i )  V {-^{down.i  =  _L V s e n t s o r t e d { i ) )  A -^my- turn{i )  A s.i — 1 =  
s . l e f t . i  + s. right. i) ) )
abnorm aL T (i) :: when the node, in sta te  T, either has some variables w ith abnorm al 
values or is in abnorm al situation  w ith some neighbor (parent or child). 
abnorm al_T (i) =  -^done{i) V {D.i 7̂  J_ A ^j^D .iS .j  7̂  T)
don e(i) :: is true  when the node is done executing the current BST cycle. 
done(i) =  s.z =  0 A H V.i  =  T  A tSV .i  7̂  T
g e t - s o r te d ( i )  :: is true when the node is ready to receive a sorted valne from its parent. 
g e t_ s o r te d ( i)  =  s.i  >  0 A dir.p.i  =  d A down.p. i  7̂  T  A down. i  7̂  down.p. i
m o v e u p _ h v (i)  :: is true  when the  node heap value was taken by its parent. 
m o v e u p _ h v (i)  =  H V.i  7̂  T  A {{d = l e f t  A H V .i  7̂  IHV.p.i) V (d =  right A H V.i  7̂  rHV.p.i))
n e w _ so r te d ( )  :: is true when the root has generated a new sorted value.
n e w _ so r te d ( )  =  H V .r  7̂  T  A down.r  =  T  A s .r  > 0 A consistency{r)
m y _ tu rn ( i)  :: is true when it is the  node tu rn  to store its sorted value (currently stored in
down.i).
m y _ tu rn ( i)  =  tSV .i  =  T  A {right.i  =  T  V s.right.i  =  0) A ~^{down{i) =  T  V s e n tso r te d )
s e n t  s o r te d ( i )  =  is true when the  node has sent the sorted value it held to  one of its 
children (to its target node).
s e n t_ s o r te d ( i)  =  down. i  7̂  T  A dir.i  7̂  T  A down. i  = down.{dir. i ). i
M acro m ove_H V s(i) :: selects the  child dhv  E { le f t , r i g h t }  w ith the maximum heap value. 
dhv. i  = M A X  (i)
if {dhv.i = l e f t  A le f t . i  7̂  T  A IHV.i  7̂  T ) then
/ /  the maximum value is in the left subtree so change HV.i  to  th a t value and select 
/ /  in IHV.i  the maximum value left in the left subtree 
HV.I = IHV.i 
tmp.i = M  A X { le f t . i )  
if tmp.i = l e f t  then
if down.i < IH V .le f t . i  then IHV.i = IH V .le ft . i  else IHV.i  =  down.i 
if tmp.i = right  then
if down.i < r H V . le f t . i  then rH V.i  =  r H V .le f t . i  else IHV.i = down.i
in Chapter 8 ) to create a m axheap of the tree. Then the root initiates the second phase 
(shown as Module Sort). During this phase, the values are placed in the nodes in the BST
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if {dhv.i = right A right.i  76 ± r H V .i  7  ̂ ±)  then
/ /  the maximum value is in the right subtree so change H V .i  to  th a t value and select 
/ / i n  rH V.i  the maximum value left in the right subtree 
HV.i = rH V.i  
tmp.i  =  M  A X  {right.i) 
if tm p = l e f t  then
if down.i <  IHV.right.i  then  rH V .i  =  IH V.right.i  else rH V.i  =  down.i 
if tm p = right  then
if down.i < rH V.igh t.i  then  rH V .i  =  rH V .r igh t. i  else rH V.i  = down.i
{ P r o g r a m  fo r  t h e  r o o t  n o d e  r}
r P l  -^abnormal-P{r, _L) A S .r  = P  A new so r ted { )  — >■
down.r = HV.r-, s.r = s.r — 1; H V .r  = _L 
if {IHV.i 7  ̂ J- V rH V .i  7  ̂ J.) then m ove-H V s{r)
rP 2  ->abnormalJP{r, _L) A S .r  = P  A se n tso r te d {r )  A -^myJ,urn{r) — > down.r =  J_
rP 3  -^abn o rm a l-P {r , l . )A S .r  = P A m y J u r n { r )  — >
tSV .r  = down.r
if SV .r  7  ̂ tSV .r  then  SV .r  =  tSV .r
if l e f t . r  7  ̂ d_ then dir.r  =  l e f t  else dir.r = T
down.r  =  _L
P T  ^abnormal-P{r, _L) A S .r  = P  A done{r) A VjgD.rA.j =  T  — > S.r  = T
aCb {S.r = P  A abnormalVP{r, J L ) )  V {S.r = T  A abnormal AT {r)) — > S.r = C
{ P ro g ra m  for a n  in te r n a l  n o d e  i t h a t  is t h e  d ch ild  o f  its  p a re n t ,
d G { le f t , r ig h t} }
i P l  -^abnormalH’{i) A S.i = P  A g e tsor ted{ i)  A {down.i =  _L V sen tsor ted{i))  —
down.i =  down.p.i; s.i = s.i — 1 
if moveup-hv{i) then  H V.i = J_
if {IHV.i 7  ̂ J- V rH V .i  7  ̂ _L) then m o ve .H V s{ i)
iP 3  ^abnorrnaLP{i) A S.i = P  A m y J u r n { i)  —
tSV .i  =  down.i
if SV.i  7  ̂ tSV .i  then SV.i = tSV .i
if le f t . i  7  ̂ J_ then dir.i = l e f t  else dir.i = _L
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iPA -^abnormal-P(i) A S.i = P  A - '{getsorted{i)  A sen tso r ted{ i) )  A -^my-turn(i) A 
moveup-hv{i)  — >
H V .i = T
if {IHV.i 7  ̂ _L V rH V .i  7  ̂ _L) then  m ove-H V s{i)
P T  -^abnormal-P{i, d) A S.i = P  A done{i) A yj^D .iS .j  =  T  — S.i = T
aCb {S.i = P  A abnormal-P{i, d)) V {S.i = T  A abnormal-T{i))  — > S.i =  C
{P rogram  for a lea f node i th at is the d child o f its parent,
d E { l e f t , r i g h t } }
/P1&3 -^abnormal-P{i) A S.i = P  A ge tsor ted{ i)  A down.i =  _L — > 
down.i =  down.p.i] s.i = 0 
if moveup-hv{i)  then HV.i =  _L 
tSV .i  = down.i
if SV.i  76 tSV .i  then SV.i = tSV .i  
IPA -^abnormal-P{i) A S.i =  P  A - 'ge tsorted{i)  A m,oveup-hv{i) — > HV.i — _L
P T  -<abnormal-P{i,d) A S.i = P  A done{i) — > S.i = T
aCb {S.i = P  A abnormal-P{i,d)) y  {S.i = T  A abnormal-T{i))  — > S.i = C
order, placing the highest value first, the second highest value next, and so on. As the 
m axheap has been created in the previous phase, the root holds the m aximum  value of the 
tree. This highest value is sent to the rightm ost node (say, i) of the tree. The destination of 
the second highest value (say, second) is dependent on if i is a leaf or an internal node. If i 
is a leaf node, then  second is sent to the parent of i (say, j ) .  Then the th ird  highest value 
(say, third)  will be sent to the left child of j  (if present) or to the parent of j .
If i is an internal node, then second goes to the left child of i. Thus, values are placed 
in the tree following a right-parent-left order.
The algorithm  will be similar if we have constructed a m inheap instead of the m axheap. 
In tha t case, in the second phase, the values will be placed following a left-parent-rigbt 
order. From now on, heap will imply maxheap. If a node i satisfies the m axheap property 
with respect to its parent and children, we say i is in heap order or in HO in short.
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The interface between the  two layers (application and BST) at a node i is implemented 
by two variables: input value to the sorting protocol V.i and the final or ou tput sorted value 
SV.i. However, every tim e the  BST protocol runs, we do not want to distnrb  the  application 
layer by writing (or overwriting) the value of SV.i  unless the value has changed. So, when 
the BST protocol term inates, i ’s sorted value is first placed in tSV.i. Then tSV .i  and SV.i  
are compared. The value of tSV .i  is copied into SV.i  only if the values are different (see 
Actions rP 3 , zP3, and ZP1&3 of Module Sort) .
At the end of the heap construction, every node changes it state  from M  to P  and 
executes the macro in it-P{i) .  In this macro, every non-leaf node i sets the variable dir.i to 
point to the child th a t will receive the sorted value from the root. Recall th a t the sorted 
values are placed in right-parent-left order.
Every node (including the root) will receive a sorted value from the root and send its 
heap value to the  root. These two actions are executed concurrently. Upon completion of 
the  heap, the root holds the maximum (heap) value of the entire tree, its children hold the 
maximum (heap) values of their subtrees, and so on. The above heap property is exploited 
in the BST construction. The root first sends out its own heap value to the rightm ost place 
in the tree. The root then  gets the second highest value of the tree easily (in constant 
steps) from one of its children. So, the concurrency of the two main tasks — sending the 
sorted value to the proper place and moving the  heap values upward toward the root — 
are achieved by using the heap property. T h a t is the reason of using the heap phase as a 
pre-processing phase of the BST construction.
W hen a sorted value sent to a node belongs to th a t node (i.e., it is the node’s sorted 
value), it is stored in t S V .  A node is done sorting if all nodes in its subtree (including itself) 
received their final sorted values. This is checked in the predicate done. W hen a node is 
done, it changes its sta te  to T. Obviously, th is wave of state change from P  to T  starts  
from the leaves and ends a t the root. W hen the root changes its state  to T, the algorithm  
term inates. In the following, we describe a norm al execution of module Sort:
4. (Select sorted values for  all nodes) P redicate new-Sorted{) is true if the root still 
has values to sort: H V .r  7  ̂ T , either it ju st s ta rted  or the previous sorted value has been 
delivered {down.r = T ), there are nodes th a t need more sorted values {s.r > 0 ), and it has
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consistency with its children {consistency{r) = true).
If the root is in P  and P redicate new sorted{)  is true, the  only enabled action is Action 
r P l .  So, it will eventually be executed. The current H V .r  value is moved into down.r, 
s.r  is decremented, and H V .r  becomes ± .  Then the larger of the heap values of one of its 
children is moved in H V .r  by executing the macro m ove-H V s{r) .  T hat will enable Action 
r P l  again.
5. (Receive sorted value and/or collect heap value) A lthough these two actions are 
executed concurrently, we present them  separately below:
5 .1  (Receive sorted value) We first define a target node for some node. For some node 
i, if the  condition s.i > 0 V (s.i =  0 A { left.i  / P A  s . le f t . i  =  1) is true, then there exists a 
unique node j  to  which down.i /  T  will be delivered (either j  =  i or j  is one of the children 
of i). We call node j  the current target of node i. dir.i holds the value j .
We use the following predicates in this part of the algorithm:
Predicate sen tso r ted{ i)  is true if the non-root node i has previously received another 
value from its parent p.i and it has already delivered it.
Predicate m y-turn{ i)  is true if it is the tu rn  of node i to  collect its sorted value. Node 
i has no current sorted value {tSV.i /  T ), either it has no right subtree {right.i =  T) or is 
full {s.right.i =  0 ), and has a value {down.i /  T ) th a t was not taken by any of the children 
of node i (Predicate sen tso r ted{ i)  is false).
Predicate g e tso r ted { j)  is true if j ,  the d € { le f t ,r ig h t}  child of its parent i, is allowed 
to copy in down.i the value stored at its parent, j  still needs sorted values {s.j >  0 ), it 
is the  current target of node i {dir.i =  d), and the sorted value held by f is a new one 
{down.i /  down.j).
During the BST construction, if Predicate m y J u r n { i)  is true, the target of node i is i 
itself. Otherwise, for a non-leaf node i, the target j  of node i is one of the children of i th a t 
is allowed to copy into down.j  the value stored at down.i if either Action iP l  or /P1& 3 is 
enabled and executed. We now consider the three types of target node j  of node i (root, 
internal, and leaf) below:
[Root]) The target node is the root itself {i = j  = r). T hen m yjtu rn{r)  is true and 
the only enabled action is Action rP 3 . The root moves down.r  into tSV .r ,  updates SV.r
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if necessary, and selects its left child (if exists) as its current target (by changing dir.r to 
l e f t ) ,  and sets down.r  to _L.
[Internal] The target node j  is an internal node. We have two cases for j\
11) If m yJ ,u rn{ j)  is true, then  the only enabled action for j  is Action iP3  which is 
sim ilar to Action rP 3 .
12) If m y - tu rn { j)  is false, th en  the only possible enabled action for j  is Action iP l .  i P l  
is enabled if get-sorted(j)  is true and the condition down.j  =  T  V se n tso r te d { j)  are true.
Condition d ow n . j  =  TV  s e n t s o r t e d { j )  is true if either j  has never received a value from 
i {down. j  =  T ), or has previously received another value from i and has already delivered 
it {sent-Sorted{j )  is true).
W hen Action i P l  is perform ed, down.i is copied into down.j, s .j  is decremented, and j  
checks if it has to  give up its heap value to  its parent (Predicate moveupJiv{j)  is explained 
below ).
[Leaf] The target node j  is a leaf node. Since the only value the leaf is allowed to receive 
is its own sorted value, the targe t of j  is j  itself. If getsor ted{i)  is true, the only action 
enabled at j  is /P1& 3, so it eventually gets executed.
5.2 (Collect heap value) P red icate  moveup-hv{i)  is true for some node i if Ps heap value 
{HV.i /  T )  was taken by p.i as its heap value. In tha t case, i selects the larger of the 
heap values of its children as its next heap value. Variable dhv.i indicates whicb child (heap 
value) will be selected. We now need to distinguish three cases.
Case 1 [HV.i = P] i waits un til done{i) becomes true so th a t it can change to state  T.
Case 2 [HV.i / P A  IHV.i =  T  A rH V .i  =  T /  If node i is the root node r, then it has 
to wait until Action r P l  becomes enabled and gets executed. Then H V.i  becomes T  and 
Case 1 becomes applicable.
If i is a non-root node, then  when moveup-hv{i)  is true, the heap value HV.i /  P is 
moved up the tree from node i to  its parent p.i  (action i P \ ,  iPA, /P1&3, or IPA is enabled 
and executed). HV.i  becomes T  and Case 1 becomes applicable.
Case 3 [HV.i / P A  {IHV.i /  P\ t  rH V .i  /  P)]  Node i is a non-leaf node, and there 
exists a unique node j  (decided in macro m ove-H V s{i))  th a t will move its heap value to z’s 
heap value when one of Actions r P l ,  iP l ,  iPA, /P l& S , and IPA is executed. Node j  is one
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of the children of i and is called the current sink  of node i.
If node i is the root node r, then  it has to wait until Action r P l  becomes enabled and 
gets executed. Then macro m ove-H V s{r)  is executed and H V.i  receives the larger of the 
heap value of its children. E ither Case 2 or Case 3 becomes applicable then.
If i is a non-root node, then  if moveup-hv{i)  is true, the  heap value H V .i  7  ̂ T  is moved 
up the tree from node i to its parent p.i and i executes macro m ove-H V s{i)  (Action i P l  or 
iPA  is enabled and executed). E ither Case 2 or Case 3 becomes enabled.
For example, starting  from a configuration where the root and its children are in state 
P , after executing the action r P l ,  we obtain  the configuration shown in Figure 9.3(a). Now 
its right child has to  execute i P l  before the root is able to  move again and execute rP 2 . 
Also its left child has to execute iPA  before the  root can execute r P l .  Once both  children 
execute, we obtain  the configuration as shown in Figure 9.3(6). For each node, we show the 
variable s, the sta te  S, IH V , H V ,  r H V ,  down, and dir. Symbol 6 means T.
2.P,h,145,120
ilc>vvn=b. iHr=n
3,F .2 5 ,100.60
clowii=b. ilir=righ 2 ,P ,b ,143 ,120
i i w S b r f c b  ^  \  4  ,li,=b
I.P ,h,130,b I.P ,b ,25 ,b  l,P ,b ,60 ,b  N ,  l,P ,b ,130 ,b  l,P.b.2.5,b l,P ,b ,60 ,b
diiwn=b. Jir=h ilown=b. ilir=b clown=h. ilir=b tlown=b. dir=b cltiwn=b. (Itr=b d<>\vn=h. du=b
l,P .b .I2U ,b  l.P ,b .l2 0 ,b
dowii=b. dir=h d(>wn=h. dir=h
(a) Root generates a sorted value (b) Right node gets the value,
(Action r P l )  left node changes its H V
Figure 9.3; Some sta te  ending the execution of Algorithm H eap  by the root and its children
6 . (Sets its own sorted value and adjusts the direction for the future sorted values) If 
m y-turn{i)  is true, i collects its sorted value and adjusts the direction of sorted values toward 
its left subtree, if it exists. Otherwise, dir.i is set to T.
7. (Terminating the B ST)  P redicate done[i) is true when node i has H V.i = T , does 
not need more sorted values from the root, and has its currently sorted value tSV .i  /  T.
W hen a leaf node i is done receiving the sorted values {done{i) is true), it changes its 
s ta te  from P  to T. W hen a non-leaf node i is done receiving its sorted values (predicate
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done{i) is true) and all its children are in sta te  T , i changes its state from P  to T  (Action 
P T  is enabled).
Starting from the  configuration presented in Figure 8.10, after executing M odule Sort  







Figure 9.4: The tree is a BST
We defined various abnormal predicates to  characterize different types of local inconsis­
tencies at a node during the BST construction. If any of these predicates is true a t a node, 
then the only enabled action at th a t node will be aCb. This action when executed changes 
the sta te  of the node to  C.
9.3 Proof of Correctness for Algorithm  B S T
In this section, we first present the proof of correctness assuming the weakly fair daemon. 
(A daemon is weakly fair  if a continuously enabled process will be eventually chosen by the 
daemon.) Later in Section 9.3.3, we show th a t the algorithm  works under the unfair daemon 
as well.
We first show a lower bound of fl{n) on the tim e complexity for the BST problem under 
the constraint as discussed earlier (Lemma 9.1).
Next, we show how the algorithm  corrects any abnorm al configuration into a normal 
configuration in finite num ber of rounds. Considering faulty networks, the system may s ta rt 
in an abnormal configuration where there exists a t least one abnormal processor. We prove 
tha t if some node i is abnorm al, then S.i becomes C  in at most one round (Property 9.3.1). 
Using this result, we show th a t if S.i = C, all the nodes in the subtree rooted at i, 7)
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change to  C  in 0{hi)  rounds (Property 9.3.2). T hen  in 0{h )  rounds the system reaches a 
configuration which does not contain any local problem  and the behavior of the protocol is 
now alm ost as the norm al behavior (the result is in Lem m a 9.3. We conclude th a t the  delay 
(the tim e needed for the root to execute the initialization action) of our algorithm  is 0 (n) 
rounds (Lemma 9.2).
Once we establish the finite round delay (as above), our rem aining obligation is to  show 
th a t  starting  from a normal starting  configuration, the tree will satisfy the BST property  in 
finite rounds.
Note that the guarded actions of M odule Sort  for each process (root, internal, and leaf 
node) are m utually exclusive. So, a t any tim e during the BST construction, a t m ost one of 
the  root actions is enabled, a t most one of any internal node actions is enabled, and a t most 
one of any leaf node actions is enabled. This was done to  implement a sequential, pipelined 
delivery of sorted values in decreasing order.
The root will continue sending the sorted values (via down.r) in descending order as 
long as there exists a target node for a value {new^sortedi)  will be true as long as s.r  >  0 ) 
(P roperty  9.3.6). The value of down.r  follows a pa th  of current target nodes, s tarting  from 
the  root and ending at some node in the tree. W hen the root takes the heap value of its 
sink node to make it a sorted value, in at most one round, the child adjust its heap value 
to  one of its children (Property 9.3.11). In at most n  rounds, the root is done generating 
sorted values (Property 9.3.13), and in a t most additional h rounds every node in the system 
receives its sorted value (Lemma 9.3), and enters sta te  T.  Once the root enters T  sta te , the 
BST construction is done.
Finally, we prove th a t starting  from an arb itrary  configuration where the nodes have 
distinct internal values drawn from an arb itrary  set, our algorithm  arranges them  in a BST 
order in 0[n )  rounds (Theorem 9.3.14).
Theorem 9.3.14 and Lemma 9.1 imply th a t the proposed BST algorithm  is tim e optim al.
L e m m a  9.1 Under the space constraint that the maximum number of items that can be 
stored at any tim.e at any processor is constant (i.e., independent of n ), the lower bound on 
the time complexity for arranging n values in a given tree in a distributed manner such that
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the tree becomes a binary search tree (B S T )  is fl(n).
P ro o f . Assume th a t all the values larger (respectively, smaller) th a n  the ro o t’s value are 
currently in the left (respectively, right) subtree of the root. Then n — 1 values have to  pass 
by the root to  move to their right place in the BST. As the root has a  constant memory, it 
will require the root to execute a t least n  actions to  move those values. □
9.3.1 Abnorm al Configurations and Delay 
In th is subsection, we prove th a t s tarting  from any configuration, the root executes the 
initialization action in 0 (n )  rounds (Lemm a 9.2).
Considering faulty networks, the system  may s ta rt in an abnormal configuration where 
there exists a t least one abnormal processor. We prove th a t if some node i is abnorm al, then
5.1 becomes C  in a t most one round (Property  9.3.1). Using this result, we show th a t if
5.1 — C, all the nodes in the subtree rooted at i, 7) change to  C  in 0{h i)  rounds (Property 
9.3.2). Thus, if z =  r , then in 0{h)  rounds the tree reaches a normal sta rting  configuration. 
This leads to  the next result th a t if z 7  ̂ r , in at most 0 (h )  rounds, the system reaches 
a normal configuration (Property 9.3.3). We conclude th a t the delay (the tim e needed to 
reach a norm al configuration) of our algorithm  is 0 (h )  rounds (Lemma 9.2).
P r o p e r ty  9 .3 .1  I f  i is in an abnormal state (i.e., some predicate abnormal is true at i),
5.1 will become C in at most one round.
P ro o f . The guards of all actions except a C m  and aCb will be disabled at i when z 
is in abnorm al state. So, either a C m  or aCb will be executed in the current round and S.i 
will change to C. □
P r o p e r ty  9 .3 .2  I f  i is in C , then all other nodes in the subtree 7) will also be in state C 
in 0 (h i)  rounds where h, is the height of p .
P ro o f. Consider any child j  of z. Since S.i = C, if S .j  is not already in C, one of 
the abnorm al predicates is true at j  and either a C m  or aCb is enabled. As explained in 
the proof of P roperty 9.3.1, S .j  becomes C  in at most one round. The property follows by 
induction on the height h, of the subtree 7) and the fact tha t the left and right branches of 
the subtree can work in parallel. □
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P ro p er ty  9 .3 .3  I f  some node i ^  r  has S.i = C , then it may exist an ancestor k of i whose 
state S .k  becomes C  because o f i ’s state. I f  no ancestor of i changes its state to C, then we 
consider k to be i itself. Then all nodes in T)~ will be in state C  in 0{hk) rounds.
P roof. Consider the path  from k to i down the tree. By the property hypothesis, 
there m ust exist a pair of nodes x  and y  such th a t x  =  p.y  A S .x  ^  C  f\ S .y  =  C, and x  is in 
an abnorm al sta te  w .r.t y. So, by P roperty  9.3.1, S.x  will become C  and by P roperty  9.3.2, 
all nodes in Tx will be in C. The property  follows by repeated application of the above 
reasoning on the nodes on the path  from i to  A: up the tree. □
L em m a 9.2 The delay is in 0{n)  rounds.
P roof. If i =  r , by Properties 9.3.1 and 9.3.2, the system  does not contain any 
locally detectable problem  in 0 (h )  rounds. Now the system  behaves as if it was correctly 
initialized. From Lem ma 9.3, the tim e complexity in this case is in 0 ( n )  rounds.
In the worst case, the root can execute the initialization action in 0 (h )  + 0 (n )  =  0 (n )  
rounds. □
9.3.2 Proof of correctness for Algorithm  B S T
In this subsection, we prove th a t sta rting  from a normal configuration where the root 
and its children are in sta te  P , the algorithm  builds a BST in 0 (n )  rounds (Lemma 9.3).
If a node i is in P,  then the variable s.i indicates the num ber of sorted values i will 
eventually receive for its subtree 7) (P roperty  9.3.4).
We also show th a t i sets its current sorted value (tSV.i) a t most once (Property 9.3.5).
The root will continue sending the sorted values (via down.r)  in descending order as 
long as there exists a target node for a value (new sorted ()  will be true as long as s.r  > 0 ) 
(Property 9.3.6). W hen down.r /  T  is delivered to the current target node of the root, 
down.r  becomes T again (Property 9.3.7).
The value of down.r  follows a pa th  of current target nodes, starting  from the root and 
ending at some node in the tree. It takes at m ost one round for some node to take tha t 
value from its parent (Property 9.3.8). If the target of node z is z itself, it takes at most 
one round to collect the sorted value (P roperty  9.3.9). Otherwise, the target node is one of
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î ’s children, so it takes more rounds for th a t value and other values in the  subtree 7) to  be 
delivered and collected by nodes in 7) (P roperty  9.3.10).
W hen the root takes the heap value of its sink node to make it a sorted value, in a t m ost 
one round, the child ad just its heap value to  one of its children (Property 9.3.11). In  a t 
most n  rounds, the  root is done generating sorted values (Property 9.3.13), and in a t m ost 
additional h rounds every node in the system  receives its sorted value (Lemma 9.3), and 
enters state T. Once the  root enters T  state , the BST construction is done.
P r o p e r ty  9 .3 .4  In any normal configuration where S.i = P , s.i represents the number of 
sorted values to arrange in 7).
P roof. Follows by induction on m  =  hi. For m  =  0, if s.i E {0,1} depending w hether the 
node has collected its sorted value from its parent or not. For m > 0, as long as Predicate  
sc o n s is te n t( i )  is true, s.i represents how many nodes in 7) had not received a sorted value.
These nodes can be from the left subtree, right subtree, or node i itself. □
P r o p e r ty  9 .3 .5  In a normal execution, each node i sets its current sorted value ( tSV .i)  at 
most once (Action rP3, iP3, or IP1&3 is executed at most once).
P roof. If tSV .i  7  ̂ T , then  P redicate m y d u r n f i )  is false. So, depending on the type of
the node (root, internal, or leaf node). Action rP 3 , iP3, or IP1&3 is enabled. □
P r o p e r ty  9 .3 .6  Starting from a normal configuration where the root and its children are 
in state P  and s.r > 0, in at most m  rounds (0 < m  < h), Predicate new corted{)  will 
become t r u e ,  and in another round, at least m  nodes will receive their sorted values.
P ro o f. If Predicate new cor ted{)  is false, the system is in a normal configuration and 
s.r > 0. This implies th a t the current value of down.r  has not been delivered to the target 
node of r. If the target node of r  is r  itself, in a t most one round, down.r  becomes the ro o t’s 
sorted value. If the target node is not r , bu t one of its children, say j ,  it may take up to 
m rounds (0 < m < h) for j  to  receive the value down.r, i.e., for Predicate sent.sorted{j)  
to become true (P roperty 9.3.10). So, in at most m +  1 rounds. Predicate new sor ted{)  is 
re-evaluated to true, and in the meantime, m  nodes have received their sorted values.
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If Predicate n ew sor ted{)  is true, in a t most one round the  root generates in down.r  a 
sorted value for some node in the  tree (Action r P l  is enabled). □
P r o p e r ty  9 .3 .7  I f  down.r ^  ±  and s.r  > 0, then one of the following is true.'
- i f  Predicate m yJ ,urn (r)  is true, then in at most one round, down becomes the root’s 
sorted value, then the root directs the flow to either its left child or none, and down is set 
to ±  (Action rP3 is executed).
-if  Predicate m y-turn{r)  is false and Predicate s e n tc o r te d fr )  is true, then in at most 
one round, down.r is pushed to one of the children (indicated by dir.r) and set to _L (Action  
rP 2  is executed).
In both cases, down.r becomes _L.
P r o p e r ty  9 .3 .8  For any non-root node i, if  node i expects a sorted value from its parent 
(Predicate ge tcor ted i f)  is true), and either i has never received a sorted value from its 
parent (down.i = P )  or it has received a previous value that has already been delivered to the 
appropriate node (Predicate sent.sorted{i) is true^, then in at most one round, the value 
sent by the root is received by node i (either Action i P l  or IP1&3 is executed).
P r o p e r ty  9 .3 .9  For any non-root node i, i f  it is the turn of i to get its sorted value (Pred­
icate m y-turn[i)  is tru e j, then in at most one round, down becomes the node’s sorted value 
(Action iP3 or l P l h 3  is executed). I f  i is a non-leaf node, i directs the flow of down to 
either its left child or none (Action iP3 is executed).
P r o p e r ty  9 .3 .10  For any non-root node i, if  node i has to deliver value.i to its target node 
that is one of its children and has not done so (Predicate sent-Sorted[i) is falsej, then i will 
deliver value.i value in some number m  of rounds where 1 < m  < hi. In the meantime, m  
nodes in 7) will receive their sorted values.
P ro o f . By induction on m  = the num ber of target nodes on the current flow path , 
starting  from the target node of the root, th a t have P redicate sent.sorted{) evaluated to 
false. □
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P r o p e r ty  9 .3 .11  For any non-root node i, i f  node i is the sink node for its parent (Predicate 
moveupJiv{i) is true), then in at most one round, i takes the maximum heap value among 
its children (Macro m o ve -H V s( i)  is executed) and some node in the subtree rooted at i loses 
its heap value (the heap value of that node becomes P ).
P roof. Either action i P l  or iP 4  is enabled at some in ternal node i and executed. E ither 
action lP lk .3  or IPA is enabled at some leaf node i and executed. □
P r o p er ty  9 .3 .1 2  For any node i in the tree, i f  H V .i  =  X, then every node j  in 7) has 
H V j  = P.
P roof. By induction on m  =  h j. □
P r o p e r ty  9 .3 .1 3  Starting from a normal configuration where the root and its children are 
in state P , in at most n  rounds, the root generates n  sorted values and s.r becomes 0 .
P roof. By Property  9.3.4, we know th a t the root has to  generate s.r = n  sorted values. 
P roperty  9.3.6 shows the gap between two consecutive creations of sorted values. Since there 
are no more th an  n  sorted values, in no more th an  n  rounds. Predicate n e w so r te d f )  will 
be enabled n  times. □
L em m a 9.3 Starting from a normal configuration, where the root and its children are in 
state P , in at most n  + h rounds, every node in the system receives its sorted value and 
changes its state to T .
P ro o f . From the definition of a normal configuration and Property 9.3.13, in a t m ost n  
rounds, s.r  becomes 0. W hen s.r  =  0, every node in the right subtree has s.i =  0. Then in 
at most h rounds (Property 9.3.10), every node in the left subtree has s.i =  0 once the last 
value down.r  is received by the leftmost node in the tree.
W hen s.r = 0, H V.r = T  and every node i in the tree has HV.i = P (Property 9.3.12). 
So, every node, including the root, will change its sta te  from P  to T  (Action P T  is executed). 
□
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T h e o re m  9 .3 .14  Starting from an arbitrary configuration where n values are arranged in 
a binary tree, each node holding a single key value, Algorithm 9.2.1 arranges those n  values 
such that the tree becomes a B S T  in 0 {n )  rounds and requires O (logn) space.
9.3.3 Unfair Daemon 
In any round, the to ta l num ber of actions executed by all processes is bounded. Since 
any execution of our algorithm  has a bounded complexity in term s of steps (or actions), 
the total num ber of actions executed in a norm al execution is bounded. Thus, the duration  
of a round cannot be extended forever by ignoring some enabled processes for an indefinite 
period of time.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, we presented several self or snap-stabilizing algorithm s for particular 
da ta  structures.
We proposed an optim al self-stabilizing d istributed algorithm  for sim ultaneously acti­
vating non-adjacent processes on an oriented chain (Algorithm SSVS).  We used Algorithm 
S S V S  to accomplish two tasks: local m utual exclusion and line sorting. We proposed two 
uniform, self-stabilizing, determ inistic protocols on oriented chains: a tim e and space opti­
mal solution to  the local m utual exclusion problem (Algorithm CM£C),  and a space and 
(asym ptotic) tim e optim al solution to the d istributed sorting problem  (Algorithm  SOTZTc)- 
We extended Algorithm  S S V S  to an asynchronous oriented ring w ith a distinguished 
node w ith some minor m odihcations, and we obtain general self-stabilization for sim ulta­
neously activated non-adjacent processes in an oriented ring w ith a distinguished process 
(Algorithm SSVSTZ).  We used A lgorithm  SSVSTZ to accomplish two tasks: local resource 
allocation and ring sorting. We proposed two uniform, self-stabilizing, determ inistic proto­
cols on oriented rings: a time and space optim al solution to the local resource allocation 
problem (Algorithm  CTZATZ), and a space and (asym ptotic) tim e optim al solution to the 
d istributed sorting problem (Algorithm SOlZTr)-
We extended Algorithm S S V S  to an asynchronous rooted tree, and we obtain general 
self-stabilization for simultaneously activated non-adjacent processes in a rooted tree (Al­
gorithm  S S V ST ) .  We then gave two applications of Algorithm SSVST:  a tim e and space 
optim al solution to the local m utual exclusion problem (Algorithm jCM ST)  and a space 
and (asym ptotically) time optim al solution to the min heap problem (Algorithm  'HSAV). 
In proving the time complexity of sorting, we introduced the notion of pseudo-time^
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sim ilar to logical time  introduced by L am port [Lam78].
We presented the  first snap-stabilizing d istribu ted  binary search tree (BST) algorithm . 
The proposed algorithm  uses a heap algorithm  (Algorithm Heap) as a preprocessing step. 
This is also the first snap-stabilizing d istribu ted  solution to the heap problem.
We expect th a t A lgorithm s S S V S ,  SSV STZ ,  and S S V S T  can be used to obtain  op ti­
m al space solutions for o ther problem s in a rooted tree. For example, for broadcasting m 
messages, a solution based on A lgorithm  S S V S T  stabilizes in a t most 4/i -h 2 m  — 5 rounds 
(the root node executes m  tim es). An interesting topic of fu ture research is to  to find effi­
cient self-stabilizing solutions (more efficient th an  the existing ones) to the existent problems 
in d istributed com puting as broadcasting, leader election, m utual exclusion, on particular 
topologies for which an optim al space algorithm  for simultaneously activated non-adjacent 
processes we have presented. A nother topic is to  find more particu lar topologies of general 
use (especially interconnection networks) for which such an algorithm  can be designed for.
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